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SATELLITE NEWS GATHERING SYSTEMS

S-15 4x4 DSNG

Because the road to a hot story
may not be a road.
Digital satellite news gathering has
risen to new heights with the introduction of the Harris S-15 DSNG
Vehicle. Built on a versatile 4x4 sport
utility chassis, the
S-15 can take your
news crew virtually
anywhere, in any
weather, rapidly and
securely.
An under -the -hood

5 kW generator gives
them the power to
set up on the run, so you can be on
the air moments after arrival, and
long before your competition.
An S-15 DSNG Vehicle contains
everything you need, including a Ku band uplink, satellite monitoring and
control, switching and monitoring
systems, audio and video equipment,

and videotape units. The lightweight,
high-performance, 1.2 meter antenna
folds behind an aerodynamic cowling
for high-speed highway travel, and
raises automatically
on command.
The on -board, DVB

Interoperable, Harris
DSE1400 Digital
Satellite Television

Exciter provides
money -saving broadcast efficiencies
which may make the S-15 the most
economical choice of all.
With a low height of just over 8
feet, this standard weight -class passenger vehicle can carry a crew of
three without needing a special
motor vehicle license.
Over 500 years of Harris team

experience in design and integration,
with unrestricted customizing
as the rule, means that your S-15
DSNG system can be anything you
want it to be, as it takes you anywhere you want to go.
Harris offers the broadest selection
of electronic equipment, backed by
the industry's finest warranty and 24 hour support, worldwide.
To find out how you can do more
for less, and do it first, contact Harris.
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
7920 Kentucky Drive
Florence, KY 41042 USA
TEL: +1 606 282-4800
FAX: +1 606 283-2818

HARRIS

Systems: Electronic News Gathering - Flyaway Satellite - Mobile Production - Radio Studio - Satellite News Gathering - Satellite Uplink
Television Production - Television Transmission
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50 compositing layers and Dveous FX, a Scitex
Digital Video ImMIX StrataSphere digital non-lin-

ear editing workstation, located at Flessing &
Flessing, Auburn, CA. Photos and compositing by
Douglas Schwartz, Sterling Communications, Santa
Clara, CA, and Rick Der Photography, San Francisco, CA. Images courtesy of Pinnacle Systems.

THEY DON'T CARE WHO MAKES
THE MOST RELIABLE VIDEO
LIBRARIES. YOU SHOULD.
Reliability is the most important benefit of any on -air presentation system. Since its

introduction, our TCS45 automated video library has proven to be one of the most reliable

presentation systems on the market. Our fault tolerant
design includes important features like built-in error
detection and recovery, integral backup systems, and a

design that provides 100% duty -cycle operation. Add

our CacheMachine' option to the TCS45 and you get
all the synergistic benefits of video tape and digital disk
cache storage. We're delivering the best value from

both tape and disk technologies right now. Your
viewers still won't care about the video library you're

using, but now you have several important reasons
to give us a call.

I

TCS45: A compact
video library with
field -proven results.
The TCS45 is a turnkey
solution for a wide range
of broadcast, satellite, and

cable applications. It's
ideal for automated on -air presentation and
may include digital disk cache to increase
productivity, reliability, and reduce maintenance. With our CacheMachineTm software, the TCS45 provides archive storage
for more than 5,000 spots and can still
provide program playback. For added
flexibility, we offer the XR800 external
device controller, allowing control of two
external tape machines of different formats.
The TCS45 with CacheMachine is like a
television station in a bOx.
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editorial
Marketplace leadership
With time running out, the broadcast, computer
and consumer electronics industries reached an
agreement on digital TV transmission standards. Perhaps as a Thanksgiving turkey to the American public,
the three groups forged an uneasy alliance on Nov. 25
to help get ATV off the ground. Just what FCC chairman Reed Hundt wanted, a decision to not decide another word for marketplace leadership.

The agreement between the three industries is so
tentative that it expires on Dec. 31. If the commission
doesn't approve the Grand Alliance standard with the
certain exceptions by then, the
agreement expires.

Fortunately, you don't have to know what video
format you're going to have to transmit. You just have
to decide to stay in business and begin the planning
process now. As the attendees were reminded at last
month's third annual Broadcast Engineering Transition to Digital Conference, the future lies in digital. So
begin making plans now to adopt digital solutions in as
many places as possible.
The most important step is to start planning for the
needed upgrades in the transmission system. No matter
what ATV format you'll eventually need, the tower,
antenna and transmitter will

be the same. Any encoding

The short of it is that the
groups collectively recom-

changes will be relatively inexpensive and easy to implement. For instance, Harris has

mended that the FCC adopt
the Grand Alliance standard
as written
the excep-

already announced that its
ATV exciter
date any of the proposed transmission formats and that fu-

tion of Section 5, Table 3. This
table basically outlines the in-

terlace and progressive for-

ture changes can be accommodated.

mats along with the horizontal and vertical resolution for
the 18 different display formats. With that table deleted

from the standard, TV stations can transmit just about anything they want to.
Fortunately, TV set manufacturers have stated that
they'll produce sets that will decode all 18 formats.
This means that the sets will probably decode almost
anything the broadcasters or the computer industries
decide to transmit. Set manufacturers could, however,
decide to produce sets that will decode only one or a
few of the possible formats. That would immediately
force broadcasters to adopt that format. Or, the computer industry could decide to produce programming
with specifications outside the 18 specified Grand

Your New Year's resolution
should be to:

Order a tower structural
analysis as soon as possible.
Begin the planning (and budgeting) for a new antenna
and transmitter.
Consider placing bids for the transmission components in 1997.

Because tower, antenna and transmission components may take a year or more to get, you may not want
to wait until sets appear in your viewers' living rooms

to start this process. These simple actions can help
guarantee you a place in the manufacturing process
and help ensure timely delivery of the systems you'll
need to remain in business.

Alliance formats. Your brand new TV set would not be

able to receive the signal. You can bet that your new
computer would, however. We're back in a "marketplace decision" mode, a la the AM stereo fiasco.

By most accounts, the FCC will approve the GA
standard with the modification by year's end. Set
makers are eager to bring new models to market. The
computer industry is more than ready to try to woo
consumers to a progressive display and their PC/TV
operating system. That leaves the broadcasters looking
for direction.
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THE NAME YOU'LL
FIND ON THE WORLD'S
BEST LENSES.

CANON'S IFplus LENSES: J15aX8B IRS/MS J9aX5.2B IRS//AS
J20aX8B IRSBAS J33aX11B 1AS J33aX15B 1AS

Emmy winner for
"Imblementat'on in
Lens Technology to
Achieve Compatibility
with CCD Sensors."

Canon's IFplus lenses take
our great IF technology and
makes it better, giving user;
more of what they want.
More quality and more
selection. This includes the
J15aX8B IRS/1AS multipurpose lens; the J9aX5.2E
IRS/IAS widest angle; the
J20aX8B IRS/IAS with large
magnification ratio for ENG,
sports and production; the
J33aX11B IAS telephoto
portable EFP style zoom;
and the J33aX15B IAS
longest portable style zoom.

IFplus means wictr angles at shorter MODs End
the widest angle ens available. I= means higher MTF
performance (cor-espond ng to 6IV1Hz) an advance
that is consistent with the needs of 16:9 formats,
where the censit} of the scanting lines are 206
greater than 4:3. It means reduced chromatic aberration, the result of a new glass material Hi-UD. IFplus
also features an ideally angled "Ergonomic Gr p"
allowing the user to enjoy fatigue free shooting even
over a long perioc of time. r. special proteir pant
even absorbs per;piratior.

When you want the best family of lenses, be are
to look for tie IFpius name. We'd like to tell you
more. For irformation, please cal 1-800-321-L388.
(In Canada call 905-795-20:2)

The Number One Lens
Circle (9) on Free Info Card
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letters to the editor

Frank talk about Frankenstein TV

'96 Olympics

Dear editor:
The TV and the PC are not fated to merge into one
appliance because, separately, they serve two different
functions. Take a look at the way the consumer uses
each one: The PC is an active and solitary experience the user sits two feet away and tactilely manipulates its
programs. The television is a passive experience and is
often shared with others.
That the television is the focal piece of furniture in
America's living rooms should tell you that it's intended
for group use --- much like the sofa. The PC sits on a
desk facing one chair. Hmm. Would
you want to lounge on the couch

To the editor:
Please inform Al Fisher, author of the '96 Olympics:
Gold Medal Technology" (BE August 1996), that the

International Broadcast Center for the 1996 Atlanta
Olympic Games was in the Georgia World Congress
Center and not at the Georgia Dome.

And while I am on my soap box, I would really
appreciate it if someone would write an article about the

inner workings of the TV world at the '96 Olympic
Games that had actually been in Atlanta and not read it
from ACOG/A013/Panasonic press releases.

I was there and I saw a lot of great nuts -n -bolts
television going on at the individual
venues. But all I have read so far is

after a long day at the office
and watch your spouse balance
the checkbook on Television Quicken? Would you ever then,

about how great the Panasonic equipped IBC and NBC worked.
And to date, no one has written
a word about the hundreds of hard-

frustrated and bored, go sit at a
desk and watch "Independence
Day" in its entirety on the PC?

working AOB TV free-lancers
from all over North America that
worked 16 -hour days for two to
three weeks. It was hard work, but
satisfying.

I don't see a crossover working,
because I hate watching powerless as my husband remote controls through TV shows I hate. If

Would I go work Sydney and

he tried to subject me to his

face the same obstacles and more?
You bet, in a heartbeat.

WWW-on-TV choices, I would
be forced to wrestle the wireless

keyboard away from him and
knock him unconscious with it. I
don't think that would be good for the equipment.
Michelle Brown
Manager, marketing and communications
Tele-TV Systems

Dear editor:
As a local broadcaster who has been dropped from the
local cable system, your editorial (BE September 1996)
was right on. After six years into a 10 -year retransmission

agreement, the local cable system chose to accept the
expression of approximately 200 of its 90,000 viewers
and drop this local broadcaster from its system.
Give us a break! The cable systems seem to believe
that they know best what we should watch?

Broadcast Engineering

Production engineer and free-lance

videotape OP/video operator
Taft Broadcasting
Al responds:
Thanks for your first-hand comments about the Olympics article.

I agree that reporting on an event the size of the
Olympic Games is best done at the site. However,
publishing deadlines sometimes don't allow that, so we

had to work from press releases and from interviews
with working people (including free-lancers) and managers of the broadcast organizations.
I hope you have the opportunity to work the 2000
Games in Sydney.

Send your thoughts to the editor at
CompuServe 74672,3124

Dick Tedeschi
General manager
RLB-TV
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Several feet to several miles. It's
the range of distance Telemetrics delivers to
turn your ENG cameras into full featured EFP cameras
for the field and the studio. With direct docking camera
adapters -- factory set-up ready to plug and play. And the compati-

bility to interface with virtually any video format including digital. It's the
level of performance you would expect from the people who invented triax
and coax camera control technologies.
For composite video, there's the Telemetrics TM -9250 triax system. ft maintains signal
integrity over the longest cable runs (5000 feet*). And offers comprehensive camera set-up
and adjustment capabilities, along with video, return video. microphone audio, intercom,
tally, and genlock -- plus power. It's the industry standard for quality and performance. For
component video,Telemetrics' TM -9660 Triax System offers all the same funct onality. With all
the benefits of component video transmission to a distance of 4000 feet.

If you're working with coax, the Telemetrics TM -9255A Coax System delivers cost-effective camera remote control capabilities at distances of 1500 feet. Plus power for the camera and a large
studio viewfinder. Telemetrics also offers the TM -9525 Dual Coax/Fiber System This highly versatile system employs dual coax cables up to 500 feet and can be cost-effectively interfaced with
15MHz unidirectional fiber optic transceivers for long distance camera contro without the use
of repeaters.

Get more mileage from your ENG cameras. With Triax and Coax camera ccntrol systems
from Telemetrics. They go the distance. =or more information call 201-848-9818, or fax
201-848-9819.

Telemetrics Inc.

CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS
Telemetrics Inc., 6 Leighton Place, Mahwah, NJ 07430, U.S.A.
Circle (10) on Free Info Card
°All distance specifications based on using standard
Belden 9232 triax and 8281 coax cable.
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news
By Brad Dick, editor

Harris survey reveals TV
stations' mindset on digital TV
In a just -released survey for Harris Broadcast, TV
station executives described their thoughts on the
conversion process to digital television. Although this
survey was completed before the just -announced agree-

ment between the compute; broadcast and TV set
manufacturers, the results remain valid.
It's cheaper than you think

One of the most surprising results of the survey was
how much station executives overestimated the cost of

converting to ATV. Fully 25% of the respondents
thought it would cost $8 million or more to convert
their stations to ATV transmission. The next largest
response category, 20%, thought it would cost about
$2 million. See Figure 1.
The real cost of getting just the RF portion of a TV
station going is closer to $1.5 million, according to
some experts. This means that stations may be overly
pessimistic about the cost of continuing to do business
in the ATV future.
What is unspoken is the cost to equip a complete
camera -to -antenna system. While that would certainly

be in the higher cost range, there is no reason for

When asked why stations should implement digital
television, a resounding 72% said it was to remain
competitive. Only 3% saw ATV as having the major
benefit of generating additional revenue. Another minuscule 3% saw ATV as a major benefit to their ratings.
Some 17% perceived ATV's major benefit as producing
a better -quality signal.
These results might be perceived as grudging admittance by TV stations that they have no choice but to
implement digital transmission just to remain in business. Clearly, few respondents see immediate financial
benefits from building ATV stations.
TV executives miss the mark

One area where TV station executives seem to have
missed the mark is in predicting when ATV receivers
will be available. The results may reveal more wishful

thinking on their part, than what's more likely to
happen.
More than one-third, 34%, said that new ATV sets

wouldn't be available until five years after the an-

stations to fear facing those costs in the near term. With

nouncement of a standard. Even 17% thought it would
be at least six years before sets were available.

the FCC expected to approve the recent agreement
between the "big three" industries by year's end, sta-

More than one -fifth, 21%, said it would take two
years for sets to appear on the market. Looking at all

tions need only be concerned now about footing the bill
for a transmitter, antenna and possibly a tower, to begin
ATV transmissions.

responses, station executives predicted that sets wouldn't

The clock is ticking

35

Not surprisingly, more than
60% of the TV station respondents wanted at least 10 years
to complete the conversion to
digital TV broadcasts; 75%
wanted at least seven years.
Despite the desire for a long

30

25

15

tions said they felt the process

would be completed much
earlier. The majority, 51%,
felt stations would convert to
digital transmission within a
two- to five-year time frame
after the FCC sets the process
in motion.
Broadcast Engineering

be available until 4.5 years after the announcement of
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The advantages of ATV
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Figure 1. When questioned on the predicted cost to implement ATV, most stations
greatly overestimated the actual costs. According to some experts, the RF portion of an
ATV system could be built for approximately $1.5 million.
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Henninger 1150 Post
`Editboxim is fast and

it's fun! It truly is an
edit suite in a box.
Cool!'
1150 Post is engineered
as an all -digital facility to ride
high on the next wave of post
production technology.
Editbox was the logical choice
to add to this creative boutique.
It's perfect for autoconforming,
video sweetening and graphics
compositing. As a non-linear,
non -compressed, component
digital system, it doesn't get
any better than that.'

Vicky Braden
CBS '60 Minutes' segment:
The National Park Service

LAI

General Manager, Senior Editor

No waiting, no worries, just sheer editing power.

I)ANTEL

Call our 2

ur Editb

otline now: 1 800 218 0051 Ext.461

Quantel Inc..

orndal Circl

at:len. CT 0682C Tel: (203) 656 31 00 Fax: (203) 656 :_-.459 http:,,www.quantel.com
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news
a standard.
It is here that station managers may have seriously
missed the mark. According to Gary Shapiro, president
of the Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association, the first HDTV sets will appear on the market
beginning in 1998. That is only one year away. If a
station were to implement ATV
based on a six -year set arrival time
frame, they could find themselves
severely lagging behind their broadcast competitors and the PC industry in the fight for viewer's eyeball
time.

It is worrisome that stations may be underestimating
the speed with which TV set makers and the computer
industry plan to implement the new digital technology.
This could leave some stations dangerously behind the

technology curve as their viewers begin purchasing
these new sets - and tuning to the alternatives that
may be available by then.

With billion -dollar industries
like computers and TV set manu-

Stations may be overly
pessimistic about the cost
of continuing to do business
in the ATV future.

Learned lessons

The Harris survey is a bench mark study in the "mindset" of

facturers ready to run, broadcasters must not wait until the
last minute to train for the upcoming race. Installing towers,
antennas, purchasing land, and
clearing zoning issues all take time

- precious time. Several of the

broadcasters. In total, it presents a conflicting picture
of not only the costs involved, but the time frame in
which stations must be ready to move.
The most positive element is that stations have overestimated the conversion costs. It will not be as expen-

larger broadcast groups have already ordered or issued contracts for transmitters and
antenna systems. Individual stations may want to take
a clue from the big guys and cue up now for the needed
hardware.

sive to get an ATV signal on the air as many think. With

a year to plan, many stations will be able to budget
accordingly.

Lithium Ion

Editor's note: For more information about the results of the survey,
contact Harris Broadcast at 217-222-8200.

NEW BATTERY AGE

40% Lighter
50% More Power
We've succeeded where others have failed!
IDX introduces a new age in battery technology with the world's

first LITHIUM ION rechargeable NP size battery - the NP -L40.
Amazingly lighter and more powerful than traditional nickel cadmium
batteries, the NP -L40 has no memory effect, requires no discharging
and has unique built-in intelligent control.
Still not convinced... The NP -L40 can be used in parallel, has on
board 5 -LED accurate capacity display and is environmentally friendly

with no need for recycling. All this lightness power and high
technology in a standard NP size!!
Take the weight off your shoulders! Try the new NP -L40 today.

1.1:1-aw
. . .

EUROPE

I.D.X. Technology... 16 Park Place,

U.S.A.

I.D.X. Technology... 5466 Comply Street,

ASIA

I.D.X. Technology... Shukugawara 5-13-2,

Newdigate Rd, Harefield, Middlesex UB9 6E], UK

Ste. 202, San Diego, CA92123, U.S.A

Tama -Ku Kawasaki-shi Kanagawa-Ken 214, Japan

Tel: +44(0)1895-82-4949
Fax: +44(0)1895-82-5565

Tel: +1-619-560-9779
Fax: +1-619-560-5015
Email: idxusa@idxtek.com

Tel: +81(0)44-931-1234
Fax: +81(0)44-931-1233
Email: idxasia@idxtek.com

Email: idxeurope@ idxtek.com
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HOW DO YOU
GET F I VE

MANUFACTURERS

DISK SYSTEM

TObAGREE ON
ANYTHING?

ctually, when it came time to standadize

enlightened self-interest or investment spending, the fact

on one disk interface protocol, it wasn't

is we didn't give the Louth Protocol away for nothing.

that hard.The top ten manufacturers of disk systems

We were looking ahead.

It has not only simplified applications such as Ad

overwhelmingly chose The Louth Protocol.

We'd like to tell you it was our impressive track

Insertion, Caching, Program Acquisition, Time Delay

record in broadcast automation that did it. Or our

and Multi -Channel Managment, it has made the

reputation for pioneering object oriented program-

future easier for everyone. By opening a pathway

ming to make automation faster, easier and more

that is free of gatekeepers, toll takers, and proprietary

flexible. But the truth is, disk manufacturers chose

potholes.That's why we agreed to make the protocol

the Louth Protocol because it works. It's open. And

available to our competitors in automation, as well.

it's free. 100% public domain.

Now, whether you call it

111FM1111111

We believe in working with
anything. Even when it's hard.

WORKS WITH ANYTHING

MAIN OFFICE: LOUTH AUTOMATION, 1731 EMBARCADERO ROAD, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94303
[TELEPHONE] 415-843-3665, [FAx] 415-843-3666, [E-MAIL] SALES@LOUTH.COM
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fcc update
By Harry C. Martin and Richard J. Estevez

A DTV agreement
Acompromise has been struck by the broadcast,
computer and set manufacturers on the proposed
DTV standard. In a statement by FCC chairman Reed
Hundt, the FCC's goal has been to trust the market, not
government, to define digital television of the future.
With the three industries coming to an agreement, the
groups have recommended that the FCC adopt the
voluntary ATSC DTV standard, except for the video
format (Section 5 of Table 3), by Dec. 31. The FCC's

Report and Order adopting the standard will also
allow data broadcasting, which is the transmission of
any type of data other than real-time video and audio
programming.
TV ownership rules revisited
1he FCC has released two rulemaking notices seeking comments on the following TV ownership issues:
Issue 1. Local television ownership rule. The FCC is

proposing to allow common ownership of TV stations that are in separate designated market areas
(DMAs) and that don't have overlapping Grade A
contours.
The FCC is also seeking comments on whether to
allow TV cross -ownership waivers under the following conditions: 1) when the combination will be UHF/
UHF rather than UHFNHF; 2) when the station to be
purchased is a "failed" or "failing station;" 3) when
a licensee is applying for a channel allotment that has
remained vacant and unused for some time (e.g., five
years); 4) when joint ownership will result in a small
audience or advertising market shares or the combi-

nation will be located in a larger market with a
specified minimum number of independent voices; or
5) when the waiver involves public interest programming enhancements.
Issue 2. Radio -television cross -ownership rule. In
accordance with the 1996 Telecom Act, the FCC has

concluded that its top 25 market/30 independently

FCC does not attribute TV LMAs for local and
national ownership purposes. Consistent with its
treatment of radio LMAs, the FCC has proposed that

time brokerage of another TV station in the same
market for more than 15% of the brokered station's
weekly broadcast hours would count toward the
brokering licensee's multiple ownership limits. Nov. 7

was suggested as a grandfathering date for existing
LMAs. LMAs entered prior to this date could continue until they expire.
Issue 4. UHF discount. The FCC has deferred
further analysis of the UHF "discount" used in counting
market share on a national basis, until completion of its

biennial review of the broadcast ownership rules in
1998. By then, the FCC will be in a better position to
assess such factors as the impact of a digital TV (DTV)

table of allotments and the proliferation of cable and
other multichannel program suppliers.
Issue 5. Satellite stations. The FCC is considering
eliminating the current exemption for satellite stations in calculating audience reach if the satellite and
parent stations operate in separate markets.
Issue 6. Counting local marketing agreements. The
question of double counting is also raised in the LMA
context, since a licensee may reach the same audience
twice through a station it's brokering. The FCC is

proposing not to count a brokering station's local
market twice. This issue is only relevant if the FCC
decides to deem TV LMAs attributable.
Issue 7. Market definition. Presently, national audience reach is measured by Arbitron Area of Dominant
Influence (ADI) market data. As mentioned above, the
FCC has proposed to use DMAs as definitions of local

TV markets. Likewise, the FCC feels that DMAs
should be used to calculate national audience reach
instead of ADIs.
Harry Martin and Richard Estevez are attorneys with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth, PLC, Rosslyn, VA.

owned voice waiver policy should be extended to the
top 50 markets. An applicant would be permitted to

own more than one FM and/or more than one AM
radio station, and one TV station in a top 50 market
as long as 30 independently owned voices remained
after the transaction. The FCC also is considering
whether the waiver policy should be extended to any

TV market that satisfies a minimum independent
voice test.
Issue 3. Local marketing agreements. Currently, the
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TV stations in the following states must file their
license renewal applications on or before Feb. 3,
1997: Arkansas, Louisiana and Mississippi. Commercial stations in the following states must file their
annual ownership reports by Feb. 3: Arkansas,
Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York and Oklahoma.

'7) 1995 Matsushita Electric Corporation of America

When the Quincy Group decided to convert to nonlinear for their five midwest broac cast stations, they turned
to Panasonic's POSTBOX.

"The system is well -constructed, well thought-out," says Quincy's Director of Capital Projects, Brad Dreasler.
"Everyone likes the Windows operating system, which contributes to the system's overall ease -of -use." Dreasler

says that they had confidence in Panasonic as a broadcast company, "...not a computer outfit. In Panasonic, we

have a partner of considerable size and longevity-both important considerations."
Now the Quincy stations are using POSTBOX for on -air promos, as well as commercials, PSAs, and industrial
and training videos. WGEM Production/Promotions Manager, Jim Lawrence says in the °irst month, the POSTBOX

doubled their production capability. "It's a myth that you have to spend $100,000 to get the right equipment.
POSTBOX does everything we need at 40% of that cost."

Around the stations they say that productivity is up. And, "with POSTBOX, we don't seed a lot of time-we're
doing better spots in less time!"

"In the first month, POS1BOX
doubled our production capability.
JIM LAWRENCE, PRODUCTION/PROMOTIONS MANAGER, WGEM, QUINCY, IL

POSTBOX
For more information call 1-800-528-8601 (upon request enter product code 5)
or visit us on the Web @ http //www panasonic com
Windom® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation

Panasonic
Broadcast &Television Systems Company

transition to digital
By Richard Duvall

ATM: It doesn't mean
automatic teller machine
Ahot topic among content developers and service

providers involves capitalizing on the world's
rapidly advancing communications infrastructure. Thousands of miles of fiber-optic networks are deployed and
more are on the way. Correctly choosing a transmission

scheme with the flexibility and speed to handle voice,
data and real-time video signals today and in the future
can provide a competitive advantage. One technology
that may help assure a higher quality of service (QoS) is
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networking.

SONET physical transmission layer combined with
ATM switches forms a network type referred to as
Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN), a technology that should
not be confused with the older 56kb/s narrowband
N-ISDN services. B-ISDN offers an industrial -strength
bandwidth and a transmission approach that may

allow the delivery of vast amounts of voice, data and
video content over long distances in short periods of
time with virtually no signal quality degradation.

ATM defined

Synchronous vs. asynchronous
transfer mode networking

The ATM transmission protocol was initially described in 1988 by the CCITT, now known as the

A majority of current applications, such as telephony,
rely on a synchronous transfer mode (STM) networking

International Telecommunications Union (ITU-T). It
defines ATM as "a switching technology based on
unchannelized, high-speed digital links." These links
are based on fiber-optic networks, such as synchronous
optical network (SONET) and point-to-point trunks
arranged in a hierarchy of speeds that offer potential
bandwidth well into the gigabits per second range. The

protocol. In STM, calls are multiplexed onto a single

SERVICE CLASS

BANDWIDTH

(Signal type)

GUARANTEE

Constant bit rate
(voice, video.

DELAY
THROUGHPUT CONGESTION
VARIATION
GUARANTEE
FEEDBACK
GUARANTEE

YES

YES

YES

NO

Variable bit rate
(data, Ethernet)

YES

YES

YES

NO

Unspecified bit
rate (E-mail,

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

MPEG-2)

X.25)

Available bit rate
(E-mail)

Table 1. Typical signal -to -service class relationships in the
ATM user layer. A direct correlation exists between these
classes and quality of service (QoS) levels.

digital signal 3 (DS -3) or optical carrier 3 (OC-3) transmission path. Each call is assigned a channel with a fixed

time slot at a fixed bandwidth, which lasts for the
duration of the connection. With this approach, bandwidth is used effectively when voice, data or video
signals are being transmitted. However, because the
channel is dedicated, you pay for the bandwidth even
when no signals are being transmitted.

The asynchronous transfer mode protocol, on the
other hand, uses a connection -oriented information
transfer This can be described as an approach where a
path from source to destination has been clearly identified prior to any signal transmission.
In ATM, signal traffic from multiple sources is multiplexed onto a DS -3 or a concatenated OC-3c physical
network path. But first, the signal is digitally encoded
into a number of 53 -byte ATM cells. The cells contain a
48 -byte payload and five header bytes. The header bytes
identify the cell, its destination address and its sequence
in an ATM chain if the source exceeds 48 bytes in length.

MANAGEMENT PLANE

44`

Qs

5

SIGNALING
CONTROL

0

CLASS A
CONSTANT BIT
RATE CIRCUIT
EMULATION

CLASS 8
VARIABLE
BIT RATE

AAL I

ML 2

S

DATA

CLASS D
CONNECTION LESS
ORIENTED

SERVICES

ADAPTION LAYER

S

41..`"
CLASS C
CONNECTION
ORIENTED

DATA

SERVICES

AAL 3/4 OR AAL 5

CONVERGENCE SUB -LAYER

SEGMENTATION AND REASSEMBLY SUB -LAYER

ATM LAYER

PHYSICAL LAYER

TRANSMISSION CONVERGENCE SUB -LAYER

PHYSICAL MEDIUM SUB -LAYER

Figure 1. The ATM protocol stack contains information necessary for the communication and transport of information
over ATM networks.
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(For more information, see "Digital Basics," BE September 1996.)
Because ATM is connection -based and each cell contains route knowledge in its header, the cells can individually seek out the most expeditious route to their destination. By virtue of this architecture, ATM provides
bandwidth "on demand." As signal density increases,
more cells are used for transmission. As a result, you
only pay for bandwidth when you need it.
ATM requires at least a three -layered protocol stack
that contains different types of information necessary

to communication and transport of information over
the B-ISDN network. (See Figure 1.) Depending on

The ATM layer is where cells are multiplexed,

and virtual path identifiers (WI) and virtual

channel identifiers (VCI) exist. Network
switches use the VPI and VCI to determine
how the ATM cell should be routed through
the network. The ATM adaptation layer (AAL)

Irl

Figure 2. A simplified diagram of how ATM can be integrated with an
existing video core network. In this application, ATM is used to transmit

controls the timing relationship between the
source and destination switch, the bit transfer
rate of cells between them and the class of
service to be used.
Tying back to the concept of ATM's connec-

a downlinked MPEG-2 program feed and MPEG-2 compressed pay -per -

tion -orientation, the user layer is where a service

TOP

UNIT (STU)

1.4-- POINT CO MULTI -POINT
ATM CONNECTIONS

POINT TO POINT OF -_10.1
CONNECTIONS

view movie from a video server over the core network to the provider's
head -end using a constant bit rate (CBR) service class. From the head end, the programs are transmitted over a conventional RF delivery
system to the customer's set -top unit (STU).

what additional services are needed to support voice,
data or video, additional user layers can be added. The
physical transport layer is on the bottom layer of the
stack. Sublayer functions handle the interface to the
physical network (e.g., SONET), along with bit transmission and bit alignment functions that
control the actual flow of 1s and Os over

the optical carrier Functions include
complexities like transmission frame
generation/recovery, transmission frame
adaptation, cell delineation, header error
control (HEC) and cell rate decoupling.

class that supports the requirements of a voice,
data or video signal is assigned during encoding.

Available service classes include constant bit rate
(CBR), variable bit rate (VBR), unspecified bit rate (UBR)
and available bit rate (ABR). Table 1 shows typical signal to -service class relationships. Network performance characteristics of the service dass will affect the source signal

being transported. Impairments caused by insufficient

ORGANIZATION
DIGITAL AUDIO-VISUAL INDUSTRY COUNCIL
DIGITAL VIDEO BROADCAST PROJECT

ADDRESS

hitp://www.davic.org
http://www.alphastar_tv.com/dvb.htm
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS UNION log/www/itu.ch
1http://www.atmforum.com
THE ATM FORUM

Table 2. World wide web addresses of prominent standards bodies and
industry consortia involved in defining the direction of ATM for video

transmission.

"LOOK WILCOX, THE DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS TREND
IS CATCHING ON EVERYWHERE," WHISPERED SNELL
December 1996
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transition to digital
Glossary of ATM terminology
ML - ATM adaptation layer
ABR -Available bit rate
ADSL- Asymmetrical digital subscriber line
ATM - Asynchronous transfer mode network protocol
ATM sell -A cell 53 bytes in length containing a 48 -byte
payload and five -byte header

B-ISDN - Broadband integrated services digital network
CBR - Constant bit rate
DS -3 - 45 Mb/s digital carrier physical network path
0C-3 - 155 Mb/s optical carrier physical network path
QoS - Quality of service
SONET - Synchronous optical network
STM - Synchronous transfer mode networking protocol
STU - Set -top unit
UBR - Unspecified bit rate
VBR -Variable bit rate
VCI - Virtual channel identifiers
VPI - Virtual path identifiers

bandwidth, timing delays imposed by network switches,
and bit errors induced by errored and lost cells in "bursty"
signals like MPEG-2 will occur when an improper service
class is selected for a particular signal type.
Integrating ATM into existing distribution systems

At present, telcos and cable operators are struggling to
find ways to increase bandwidth closer to the customer's

set -top unit (STU) without going broke. The financial
realities of the situation dictate that technologies like
ATM can best be used in the core network that links
origination points to the head -end. (See Figure 2.)

To more tightly integrate the delivery system and
customer STU and provide additional services, technologies like asymmetrical digital subscriber line (ADSL)

show promise. ADSL can handle bidirectional signal
streams over twisted pair copper wire and coaxial cable.

Combined with ATM services on the core network,
products like fully controllable video -on -demand and
interactive gaming may be possible.
When considering ATM for integration into an existing infrastructure, providers should consider how the

technology can be used to enhance the overall QoS.
Several issues must be factored into the decision. First,
consider the current reliability of the public networks.
Growing traffic on the Internet is one example of how
switching capacity is being pushed to the limit. Although
there is adequate optical fiber available, not all of it is lit.
On the fiber that is, brownouts and blackouts do occur,

and network providers are racing to add switching
equipment to overcome the congestion. Even if you can
be assured of adequate capacity, do you want to entrust
your signals to a third -party provider whose only perfor-

Continued on page 77

"CLEART_Y THE RESULT OF AN EARLY
EXPERIMENT IN COMPRESSION..." MUSED WILCOX.
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Your company will take either one road or the

Our VideoStore' Multichannel Video File Server:

This solution is ideal for broadcasters, telcos, cable systems and

interconnects who are looking for a cost-effective, stand-alone, complete commercial insertion package.

And it is, indeed, a complete package. The VideoStore System has the capacity to offer hundreds of hours of storage
and hundreds of channels of programming. Not to mention MPEG-2 Main Profile at Main Level
(MP@ML) for the outstanding picture quality that you've come to expect from Sony.

It's also entirely broadcast ready, with support of closed -captioning and expanded motion

estimation, four channels of audio, and instant access to all video clips in your library.

Yet its highlights don't stop there. There's also our Predictive Maintenance' feature.

One Road For

Digital Ad Insertion.
Our VideoStore file server is a complete
cost-effective package for automated
broadcast master control.

Its built-in redundancies offer maximum protection against mishaps while letting you
know of virtually all potential problems before they become real ones.
Plus, with the VideoStore System's open protocol, even third party automation vendors

can use any control platform to operate the VideoStore System. In other words, you get the flexibility that you want, that
you require, and that is so necessary to integrate the automation software package that's best for your station.

© 1996 Sony Electronics Inc. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. All rights reserved. Sony, VideoStore and

other. Which explains why we've taken both.

The Sony Transmission Automation System (STAS): Our STAS System is modular, making it well suited for broadcasters of most any size, network control environments, cable networks and programming originators.

That's especially true if you consider configurability, growth and comprehensive management of both program and
commercial material into a plant -wide digital format to be important requirements.
With hundreds of hours of storage capacity, STAS is more than capable of handling all your

long- and short -form programming needs. You can use it for the origination, contribution and
distribution of all your transmission materials. And with its MPEG-2 4:2:2 profile compression
technology, our STAS System consistently delivers superior signal quality, enhanced chroma, full

VB1 support, frame accuracy and minimum degradation during subsequent recompression.

What's more, with its Component Serial Digital outputs, STAS offers complete digital

signal integrity while being the transmission component of your digital environment.

Another Road For
Digital Ad insertion.
STAS is a modular system for integrating
commercial and program material into
a plant -wide digital solution.

For additional information on our VideoStore and STAS Systems, simply call us at 1 -800 -472 -SONY, ext. INSERT.
Or you can visit us on the Internet. Our address is hrtp://www.sel.sony.com/SEL/bppgivideositore/index.html.

SONY
Predictive Maintenance are trademarks of Sony. Sony Electronics Inc., Business and Professional Products Group, 3 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645

management
By Ross Josephson

Goals to a successful new year
As 1996 comes to an end, it's time to review this past
year. For those who have had a good year, a hearty
cheer. To those of you less fortunate, as well as for those
toasting the current year, a successful 1997 can begin by

grabbing a piece of paper and a pen.
We all have had years where good things have happened
to us like an important promotion, the birth of your first
baby, that end -of -the -year bonus or your child's college
graduation. Despite the joys of these good years, we all
have had bad ones, as well.
Some years are going to be bad - plain and simple, but
setting some goals for the next year can help you decide
what you want from your life, in your career and in your
personal life.
Goal setting
Goals. We all have them, but the

much ballyhooed New Year's res-

olutions seem to be forgotten almost as quickly as Aunt Maybie's
fruitcake. This year, take the time to

really think about and write down
your goals. Following are some suggestions for goal setting.
1) Write your goals on paper. Write

down what you want to accomplish
next year. It's so simple, yet so effective.

Remember, the more times you are reminded of your
goals, the more likely you are to accomplish them.
4) Stay on track. Regularly review your progress. In
today's crazed workplace, it's hard to find time to eat
lunch, let alone sticking to a goal list. If you feel yourself
veering off course, determine what it is that's causing you

to stray, then get back on course. Attaining your goals
takes hard work, but those willing to put in that extra
effort will reap the rewards.
5 ) Be flexible. If circumstances change and a goal doesn't
seem relevant, get rid of it. By the same token, if you have

a new-found desire, add it to your list. A flexible list
stays current and all the more compelling.
6) Have an action plan. For those goals

EW Write your goals on
Paper.

Keep your goals

attainable.
Put your goal list in
a visible location.
IlYs Stay on track.
BW Be flexible.
0. Have an action plan.
BW Make your goals a

reality.
Jot down key goals. Keep the list short
and sweet. One goal might be renovating
a broadcast studio by a certain date or (I)
hiring a new staff member. Or it could be
continuing your education by taking a class or attending
a seminar.
Some people may prefer to have separate goal lists,
one for personal accomplishments, the other for work oriented goals. Some people may combine the categories and have no difficulty tackling them together. It
doesn't matter how you do it, just write your goals

requiring more effort, be sure to have a
plan. How long will it take to renovate
the studio? What key resources will I
need to accomplish my goal and how

do I obtain them? Who do I need to
convince to assist in my efforts? Detailed planning can help assureoverall
success.

7) Last, make your goals a reality.
Follow these steps and believe in your

ability to accomplish them. Being

positive of your eventual success is
half the battle. Visualize the successful completion of your goals.
1997 can be a successful year for
you. Take the first step by writing down your goals and
putting forth a plan to make each goal a reality. This list
is not a cure-all solution that guarantees success. It can,
however, set you in the right direction for realizing and
attaining your goals.

If it all seems like too much bother, think of the

down.
2) Keep your goals attainable. Don't set yourself up for

alternative. For those seemingly stuck in a rut, many can
trace their predicament to never having identified what
they really want out of life and never having set goals.

failure! Be honest with yourself. By writing down specific
goals, you make it all the more likely that those goals will

Take charge of 1997 and make your goals a reality.
Take out that pen and paper and start writing. Make

be completed. Being specific makes goal attainment
much more probable because in many cases you have
quantified the desired result, i.e., I want a 10% salary
increase or I want to take my family on a week-long
vacation to Alaska.
3) Put your goal list in a visible location. There's a magic
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to viewing your goals over and over again. Place your list
of goals in your office and keep a copy in your wallet.
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your list as sound and complete as possible and then get
busy making your plans work for you.
Ross Josephson is manager of accounts at Chan & Associates, a
marketing consulting service for audio, broadcast and post -production, Fullerton, CA.

At Utah Scientific, we recognize that you

need to approach the digital future one
step at a time. That's why we designed the
UTAH -300 routing switcher. The UTAH -

300 handles analog, digital or both in the

same frame. Combine this with our new

SC -3 Control System and you have
a routing system that's powerful and flexible

enough to take on today's realities while
preparing you for tomorrow's challenges.

That means you can upgrade to a digital

routing system without retiring your
equipment prematurely. It means you
have the assurance the UTAH -300 solution

will be there to provide the switching and

control requirements of the future.
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Utah SC -3 Control System
Analog and digital in the same frame
Backward compatibility
Windows programming screens
Open control protocols
Ethernet control port
Third party control capability
Two level tie line option
RealTime Switch"'

Call your Utah Scientific representative

at 1-800-246-6744 ext. 5016 for your

free UTAH -300 Planning Book.

The L TAH-300. So advanced it
actually works with your old stuff.

U.
IP

DI

Pi

I, UTAH SCIENTIFIC
_6.5-521939
A nericas i-801-5754801 urapeRfrica/Middle East
Agfa/Pacific 852-2868-1993 iff@utsci.com hnp://www..m.sci.com

Circle (14) on Free Info Card
1990 Utah Scientdir. Inc.

production
By Bennett Liles

Choosing batteries
for field production
Although new battery chemistries have entered the
market or are on the practical horizon, the venerable Nickel -Cadmium (NiCd) is still the benchmark
against which all other contenders are measured in the
broadcast industry. "Nicads" excel in the parameters
most needed by TV field -production crews: short charge
time, high number of charge -discharge cycles, good
load characteristics even in cold temperatures, good
abuse tolerance and low price. Nicads like being discharged quickly under high -current conditions, such
as those for which battery belts are used in broadcasting: lights and video cameras.
New, high -capacity Nicads and new charging techniques have combined to promise even better performance. Nicads do better when given a burp or reverse load charge. This applies a series of brief discharge
pulses to the Nicad while charging it, thereby promoting recombination of gases formed during quick charging. When used regularly, these reverse -load pulses can
add as much as 15% to the life of the battery.
SEALED
LEAD ACID

LITHIUM

CADMIUM

NICKEL METAL
HYDRIDE

ION

ZINC
AIR

50

75

30

100

125-220

NICKEL

ENERGY DENSITY
Mittnt11)

CHARGE -DISCHARGE
CYCLES
FAST -CHARGE

TIME (hrs)
SELF -DISCHARGE

1500

500

200-300

1.5

2-9

8-15

3-6

6-8

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

HIGH

LOW

30

90

80

N/A

N/A

0.04

0.16

0.10

0.25

0.12*

150

50

EXERCISE REQUIRED

not friendly to Nicads and tend to "cook" the batteries. More advanced chargers combine temperature
sensing with what's called Negative Delta V (NDV).
This refers to a prescribed sequence of output -voltage

levels that are normally achieved as a battery is
charged. "Smart" chargers are available that can use
these and other parameters to sense a battery's capacity and condition, and can then charge, exercise and
automatically recondition (as necessary) several types
of batteries simultaneously.
Today's field producers have added cell phones, pagers, two-way radios and even laptop computers to their
field kits. Battery -power requirements for these devices
differ from cameras and lights, so other battery chem-

istries may be worthy of exploration. (See Table 1.)
Alternative battery types

The holy grail for all batteries is high energy density

(high capacity with low weight). In that quest, the
Nicad's strongest competition has come from Nickel
Metal -Hydride (NiMH). These offer fewer charge cy-

cles, lower charge and discharge current, but about

leading rechargeable battery chemistries. (Source: Cadex
Electronics and AER Energy Resources.)

30% more capacity than a standard Nicad. The newer,
ultracapacity Nicads equal or surpass the NiMH, but
the NiMH requires less exercising than the Nicad. Both
types have high self -discharge rates, meaning that they
rapidly lose their charge once the charging current is
removed (about 10% in the first 24 hours).

A disadvantage of Nicads is the well-known memory
phenomenon: After being kept on a charger and infre-

high energy density, low self -discharge and no memory

(days between cycles)
COST PER CYCLE
(9 US)

PROJECTED COST IN MASS PRODUCTION

Table 1. Comparison of several key parameters among today's

quently or only briefly discharged, Nicads exhibit
progressively lower capacity. In modern Nicads, memory effects are most often caused by crystalline formation. When a charge is held by a Nicad for a long time
without discharge, spike -shaped nickel and cadmium

24

fully recharging it. If not exercised for several months,
Nicads will need reconditioning. In this process, the
battery is slowly and deeply discharged to <1V/cell and
then fully recharged.
Chargers that rely solely on temperature sensing are

For laptop power, new Zinc -air batteries promise
effect. They may eventually replace all other types in
capacity -hungry portable computer applications. After economies of scale take effect in mass production,
Zinc -air batteries cost should be comparable to Nicads.
Recent experiments have powered vehicles with zinc -

crystals form in the battery. They can grow large

air batteries, which are also more environmentally

enough to actually puncture the separator (an internal
insulator between positive and negative elements),
which can cause high self -discharge or even a dangerous internal short circuit. The crystalline formation
can be minimized by exercising the Nicad monthly.
This means discharging it down to 1V/cell and then

friendly than Nicads. Zinc -air recharge time is longer,
however, and fewer recharge cycles are tolerated.
For heavier -duty applications where size, weight and
slow charge are not a problem, the Sealed Lead Acid
(SLA) fits the bill. Sometimes known as gel cells, these
Continued on page 78
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Double Reinforced Ground

Balanced Inputs and Outputs

Part of TASCAM's low noise

Running lots of cable?

Rack Mountable and Rugged

Using pro equipment? You'll

Use it in the studio, in the field
or in your rack.

need these. (Unbalanced, too!)

circuitry that promises transparency

and hum free operation.

12 Total Inputs
4 stereo, and 4 mono.
The world's best utility mixer.

4 Effects Returns
Use your imagination.

Channel Inserts (CH 1-4)

Overload/Peak Indicators

A TASCAM exclusive in this price

No guess work here. You get them

range. lust like larger consoles, these

on every channel and for PFL.

handy inputs are great for compressor/
limiters or using even more effects.

4 XLR Mic Inputs

60mm Master Fader

Complete with 48V phantom
power for using the highest

What's a mixer without a
master fader? Greater visual
reference of your mix.

quality condenser microphones.

Precision 12 -Segment Display

Mute & PFL

Bright LEDs so you know

Switches on every channel.

what's going on.

PFL overload indicator too!

Stereo Buss/AUX SUB Inputs
Signal routing designed for
flexibility and expansion.

Dedicated Stereo Tape Input
No need to waste a precious stereo
channel for your master recorder.
Assignable to LIR buss or monitor

EQ on Every Input

2 AUX Sends

Hi (12kHz) and Low

Take your signals Pre or Post

(60Hz) ±16dB on each.

THE LAPTOP YOU CAN GET FOR UNDER $350*
No more excuses for not having a compact, full -featured util ty mixer. A

mixer for so little cash. No tricks. Just value.

mixer you can plug in anywhere. Need more inputs? How about a submixer?

Look at all those features! It's the mixer that goes anywhere to do

What about audio for video or multimedia? Get a TASCAM M08. It's the

almost anything. Use it every day - or when you're in a crunch. So

perfect mixer for these applications and more. Part of

whatever you do, don't scramble for more inputs, or schlep that big

the new breed of next -generation

mixer, pull out your M08 instead. It's the world's best and hardest working

mixers from the leader in recording,

compact utility mixer. And it comes with TASCAM quality and durability

TASCAM's new M08 will surprise

at no extra cost. Everybody needs one. Best part is, at $349 anyone

you. You'll scratch your head trying to

figure out how we can give you so much

can have one. They're at your
dealer. Get yours today.

TASCAM®
Take advantage of our experience.
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01996 TEAC America, Inc. 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640 (213) 716-0303
TEAC Canada LTD., 340 Brunel Road, Mississauga, Ontario L42 2C2 Canada (9054 890-8008
*Actual MSRP is $349.00. Actual prices may vary by dealer.
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Who else can talk about

twice real time or two channels

the speed of a complete system

simultaneously in real time,
SATELLITE LINK

designed around MPEG-2
4:2:2 P@ML besides Sony?

this is the algorithm built for

After all, who else has it?

breaking up or going down.

TELCO LINK

Field -to -station

SX tape -to -hard -drive and machine -

transmission up to

to -machine transfer at up to 4x real time.

2x real time.
Only Betacam SXTM

The story breaks at 10:21,
the news starts at 11. Hey,
you've got plenty of time.

abuse. No more worrying about

MICROWAVE LINK

That's

right, the

MPEG-2 4:2:2 P@ML

Betacam SX

technology doubles your

Hybrid Recorder

transmission capacity.

transfers digital

Saving transponder time and

money. Whether you transmit one channel at

DNW-M00/A50/A45/A30/30/A22
Video Hybrid Recorders

The industry's first hybrids: hard drive
editors with tape capabilities.

footage from SX tape to its hard

drive or from another hard drive to its SX

©t996 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. Sony and Betacam SX are trademarks of Sony. Pictures on monitors are simulated.

A REASON WHY WE'RE THE ONLY ONE
FASTER FIELD -TO -STATION TRANSMISSION SPEED.

feed while you're still recording.

hard drive at up to 4x

MPEG-2 4:2:2 P@ML compression

real time.

for superior

Quick scene
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Wa
capture and
DNW-7/90/90WS Betacam SX
One -Piece Camcorders

picture quality.

selection.

Betacam SX

Full bandwidth digital 4:2:2 acquisition.

With the Betacam SX "Good Marker"

picture quality and
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DSM-T1/R1 Digital Satellite
Modulator/Demodulator

Designed for high speed transmission
through a narrow tunnel.

system, you can pre -select scenes

detail hold up to the rigors of broad-

in -camera before you begin editing.

cast because it is the only system

Then with the DNE-50 and the Hybrid

designed around an algorithm that can
do it at 18 mbps.

Recorder you can shuttle through

Don't be left behind as the

your footage at 20x real time for
DNE-50 Field Editor

a high speed review of your

The world's only laptop
that can edit video.

"picture stamps:
What's more, you can review incoming
,7figitar>

DREAM
Dig,. Dream Kid

Betacam SX system goes on air.

Call 1 -800 -635 -SONY, ext. SX for more

information.

SONY

interactive
By Steven Blumenfeld and Mark Dillon

Networking your home, part 2
As described last month, the Residential Gateway will

bring all your services into a common device that
will distribute the proper signals to the end -user devices.
The network connection

The Residential Gateway will allow the interconnection of various existing and future external networks to
various in -home networks and consumer devices. This
interconnection is achieved by providing Network In-

terface Unit (NIU) cards for each external network
connected by a bus to Customer Premise Interface (CPI)

cards for each in-house network.
An NIU adapter is required for each access network

reaching the residence. At least one CPI adapter is
required for each type of cable or network that extends

within the residence. In many cases, a single adapter
may be able to service several in -residence cables, such
as multiple telephone extensions.

111111m0.111

applications will not reduce the available computational
resources below the level required for reliable operation
of the gateway. End -user applications can be supported
by imbedding processors and memory on the adapters.
Typically, each adapter will be servicing multiple data streams, multiple telephone calls, multiple Internet accesses or multiple video streams. When the Residential
Gateway is initially configured, and whenever an adapter is added or removed, each adapter will register with
the system manager services that are connected.

The Residential Gateway's control microprocessor
collects the data from the adapter and passes it to the
system manager program. If there is available capacity,
the system manager returns the bus address of a register

on the appropriate adapter to the requesting adapter.
The requesting adapter can independently pass small
bursts or cells of information to the allocated adapter.

SATELLITE DISH

SATELLITE

that support the software services required to operate
the basic functions. The system processor and its resources should not be employed for end -user applications, because there is no way to guarantee that these

CABLE TV

The requesting adapter may have received a request to
initiate an Internet protocol session. The packet representing this request is fragmented by the LAN adapter
into multiple cells, which are then transferred via the bus

VIDEO DIAL
TONE

--

to the access network adapter. The register address
allocated by the system manager will correspond on the

uTILIT'
U

access network adapter to a data transport service,
There may be multiple requests for this kind of service,

The Residential Gateway brings a variety of services into the

home via a single unit, which then distributes the signals
to the proper end -user device.

A weatherproof unit is designed to be mounted at the
point of entry to the residence. It has lockable hatches
that permit the owner or the subscriber access to different sections of the unit. Internally, there are slots for NIU
and CPI adapters. The unit also includes a high-perfor-

mance, low-cost bus for communication among the
adapters, a controlling microprocessor and memory.
The Residential Gateway provides communication
among the adapters at some defined rate. Additionally,

it will allocate the capacities of the outbound and
inbound channels to the various end -user services. The
system may also provide a bridging function among the
adapters on the residence side, connecting, for example,
a home automation network to a PC LAN.

The system contains a microprocessor and memory
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and their requests are managed separately using the
stream identifier allocated by the requesting adapters.
The access network adapter assembles the cells into the

format required for transmission over the access network and transmits them.
The future

As consumers see the benefits of technology integrated
into consumer products, they will also have to pay for
previously subsidized services and bear the costs of
bringing information into the home. The Residential
Gateway can make the use of these new services easier
and cheaper for the consumer.
Steven Blumenfeld is vice president of technology and studio operations, and Mark Dillon is vice president, on-line services, with GTE,
Carlsbad, CA.

Acknowledgment: This article summarizes "The Residential Gateway Document" created by the following companies: Bellcore,
GTE, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Reliance CommfTec, B erC Consult-

ing and Sarnoff Research Center. For a tour of the Residential
Gateway, surf the web to: info.gte.com/gtel/sponsored.rg/.

WHILE SOMEONE IN
YOUR OFFICE IS
ADDING UP THE
COSTS OF MIGRATING
TO DIGITAL, WE'RE
REDUCING THEM.

The robust algorithm In

Mix and match SP and SX for as
long as you want.

MPEG-2 4:2:2 P@ML

Acd digi-al SX to your existing SP

helps you do things faster
and reduce operating costs,

DNW-A100/A50/A45/A30/30/A22

Video Hybrid Recorders

The industry's first hybrids: hard drive
editors with tape capabilities.

making Betacam SXTM the

operatiol or go fully digital while maintain-

ing establishei analog acquisition and

most cost efficient product that Sony has made for

archives. What's more metal digital SX tape costs

broadcast systems.

about the same as analog oxide.

Merge digital with the

tape world without
paying a
penalty.

CINW-7/90/90WS Betacam SX
One -Piece Camcorders

Full bandwidth digital 4:2:2 acquisition.

To begin

wits, SX

Cost of tape, parts and maintenance drastically
reduced.
In the Hybrid Recorder, that tape travels less

distance at a slower speed. Causing less friction

and breakdown on heads. And parts are less
expensive as well. The upper drum in the recorder,

camcorders are almost half the cost of the last

for instance, is ialf the cost of your current drum.

camcorder you bought. They have better video,

Don't be left behind as the Betacam SX system

better audio and record 60 minutes on your

goes on air. Ca 11 -803 -635 -SONY, ext. SX for

current 30 minute tapes.

more information.
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atv update
By Louis Libin

Up and running
The Grand Alliance consortium has ceased to exist

and we are left with a terrestrial transmission
standard that will be an FCC standard. As we enter
stage three of the five -part plan, the model or experimental station project will conduct a series of demonstrations of HDTV broadcasting with a fully equipped
HDTV studio -transmission
facility. The project will also

serve as a test ground for
electronics manufacturers

the development of new lines of electronic equipment.
Auxiliary data transmission, interactive video services

and satellite, optical fiber and microwave feeds will
also be evaluated. Some of the potential evaluations
will include equipment interface issues, ranging from
program organization through studio management,
transmission and reception.
It is anticipated that information on availability and
performance on prototype

and their wares.

and commercial HDTV
equipment will be better

Moving on

learned.

In the first part of the plan,

In addition to providing

the transmitter and studio

public demonstrations in the
Washington, DC, area for
viewing of HDTV, the mod-

sites were prepared including the physical space, the
HVAC and power requireel station is also offering
ments. The experimental litraining for broadcast stacenses required preparation, WRC-TV is the host station for WHD-TV, the HDTV
tion technical personnel.
model station located in Washington, DC.
too. In stage two, video was
Prior to the availability of
transmitted. The initial transmission was a VTR play- prototype or commercial equipment, the Grand Alliback of a pre -compressed bitstream at the transmitter ance is loaning two sets of Grand Alliance HDTV
site and the studio site with an in -line STL.
hardware for use. Much of the equipment and program
Now in the third stage, post -production capability material is being supplied on a loan or grant basis by
has been added to the model HDTV station. This is the manufacturers and broadcasters that are members of
point where the station is actually a true broadcast the Grand Alliance. In addition, individual manufacfacility. Later, the fourth stage will add production turers are providing equipment maintenance and techcapability. And finally, the fifth stage, set for 1999, will nical assistance.
add flexibility to the HDTV model station.
Pay attention
On the air

The model station WHD-TV, at WRCTV, the host
station in Washington, DC, is now up and running. The
knowledge gained regarding equipment performance
and user needs will be essential prior to the construction and operation of regular commercial HDTV stations. In the longe1 term, information from this project
will prove invaluable in encouraging manufacturers to

develop next -generation equipment with improved
performance, simplified, operation, reduced cost and
enhanced capabilities.. The project will involve the
collaboration of respective organizations to design,
install and operate an experimental high -definition TV

terrestrial broadcast station.
The model station will serye as a source of encoded
digital TV signals to aid equipment manufacturers in
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Keep in mind that the HDTV Broadcast Service is on
its way. Most of the new second -channel assignments
will be in the UHF band, sometimes high up, in unfa-

miliar territory. The first issue will be to ensure that
your current viewing audience will be able to receive
the new signal.
Remember that approximately 1,700 TV stations
across the United States will also be planning to build
their HDTV facilities. This means there will be serious
competition between stations with respect to construction of new broadcast facilities. For now, you should
follow the progress of the experimental station closely
so you can be ready to prepare for your own HDTV
facilities.
Louis Libin is director of technology for NBC, New York.

The new Sniffler Vario Pedestals offer unique
features for studio and OB operation:

Continuous column stroke, for shooting

1

irom sitting to standing person's hight Vario Fed 2 - 75.

Rock steady and 50 kg/110 lb lightweight,

to carry equipment up to 90 kg/200 lb Vario Ped 1- 90.

Carriage and co-

3

Space age CCD-

cameras don't fit on
iror, age pedestals

lumn can be dis-

assembled in seconds modules

compact

for

ease of transportation.
Quic<fix, alto ws

4

instant change of fluid

heacs for flexi bility - included.

arrow and wide, symmetric

Track width,

U and asymmet
in no time
ana you
we I can

expect

precise,

easy

steering

and

crabbing,

smooth and jerkfree column movement thanks to
the
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Sachtler

pneumatic

system. Test for yourself the optimum camera support for all com-

pact Studio/OB cameras, now!
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The future of television is on your desktop.
By Jerry Whitaker

THE. BOTTOM LINE:

Digital technology has
reshaped the vary we do
business today. From
editing to graphics, digital
television has changed
rapidly in just a few short
years. Desktop computers
are a vital part of the video
censer - and represent the
bottom line in the desktop
video wars. $

t's the invasion of the body snatchers, with computers playing the
part of the pods. Don't let your editor go to sleep - he or she may
wake up as a video workstation.
From editing to graphics, the area of digital television has changed
radically in only a few years. Look at your desk. What was on it 10
years ago? Probably a Selectric typewriter; a bulky, feature -poor
telephone; and papers, books and magazines (lots of those). The
computer age had just reached the desktop in 1986 with products
and features that made sense for business. And your desktop today?
The typewriter is gone, replaced by a networked PC; the telephone
tells you who is calling before you answer; and - well, OK - the
amount of papers, books and magazines hasn't changed much. The
point is that technology has reshaped the way we do business. The
extent to which it has changed our professional lives is evident only
when we step back and consider the "old days."

In the studio
Digital technology tends to come in waves. We have seen several
so far:
First wave: The replacement of analog devices and circuits with
digital equivalents. This wave, which crested in the mid -1970s, saw
the replacement of relays, diodes and other switching mechanisms
with smaller, more reliable TTL and CMOS integrated circuits.

Other common analog functions, such as timing, were replaced
with one -chip digital equivalents. Countless RC networks fell
victim to the 555 timer chip (which, of course, required R and C
components to function). First wave technologies were widely
implemented into video products of all kinds.
Second wave: The beginning of the end of the signal tracer. This
wave appeared in force in the early 1980s and was signified by the

disappearance of individual signal paths into a bus structure.
& Video's
Photo: Skyview
Edit 4, a disk -based digital editing suite, represews the kind of
techrology in today's leading edge productior facility.
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Signals became data, and data became bursts of state changes on a

bus. Early implementations of bus -based technologies suffered
from speed limitations and software overhead requirements. Video

products generally took a cautious approach to second wave
December 1996

implementation, preferring instead dedicated, purpose-built systems to gener-

al-purpose computer -based systems.
Thus, began the distinction between
"video products" and "computer products" or specific -purpose vs. generalpurpose systems.

Third wave: The turning point for
general-purpose hardware. This wave,
which is cresting now, is marked by the
elimination of the competitive advantage of specific -purpose (or closed -plat-

form) systems vs. general-purpose (or
open -platform) systems. Although it is

still true that a well -designed purposebuilt system will almost always outperform a stock computer design, the costs
of development are radically different.

Pentium -class devices routinely running
at or above 200MHz, multiple -processor technology is impressive indeed. It is
the fourth wave that will drive the video

production center of the year 2000.

Fourth wave: Clear your desk for a
supercomputer. Few things in electron-

NUMA

ics are more predictable than change.
Each year brings products that are faster, smarter, better, simpler and cheaper
(at least from the standpoint of the feature set). In the realm of desktop workstations, the fourth wave is signified by
the utilization of multiple microprocessors for increased speed. With current

A number of technologies hold great
promise for the desktop of tomorrow.
Perhaps the most powerful (and sometimes controversial) is non -uniform
memory access (NUMA). The idea behind NUMA is to dramatically speed up
the microprocessor's ability to read and
write data to and from memory. The end

Desktop
video wars

tionally described general-purpose machines that could be as comfortable run-

ning an Excel spreadsheet as editing
result is that massive parallel processing

systems are practical. Just this month,
for example, Sequent Computer Sys-

tems unveiled a computer based on
NUMA technology that can contain up

to 252 of Intel's fastest Pentium Pro
chips. Most current high -end multiple -

microprocessor systems use 16 to 30
devices.
The development of NUMA machines

- and other technologies that seek the
same objectives - are intended primarily to attack the mammoth and rapidly
expanding demands of corporate data
processing work now handled by mainframe computers. Fortunate-

video. The only difference between machines is the software and add -in cards
loaded. "Workstations" have tradition-

ally described more powerful systems
that may be optimized for some function, such as graphics throughput. Mainframes, on the other hand, are those big

blue boxes that sit in a room by themselves and are lorded over by MIS peo-

ple (who we may or may not be on

networks. Out in front were ABC and
CBS, which both offered virtual reality
graphics and sets (to match the virtual
candidates). On CBS, correspondents
were surrounded by cybersets with bars
and graphs of the results shooting out of
virtual desks and virtual walls.
First implementations of any new technology always bring with it their share

of rough points, and usually a rather
steep learning curve. Still, the way of the

future is clear: It is virtual, and virtual
means high -power computers.

speaking terms with).

These divisions are becoming arbitrary. The desktop computers of today
are as powerful as the workstations of a
few years ago, and the workstations of

To infinity and beyond!
The remarkable accomplishments of
animation on computers have been popping up in theaters. More offerings are
on the way, driven by bet-

ly for broadcasters, in the

ter, more lifelike graphics
made possible by smarter
software running on faster
hardware.

realm of computers, data is
data. Advancements made for
one market are rapidly transferred to another, such as video. The price of these high end systems is high (the Se-

For broadcasters, perhaps
the greatest change in video
graphics creation, manipulation and storage will come
when the digital TV (DTV)

quent NUMA machine is

initially priced at about
$250,000), but those costs
While the thought of spend-

standard is finally adopted
by the FCC. As DTV stations take to the air, the last

ing a quarter of a million

analog link in the broad-

will drop in the years to come.

dollars on a computer is a bit
staggering, think about what
you paid for your ADO sys-

cast chain will be set aside.
Developers can then focus
Systems, such as the Sony DNE-1000 shown above, bring the advantages of desktop power and non-linear versatility to even small - on system -wide implementem a decade ago, and the market operations.
tations of digital video that
feature set that it offered.
overcome the problems in today are as powerful as the mainframes herent in multiple levels of quantization
Who needs this stuff?
and bit -rate reduction throughout the
of a few years ago. And so it goes.
I subscribe to several computer publiThe bottom line is that computers are facility. Although the DTV standard
cations, and about once a month I get computers, and in video today we need speaks primarily to the transmission
annoyed as I read an article that tells me them. Advances in hardware are always aspects of television, every transmission
how I need to buy the next big thing or accompanied by advances in software, standard has had a profound impact on
I'll be stuck in the technical stone age. I and by increased expectations on the the production equipment used to feed
think, "No way. Get with reality. The part of users for more features. The idea the transmitter. DTV is no exception in
system I have is just fine, thank you." At of using a massively parallel NUMA this regard.
the risk of failing to practice what I wish computer at a TV station is ridiculous
Whatever twists and turns the video
others would preach, let me suggest that until you start thinking about imple- industry may take on the road to the
mammoth systems such as NUMA will menting a virtual set for news opera- next century, it is a foregone conclusion
have a place in the video center of the tions or establishing a video local area that high -power computers will play a
not -too -distant future.
network throughout your facility. With- critical role. The desktop video wars of
Desktop computers are a valuable ele- in the last year or so, these technologies today will surely give way to the workment in the video center of today. They have been transformed from blue-sky station video wars, followed by the suare, howeve; only a stopping point, not ideas to practical implementations, due percomputer video wars. Regardless of
the end of the journey. The definition of in large part to advances in computing how those wars go, the end -user will
"desktop computer" is also the point of hardware.
emerge the victor.
some disagreement (or at least confuWe need only look back a few weeks to
Whitaker is a consulting editor for Broadsion). Desktop computers have tradi- the election coverage of the big three TV Jerry
cast Engineering magazine.
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MAKING A SPLASH IN UIIF BROADCAST
Introducing Ulli-TV Klystrons from Litton
Litton Electron Devices, Williamsport, PA,
a leader in the manufacture and repair of
vacuum tubes, is now rebuilding and repairing

Consider the following list of capabilities:
Complete rebuild or repair
of Series 89X, 95X, and
755X UHF -TV Klystrons

Tuned to specific channel
frequency

Shipment from stock in many

tubes for the UHF -TV Broadcast Industry.

Prompt inspection and

cases

return of Evaluation Report

Litton has been designing and producing high performance,
cost effective microwave power devices for over 40 years.

Magnetrons. cross -field amplifiers, klystrons, traveling wave

Quick turnaround of repairs

Rebuild/repair to
specification standards

tubes and thyratrons are all designed to meet strict military
and commercial specifications. This background provides
Litton with the expertise and technical capabilities to rebuild
and repair UHF -TV klystrons.

ACE gun provided on all
rebuilds

Tubes fully tested to assure
performance

New tube warranty

Cash/credit for DUDS
Technical back-up and service
800 number for easy access
to service

Also prepared to provide the
L -4945A deuterium filled,
double gap ceramic crowbar
thyratron (equivalent to the
EEV CX-2708)

LITTON ELECTRON DEVICES

1035 Westminster Drive / Williamsport, PA 17701

Call our UHF -TV HOTLINE at 800-861-1UHF for pricing,
stock availability, DUD purchase, questions, technical service,

Litton

data sheets and tube information. Or fax us at 717-326-5816.

NAV

Electron Devices
Circle (16) on Free Info Card

CablelbirtiltItt
Cable/TV partnerships can pay.
By Edmond M. Rosenthal

THE BOTTOM LINE:

Cooperative agreements
are becoming the trend for
cable and TV stations and
can be mutually beneficial
to both partners. With DBS
encroaching upon cable
and TV audiences and
stealing revenue, it may be
worth considering such an
arrangement. Could your
TV station benefit from
extra presence on the local
cable system? Or, could
your cable station benefit
from local news, weather
or sports coverage? A
profitable partnership could
definitely make it worth

your while. $

It's becoming clear that when the resources are there, cable operators would
rather do it themselves - but, nevertheless, broadcast -cable programming
partnerships are making their mark across the country.
Focusing mostly on news and informational programming, many of these

arrangements are a product of the Cable Act of 1992, which opened
negotiations for retransmission consent. Rather than paying to carry stations
in their markets, many cable operators have opted to provide TV stations with
additional channels for local programming.
These channels have yet to prove themselves as major revenue producers for

the stations, but there has been progress in advertising sales as measured
audiences have become significant enough to show up in the Nielsen rating
books. For the broadcaster, one of the benefits has been using these channels
to promote the station's news franchise in the area. For the cable operator,
these channels are an inexpensive means of providing local service.
But for a major cable operator like lime Warner, this isn't the road map to

the future. John Newton, senior vice president of Time Warner Cable
Programming, asserts, "It may not serve our purpose to simply extend the
brand of an existing broadcaster" Time Warner is more interested in developing local news services, such as New York 1, in Manhattan.
Photo: Behind the scenes at one of the news sets at Channel 4 in Kansas City.
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The New Industry Standard.

Introducing the RTSTM 803 TW

Master Station Intercom from Telex:
At Telex®, we continually strive to keep
the lines of communication open. First we
brought you the RTSTM 802, the 15 -year
industry standard for two -wire communications. Now, we've responded to your
changing needs with the RTSTM 803 TW

intercom master station.
The RTSTM 803 includes many new

standard features, is easier to operate,
and features front panel level controls

and simplified keypad programming. And,
to top it off, we've even reduced the price.
The 803 Master Station is plug compatible
with the 802, as well as the entire RTSTM TW

line of user stations, beltpacks, headsets
and accessories. With upgraded features
at a lower cost, plus the Telex reputation
for reliability and performance, it's no
wonder the RTSTM 803 is recognized as

the new industry standard.

Telex

0600 Aldrich Avenue South Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420
612-884-4051 Fax 612-884-0043
www.telex.com E-mail:pro.sound@telex.com
Circle (17) on Free Info Card

Cable/
broadcast
partnerships
Is MMDS the answer?
As broadcasters look toward more programming and data services, cable isn't
the only answer, nor is the hoped -for

allocation of digital spectrum by the
FCC. Another prospect is MMDS. Andrew Craig, vice president and general
counsel of the Wireless Cable Associa-

hours of live, original programming including local news updates, talk shows
and coverage of local events.
For BayTV, KRON Video Enterprises
co -produces New Media News, a daily
half-hour on computers and technology
with Jones Computer Network. BayTV
fills the rest of its 24 hours with time shifted programming.

where they were able to add value to
their cable operations."

Amy McCombs, president of parent
company Chronicle Broadcasting, de-

Working relationships:
Pittsburgh Cable News
Channel

clines to reveal start-up costs, which are
incorporated into the KRON infrastruc-

An important aspect in cable carriage is
not being relegated to cable's never-never
land -channels that can't be received on
cable -ready sets without converters or
that are available only as a tiered package

for an additional charge.

tion International, points out that ture. Trade estimates of the cost of a

Started more than two years ago and
operating in the black in its second year

MMDS has the spectrum that broadcasters are seeking for entry into the
multichannel marketplace.

is Pittsburgh Cable News Channel
(PCNC), a venture of NBC affiliate
WPXI-TV with cable operators includ-

Craig says it isn't practical for broadcasters to enter this marketplace alone

ing TCI, Adelphia Communications,
Time Warner Cable, Armstrong Group,
Comcast Cable and Cox Cable.
The 24 -hour PCNC revolves around

with advanced TV frequency allotments. Providing pay services, for example, would be expensive and isn't
something for which broadcasters are
well-equipped. He holds that broadcasters won't receive enough spectrum
for viable multichannel services. A bet-

exclusive and time -shifted newscasts and
talk shows. A "week in review" program
originates from the station's Washington
bureau. The 10 p.m. newscast is the only

one available at that time in the market.

Unlike BayTV, WPXI, according to
retransmission consent negotiations,

ter route is a relationship with wireless cable operators or acquisition.

charges

Echoing this proposition is Marcia De

Sonne, director of technology assessment for the NAB. She points out that
broadcasters have had no restrictions
on ownership of MMDS systems since

Director Howard Ezell in the WSFA Channel 12 control room in Montgomery, AL.

launch of this magnitude, though, run as
high as $25 million. While BayTV cap-

er fee and shares in ad revenues. This
arrangement came about "after lengthy
and trying negotiations," WPXI general

manager John Howell admits. Evan

ments with wireless cable operators as
an opportunity for broadcasters to extend their coverage beyond the signals.

italizes on existing staff and facilities,
staff dedicated to BayTV - mostly in

newsgathering, sales and traffic - is

Pattak, community affairs manager for
TCI of Pennsylvania, adds "The concept for PCNC had been discussed for a
number of years before retransmission

"Wireless cable is the closest brethren to

about 60. Engineering and maintenance
work is absorbed by the KRON staff.
The channel reaches nearly 1.3 million
subscribers and with TCI acquiring Viacom's cable operations, TCI will control 85% to 90% of these homes.
"We're transmitted by a combination
of everything from T1 lines to fiber to
microwave," McCombs notes. TCI has

provided the impetus."
With some 800,000 cable subscribers
in the Pittsburgh market, PCNC is accessible to about 521,300. The remainder either lack the channel capacity or
the fiber connection to carry it. Much of
the 75 -mile fiber-optic loop carrying
PCNC to the systems has been built by

the 1996 Telecom Bill. She also sees agree-

broadcasting," De Sonne says, "because
it's over -the -air and omnidirectional. Wire-

less cable will be using the same MPEG2 compression scheme as broadcasters."

Working relationships: BayTV
Meanwhile, relationships with cable
operators are in place, and as these channels become entrenched in their markets,
they may be on an irreversible path.
While many of the TV -cable relation-

ships in operation are characterized by
low overhead and use of existing assets,
BayTV, an undertaking of KRONLTV,
San Francisco, launched July 1, 1994,
with a major investment.
As part of its six -year retransmission
consent agreement with cable interests

an aggressive program of putting in
fiber and eliminating head -ends, so she

looks forward to more dependability.
Programming is sent complete with
commercials from KRON.
The venture is only partly a child of the

Cable Act of 1992. "Retransmission
consent certainly made it a lot easier,"
McCombs concedes, "but before that,
we had already begun discussions with

consent came along, but that's what

TCI, reports Fred Hamm, director of
engineering for TCI of Pennsylvania.
His operation has reduced head -ends
from 19 to 10 via fiber and expects to
eliminate more.
Like the Bay Area, the Pittsburgh area
has an advertising interconnect among

cable operators. The operators have

dominated by Tele-Communications Inc.

TCI and Viacom, and they saw the value

(TCI) and Viacom Cable, KRON committed to a 24 -hour channel with nine

of this. The Cable Act gave them a

Seachange digital commercial insertion
equipment, with commercials downloaded into a processor at each head -end.
Pattak labels PCNC a significant asset,

reason to finalize an agreement with us

stating, "It does for local news what
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LIKE OTHER TOP PERFORMERS,
THE LONGEST LASTING BATTERY USES A STAGE NAME.
Around the house, DURACELL' batteries go by the name The Copper Top'. But on the job, the longest
lasting batteries answer to PROCELL' PROFESSIONAL"' BATTERIES. FROCELL batteries are DURACELL' batteries.
The longest lasting professional alkaline batteries yoJ can buy. You get the same DURACELL performance. The same
DURACELL dependability. The same DURACELL value, and more, because
PROCELL Professional Batteries are specially priced and packaged for
professional use. Now that's one act that's hard to follow. For more information

or a distributor near you, call I -800-4PROCELL. Ext. 33.
Circle 124) on Free Info Card

DURACELL
PROCE _L PROFESSIONAL BATTERIES

Cable/
broadcast
partnerships

runs only the Auburn and University of
Alabama games, pre-empting its regular programming on Wednesday nights
for the games. The remaining seven or

eight games go to ICI.
CNN does for national news. When we
had floods, viewers didn't have to wait
for a regular newscast to get coverage."

TCI also carries barter -syndicated programming and does some programming
on the local origination channel.

Working relationships: TCI
Meanwhile, an arrangement between

Working relationships: American
Cablevision

WSFA, Montgomery, AL, and TCI, oc-

The approach of WDAF-TV, Kansas
City, MO, six years ago was to produce

curred prior to the 1992 Cable Act.
According to Carl Stephens, WSFA operations manager, and Jack Gilbert, TCI

area manager, the subsequent retransmission consent negotiations were handled by the parent companies, with the
broadcaster wanting cash and settling
for TCI bearing the expense of a fiberoptic link to the station.
A variety of programming from WSFA
appears on TCI's local origination channel, withboth parties sharing ad revenues.
The best revenues stem from a package
of Southeastern Conference basketball

five to eight five-minute news inserts per

day for American Cablevision to insert
into its transmission of Headline News.
Ed Piette, general manager of the Fox
affiliate, says this arrangement was incorporated into retransmission consent
negotiations. The cable system, jointly
owned by Time Warner and TCI with
the former as managing partner, pays
cash for the service and has the advertising time exclusively.
Based on all the news gathered for its

Cablevision, the cable operator has a
dish at WDAF to receive Headline News,

and cue tones in the national feed start
the tape at WDAF. The station puts cue
tones into its inserts, which start up the
Starnet commercial insertion equipment.
American also built a short fiber-optic
extension to receive the programming
from the station. This gives the system

connectivity to the Kansas City Tele-

port, which it uses to uplink sports
programming and teleconferences outside the market.

Working relationships: TNi
While some broadcasters work with
cable through voluntary partnerships
and others as part of a retransmission
consent agreement, WBIR-TV, Knoxville, TN, does both. Its TNi channel
launched in May 1994 with Scripps
Howard's cable operation as a financial partner. Added as part of retransmission consent agreements were Intermedia, Inc. head -ends in West Knox-

own newscasts, WDAF pretapes the

ville and the Maryville/Alcoa area, as

games that the station acquires from

inserts. According to Jeff Johnston, vice

well as a Marcus Communications

Jefferson Pilot Communications. WSFA

president of marketing for American

system in Morristown, TN.
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When it comes to delivering television signals, nothing escapes

This advanced compression, access control, encryption and

GI. Because we're the worldwide leader. Not only in the design

transmission technology lets you deliver your program signal

and implementation of complete television delivery systems, but

at less cost. Without distortion. And with the ultimate access

also in making them virtually impregnable.

control. So you control who sees what

Concerned with access control? We pioneered it with the

And because our GI and Magnitude product lines support

VideoCipher® system. We improved it with the DigiCipher® I

international standards like MPEG-2 and MB, we can deliver

system. With the DigiCipher® II system, we perfected it.

your signal safely anywhere in the world.
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The station learned many lessons about
programming since its start. It programs

18 hours a day and carries Bloomberg
Financial Service overnight on TNi.
"We initially programmed it with news,

information programming and local
sports where we could get them," David
Cowen, director of program op-

Since then, the station has learned that
local sports is the most marketable product to audiences and advertisers. In May
1995, TNi shifted to a sports emphasis.
"Sports, including call -in talk programming, is now 45% of our programming

and growing," Cowen states. "We still

eration notes. "This programming included rebroadcast of
our local news and a half-hour a

day of original reporting. We
also did weather updates each
day that were more extensive

but we've never broken them out." He
says ad sales, at times, have allowed the
station to break even on its known costs,

"but like any cable channel after three

years of existence, it's not where we
want it to be." Audiences are now sufficient to show up in the Nielsen measurements, he says.
The Scripps -Howard cable operation has fiber distribution to
the node, and the programming
is distributed to its head -end via
fiber. Scripps -Howard hands the
programming off to Intermedia

than what we do on our regular
newscast." Three half-hour pro-

via fiber. A microwave relay from

grams were produced once a

ers the Marcus system.
All programs are played back

the station's transmitter site cov-

week and repeated throughout

the week, twice a day at the
most.
Now owned by Gannett Com-

on S -VHS from the control area,
with the control automated by an
Odetics PC -based system using
cue tones. Commercial playback is via an
ASC Virtual Recorder hard -disk system
at the station, with all the spots on 3GB
SCSI drives.

BayTV morning hosts Terry McGovern and Margarite Jackson at KRON Channel 4 in San Francisco.

have syndicated programming, especial-

pany, Inc., WBIR initially was owned
by Multimedia and did additional runs
of Multimedia talk shows. The broad-

have weather, but we discontinued news

cast day was filled out with barter -

when we went to sports."

syndicated products not carried by the
station, that were generally intended
for weekend use by TV stations.

the in -place production staff. "There
are definitely costs associated with it,

ly outdoor programming, and we still

Production for TNi, Cowen notes, uses
Edmond Rosenthal is a technical free-lance
writer based in Freehold, NJ.
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DigiCipher
Well put you in a receptive mode.
We can offer turnkey solutions as well as the service and support that goes along with

el General Instrument

it. Everything from design and construction to total system integration. All this, along

Visit us on the World Wide Web at www.gi.com

with GI's complete spectrum of tools and training.
No wonder we're the choice of leading broadcasters, programmers and programming

services worldwide. So if you're interested in maximum security and maximum service,

DigiCipher II System:1995/1996 Emmy
Winner fir Outstanding Achievement
in Technological Development
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call GI today: 1-800-225-9446 Ext. 2397. We have the key to your success.
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It's important to
recognize acoustical
pitfalls before they
swallow you up.
By Richard Schrag

hen people who work in existing broadcast and production facilities are

THE BOTTOM LINE:

Noise and vibration in
HVAC systems are among
the most typical
shortcomings in technical
facilities. Armed with a little
common sense, you can
avoid some of the most
widespread acoustical
problems encountered in
broadcast and production

studios. $

surveyed about workplace comfort, their most prevalent complaints involve
the heating, ventilating and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems. The problems
they cite most frequently, aside from temperature control, have to do with
excessive noise and vibration.
How can this happen so often? First, the requirements for an HVAC system
in a technical facility are quite different from those in typical office spaces.
Technical spaces have extensive heat loads and other unique characteristics
associated with a high concentration of electronic equipment or production
lighting. As a result, adequate cooling, airflow, humidity control and filtration
are vital issues. Second, a majority of these technical spaces have acoustical
requirements that are much more stringent than those for run-of-the-mill
buildings. Combine these two features and it's no surprise that without a great
deal of care, the results are often disastrous.
It would be nice if there were qualified engineers and acoustical consultants
involved in the design of every construction project (we all have our little
fantasies), so that a TV facility's management and staff would not have to
Photo: The spring isolation of a rooftop HVAC unit is defeated by transmission of
vibration through the stanchion that supports its electrical disconnect.
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The packing blanket (labeled "trash")stuffed

into gap around conduit will do little to
attenuate noise passing through this oversized penetration.

understand the ways in which noise
and vibration problems can arise from
a poor HVAC design. Unfortunately,
the reality is that architectural acoustics is one aspect of broadcast and
production that is commonly misunderstood, misrepresented or misapplied
- by broadcasters and by many design professionals.
This article discusses some problems
with HVAC system noise and vibration

that are commonly encountered in
broadcast and production facilities.

Winsted
Pull-out

Sometimes just knowing the potential
pitfalls is enough to avoid falling headlong into them.

Storage
System

Tape

One of
many
styles to
choose
from.

Estimating heat loads
When designing an HVAC system, the

first step is to accurately identify the
heat loads generated by the occupants,
equipment, lighting and surrounding environment. Although this isn't really an
acoustical issue, it's an area that suffers

from the "garbage in, garbage out"
syndrome. If a project's mechanical and
electrical engineers are given bad infor-

mation about equipment loads by the
broadcaster's engineers, consultants or
systems integrators, the HVAC systems
they design may never be able to provide

an appropriate environment for equipment or operators. When HVAC systems don't work right, it can often be
traced to a mismatch between capacity
and actual load.
Unfortunately, it's difficult to obtain
accurate information about the power
requirements of broadcast equipment,
much less the heat dissipation. Manu-

This may not be what you think about when tape compression
comes to mind, but in a way, it accomplishes the same thing.
WINSTED finds creative ways to store as many tapes as possible
into the smallest space.

Foor space is very expensive. With an efficient system from
Winsted you will be able store more tape in less space than
you're now using. Now that's tape compression. For help in
planning your library system call a Winsted design engineer
today at 800-447-2257. The system design service is free.

FREE CATALOG .. . CALL OR WRITE

800-559-6691

facturers sometimes list peak power
consumption, sometimes power consumption at idle and sometimes just the
fuse rating or recommended circuiting

requirements. Invariably, if they exist
at all, the manufacturer's specs represent some sort of worst case, which for
many equipment items (audio amplifi-

10901 Hampshire Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55438-2385
Fax: 612-944-1546 Web site: www.winsted.com email: racks@winsted.com

Preferred by Professionals Worldwide'"'
Circle (26) on Free Info Card
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Controlling
TIP: Do your home-

IIVAC noise

work. When you're asked

ers or any machine with a tape transport motor, for example) bears little
resemblance to their actual power consumption over time.

to estimate power consumption for your technical electronic equipment, the time spent get-

ting accurate information can
mean the difference between a
For someone trying to tabulate power successful facility and one that
consumption of dozens or hundreds of just never works right.
equipment items, it's tempting to guess
high when the data you're collecting is HVAC equipment location
ambiguous or undefined. This isn't much

of a problem for the electrical systems,

ing equipment that generates
noise and vibration as far away

only the cost of oversized circuits or

as practical from acoustically

transformers. For HVAC systems, how-

sensitive spaces. If an air handler

ever, it's sometimes worse to have too
much capacity than to have too little.
Besides the increased noise and vibration that comes with oversized equip-

is too close to a studio, obtaining adequate sound attenuation

particularly less -expensive varieties don't respond well to conditions outside their design range. If oversized,
many systems will short -cycle, rapidly
dropping the temperature in an occupied space over the span of a few min-

utes, then shutting off for a longer
period while the humidity climbs and
the air stagnates.
Compounding the problem is the di-

versity of room types that exist in a
typical TV facility. Production control
rooms and edit suites may have technical equipment that operates 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year, but they undergo
fairly drastic swings in their lighting
loads and number of occupants over the

MECHANICAL ROOM

through the duct system can

OCCUPIED SPACE

NOT RECOMMENDED

/t1
FAN \
UNIT

There is no substitute for keep-

where the downside of excess capacity is

ment, some HVAC system types -

BREAK-OUT
NOISE

BREAK-IN
NOISE

MECHANICAL ROOM

OCCUPIED SPACE

BETTER

BR AK -OUT

AC"' MN \

NO SE

UNIT

MECHANICAL ROOM

0CC (PIED SPACE

OPTIMUM

ure 1. Unless properly placed, a duct silencer's
quickly become a losing battle.
effectiveness can be reduced by mechanical noise
And the risk of excessive noise that is emitted upstream of the silencer or recoupled
into duct work downstream.
or vibration via every other potential path is greatly magnified.
system, and have the advantage of preFic

Perhaps due to their superficial re-

dictable performance. Like any other

semblance to warehouse space, TV studios may appear to inexperienced mechanical engineers to be perfect candidates for rooftop units located directly

tool, however, these products work prop-

overhead. This is almost always a big
mistake, because exposing a studio to
noise and vibration by poking a hole in
its roof and placing rotating machinery
there makes it virtually impossible to
achieve industry -standard background

erly only when they're used correctly.
Duct silencers operate by restricting
the airflow through a system of baffles,
exposing as much of the air stream as
possible to sound -absorptive filler ma-

terials and/or resonant cavities. As a
result, they have "self -noise" characteristics, meaning that they generate noise
themselves due to turbulence in the air-

noise levels.
Standard building mechanical systems
are almost always inadequate to handle
the specialized needs of technical facilities. In evaluating an existing building to
house technical spaces, it is essential to

flow through their internal baffles. Silencers should be located far enough
upstream of any acoustically sensitive
space to ensure that the noise they generate is adequately attenuated before it
reaches the occupied room.

hand, will have relatively constant consider the existing mechanical sys-

Another frequent misuse of sound
attenuators involves their placement

course of a typical day. Technical operations centers or tape rooms, on the other

equipment loads with few occupants.
Furthermore, neither of these types of

tems, as well as the space needed for
supplementary systems.

rooms are subject to the seasonal chang-

es in HVAC system operation that are
typical in the office areas. Technical

TIP: Think ahead. Whether in a
new facility or a renovation, know-

spaces often require cooling year-round.

ing where HVAC equipment will
be located relative to the acoustically
sensitive spaces can keep you from
having to face intractable problems
later on.

Studios and stages are yet another
category. They are subject to enormous

heat loads from production lighting
instruments when they're in operation,
but have little heat -generating equipment the rest of the time. In addition,

Duct silencers

the changing requirements of newer

You would think that any device called

fluorescent -type production lighting and

a sound attenuator, silencer or sound
trap would be invariably beneficial to

the next generation of cameras may
combine for an order -of -magnitude dif-

ference in heat loads compared to today's totals.
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HVAC noise control. Sound attenuators
are an effective means of reducing broad-

band noise as it travels down a duct
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in the duct system. If a silencer is
located within a mechanical room,
noise may enter the system through
the sheet metal duct after the silencer.
If a silencer is located away from the

mechanical room walls, noise may
escape the system through the sheet
metal duct before it is attenuated by
the silencer. Ideally, a sound attenuator should be located within or imme-

diately adjacent to the mechanical
room's walls. (See Figure 1.)
1,i
TIP: If you're using sound attenuators, make sure they're located

where they will perform the job
that's intended.

WHY TOTAL REDUNDANCY?
WHY TOTAL REDUNDANCY?
Monitor
GPI

House Clock

Traffic and Billing

Keyboard/Mouse.vaster Control Switcher

CLIP RECORD/BACKUP
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I
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F rogramming
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Programming

I
PROMO EDITOR
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I
I

Video Camera
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VIDEO/AUDIO

ES 032/422 MACHINE CONTROL

VR NET
.

Because you can lever be too safe. The VR disk -base] broadcast
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tolerance technology - which elimir ate any single point of failure. And that
means an integrated digital solution with total redundancy and absolute
reliability. Is it possible to have too much of a gcod
Choose a VR system and you won't ask twice.

What digital ought to be.
Virtual Recorder Systems: Multi -Channel Automation Commercial Insertion Network Delay Nonlinear Editing © 818. 843.7004
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Controlling
HVAC noise
Duct -borne noise
The duct work that connects a fan or air
handler to a room is a contained system
that will also connect the equipment noise

and vibration to the room unless adequate precautions are taken to attenuate

the noise before it gets there. Without
internal sound -absorptive duct liner or
prefabricated sound attenuators, noise
travels effectively down the duct system
right along with the conditioned air.
Acoustical crosstalk is a similar prob-

lem that occurs when two spaces are
connected by a common duct system
with inadequate internal sound attenuation. Noise from one space enters the

path is an equally important contributor to noise problems. In fact,
because return -air systems sometimes employ common plenums
above corridor ceilings, there may
be less duct work in the return -air
path to attenuate the noise, and the

transfer of return air from one
space to another may be a significant breach of the sound isolation
between them.
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Figure 2. Volume dampers can regenerate noise
due to the air stream turbulence they create, even
when they're wide open.

Velocity noise
As conditioned air travels from a fan to

duct through the supply -air diffusers or
return -air grilles and travels through the

an occupied room, it is subjected to
acceleration, deceleration, changes in

duct to a similar opening in another

direction, division and a variety of sur-

room.
Although noise control issues through
the supply air duct system are routinely
considered in HVAC design, inexperienced mechanical engineers and contractors often forget that the return -air

faces and obstacles. Each of these effects

in order to keep it from generating excessive noise. This is particularly true at
the final branch ducts and the neck of
the supply diffusers and return grilles,
where this regenerated noise is exposed
directly into the occupied spaces.

disturbs the uniformity of the airflow
and causes turbulence, which in turn

TIP: Keep airflow velocities low
throughout the duct systems serving acoustically sensitive spaces.

creates noise.
It is essential to limit the velocity of the
airflow through all duct work systems

Volume dampers
An important feature in the proper

design of a duct work system is the

No More
Twist and
Shout, Just
Rack

No more jam -

min' the ball bearings
or dancin' with 100
lbs of heavy metal.
Stop breakin' your
back trying to align
the rack slides when
mounting your VTR's.
Simply place the VTR
feet in the cutouts on the RMA Mounting Shelf
and slide it on home.
Available for most broadcast and
professional VTR's.

and
Roll.

ability to control the amount of air that
flows through each segment of the duct,
to ensure that the volume of air supplied
to each space is tailored to its conditioning needs and that each supply diffuser

in a given room is balanced with the
others. To accomplish this, volume
dampers are needed to limit the amount

of air that is allowed down the duct
path. Unfortunately, dampers accomplish their volume control by pinching
down the air stream, increasing the pres-

sure and consequently the noise wherever they occur. (See Figure 2.)
For office spaces, ceiling supply diffus-

ers routinely are installed with face
dampers, which are volume control
dampers located right at the inlet to the
diffuser. The airflow noise created by face

tl
eI

e

lairrimine

dampers is essentially exposed directly
into the room. In acoustically sensitive
spaces, even if face dampers are left wide

open they can generate audible noise.

TIP: Don't use face dampers at
the diffusers to adjust the air volume. Adjust the volume upstream
--

Avnu ELECTRONICS CORP.

awe'

3678 West 2100 South
Salt Lake City, Utah
(801) 977-9553

using opposed -blade -type dampers.
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Continued on page 75
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Hitachi Digital Cameras Help Maryland
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'elm Bohn feels the change from 4:3 aralog to 16:9 digital
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Hitachi
SK -2600
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Eight Hitachi digital cameras. The SK -2C33 Series has four built-in
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newest CCD block technology
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r eeded a camera that was digital f-om tie head all the way through the CCU.
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D be two years ahead of the competi-ion.

"Today, Ate use Hitachi digital Gamer- 'or all our studio productions. We're
,,ery pleased -we believe this is tie best Fur s,,nase for MPT today arid well into the
next century."
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The web
is coming

to your
TV, part 2
Major names in the
TV and computer
industry line up to
take consumers
on-line.
By Marjorie Costello

oining the Internet boxes and web browsing televisions discussed in the
last Broadcast 2000 are PC/TVs, Internet appliances and other new technologies designed to display web pages on a
TV screen. Companies that are offering
products today or planning them for the

near future include Gateway, NetTV,
Thomson/RCA, Compaq, Microsoft,
Netscape and IBM.

tium processo; hard- and floppy -disk

The processor and other components

drives, CD-ROM drive, modem and other components. Control is provided with
a wireless keyboard and Gateway's Field
Mouse remote control.

are built into World Vision's Computer -

Destination, although it features an
electronic programming guide (EPG)

ny is also offering 33- and 37 -inch

from Harman Interactive, does not offer
the ability to move seamlessly from a TV

show listing - or program - to a
related web site.

Gateway gets Destination
to retail
This past May, computer direct marketer Gateway 2000 started selling its
PC/TV, the Destination. It includes all
the functions associated with a PC, such
as web browsing and word processing,
as well as the ability to watch TV chan-

nels. The Destination uses a 31 -inch
data -grade tube, connected to a CPU,
designed to look like a black A/V component. The TV tuner resides on a PCI card
inside the compute; along with the Pen Photo: With the Destination PC/TV, you
can play a game of Monopoly, browse
the web or watch television.
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NetTV'S PC/TV

Deck, a sleekly designed black case
resembling a VCR. Control is provided
with a wireless keyboard. The compa-

screen sizes. Because NetTV is a relatively small company, its models are
still in limited distribution- mainly on
the West Coast. And because of Gateway's considerable financial resources,
Destination also received most of the
media coverage.

Another PC/TV that provides web
browsing and TV viewing is available
from NetTV of San Rafael, CA. The
company introduced its Home Theater

Thomson getting ready
with TV/PC
Starting last fall, Thomson/RCA has

Computer WorldVision models this past

been demonstrating its Genius Theatre
(GT), which the company prefers to call
a TV/PC. GT takes a more integrated
entertainment approach than Destination. In prototypes that we have seen,
Thomson's Genius Theatre II featured a
master unit control center that permits
the integration and operation of a number of devices, including a big -screen

spring. The company actually shipped
models before Gateway - back in April

- but only to a few stores. Similar in
concept to Destination, WorldVision
prices start like Gateway's at less than

$3,000, but for a system that offers a
smaller 29 -inch monitor. However, the

NetTV monitor features a 125 -channel, cable -ready tuner.

December 1996

monitor, from one remote control. A
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wireless keyboard for simplifying Internet access has also been shown.
Although Genius Theatre is connected
to a mini tower CPU, Thomson does not
currently plan to use the system for other

web site. For instance, RCA showed how

Thomson and Compaq

- when watching television - an auto-

plan TV/PC
At its Genius Theatre presentations,

mated link could move a viewer from a
TV show to a related Internet site.
The company is working on a special

computer applications, such as word

version of StarSight that will make it

processing. Instead, the focus is on web

easy to jump from a broadcast web to a
web site. StarSight is slated to provide
easy access to any of the playback boxes, and in some cases, coordinate their
operation. In fact, RCA even calls the
EPG the killer app of the 21st century,

browsing and playback from devices,
such as a CD-ROM and eventually DVD.

Of particular importance to Thom son's TV/PC plans is the integration of
the StarSight electronic programming
guide, which will pave the way to move
seamlessly from a TV show to a related

Thomson openly admitted it did not
want to be in the PC business. So, it did

not come as a great surprise when the
company announced this past May that
it had formed a joint venture with Compaq Computer. The Thomson/Compaq
alliance will develop a new generation

when entertainment - as opposed to

of home entertainment products, with
the first convergence product a TV/PC.
We anticipate that a prototype of the

information-management will be king.

Thomson/Compaq TV/PC will be shown

at the upcoming 1997 Winter CES.

Microsoft sets its sites
on StarSight
Microsoft, which has made the Internet the core of its corporate strategy, has

announced plans to move the PC into
the living room. To make it easier to
integrate TV watching with web brows-

UNfOMPROM

ing, the software giant formed an alliance with a name known in CE circles
and to these pages: StarSight.
The two companies have been reluctant to specify what they are planning
through their cross -licensing agreement
and long-term collaboration, which led
the software giant to pay $20 million to
StarSight. Based upon StarSight's expertise and what Microsoft has announced,

it is not too difficult to come up with
some educated guesses as to what the
two may have in the works.

In today's demanding audio and video applications, an
inferior connector can become a major source of signal
degradation. Reflections caused by line mismatches
make it impossible to recover information correctly.
ADC's BNC connectors incorporate molded Ultem®
conductor insulators which assure consistent 75 ohm
characteristic impedance for true line matching.

Don't let the wrong connector compromise the quality
of your next production. There's only one clear choice
for consistent, high -quality digital signals. Call us today
at 1 800 726-4266 for the name of the ADC Professional

Microsoft moves: SIPC,
BPC and MSNBC
This past April, Microsoft chairman
Bill Gates unveiled the Simply Interactive
PC (SIPC) framework of hardware tech-

nologies for Windows -based PCs. According to Gates, the SIPC technologies
will make the PC platform the center of
entertainment, communications and productivity for both the home and office,

providing the ease of use and convenience of a consumer appliance. SIPC is
designed so that web browsing integrates

more easily and effectively with other
add-ons (such as telephony and cable

Audio and Video distributor near you.

cards) and software applications.
Microsoft has also promoted its concept for the broadcast PC (BPC), which

oTelecommunications

downloads, manipulates and displays
programming and data from a variety
of signals. This past summer, Microsoft

and NBC launched MSNBC on the

Ultem is a registered trademark of GE Plastics.
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DIGICART/II. THE VOICE OF MASTER CONTROL. No wonder it's used by virtually every
major television network in the world. Fact is, DigiCart®/II is the industry standard for
playback of bumpers, voice-overs, stingers, and effects. Nothing else organizes, archives,

DigiCartA

and instantly retrieves more than 10,000 sounds with digital quality and precision. It's networkable, uses
both hard disks and removable media, and supports both fully linear digital audio and Dolby® compression.

With programmable playlists, full GPI, and serial control, DigiCart/II is your best insurance against dead
air, missed cues, and make -goods. So test drive a
DigiCart/II in your facility at our expense. Call

today and we'll send you one tomorrow.

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

FREE
818.991.0360

If you're a call -letter station, you can try DigiCart/II for 10 days with no obligation. If you decide to buy it, we'll
arrange your purchase through one of our authorized dealers. Call (818) 9914380 or fax (818) 991-1360 today.

e-mail: info@360systems.com web: www.360systems.com
Test offer good in the continental US and Canada only.

Test offer expires March 31, 1997.

360 Systems and DigoCartill are registered trademarks of 360 Systems.
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Internet. The web presence provides
news and information that complements the programming transmitted
on the new cable network, MSNBC
Cable, launched simultaneously with
the on-line operation. Microsoft, current Department of Justice investigations notwithstanding, is toiling into

pendent Internet software company, in
which Netscape has a major equity po-

company's central server computers, so

sition. Navio will work with CE and

and store their work. It is geared toward

computer names to develop a wide vari-

business customers at $700 and uses a
computer monitor for display.

the night to overtake Netscape's lead in
web -browsing software.

develop versions of the Netscape Navigator for televisions, telephones, set top boxes, game players and the new
breed of network computers and information appliances designed for homes
and businesses.

And, as we reported in Part 1,
Microsoft formed a strategic relationship

with WebTV this past fall to develop
technologies and standards for delivering

ety of leading products. Companies
mentioned were Sony, Nintendo, NEC,
Sega, IBM and Oracle.

Navio is planning to find ways to

high -quality Internet browsing for
display on televisions.
It is likely that a StarSight version of

Windows may be in the works for the
BPC, SIPC and any other PC/TV-related
products now under wraps in Redmond.
Another possibility is a Star Sight plug-in for Microsoft's

employees can use other applications

IBM's PC/TV plans
IBM is also working on a PC/TV, and
news of a collaboration with a major
consumer electronics name is expected
in the future. This past Septembei Big
Blue introduced its new Aptiva S line,
with a split -system that separates the
floppy and CD-ROM drives, along with
the power controls, from the CPU. With

Network computer news

these components now packaged in a

Netscape, along with IBM, Sun Microsystems, Apple and Oracle, are the ma-

newly introduced media console, which

jor backers of the Network Computer
(NC). NC refers to a set of technical

resides beneath the monitor, the CPU
can be moved up to six feet away from
the work area.
IBM plans to use the media

Internet Explorer browser

console in its collaboration
with one or more consumer

that could simplify navigat-

electronics companies to offer

ing to web sites. And, Mi-

a home theater system that

crosoft could use its special
version of StarSight to navigate viewers from MSNBC
Cable to MSNBC on the Internet. Microsoft's deal with
StarSight does not affect the

includes a PC/TV. The media
console will also be leveraged

by IBM to create the networked home of the future,
which includes console access
stations throughout the house,
linked to a central serves

customized version of the EPG

In a demonstration providthat Thomson is developing
ed by IBM, a big -screen telefor its products. Both ThomIBM plans to use the Aptiva S line of media consoles to offer a home
son and Microsoft are Star - theater
vision was linked to a mini
system that includes a PC/TV.
tower incorporating a TV
Sight licensees, and besides,
standards - announced this past May card, modem and other software, such
Thomson owns a stake in StarSight.
It is clear from Microsoft's announce- - for developing simple, relatively in- as a web browser. The system also
ments and collaborations - including expensive devices for cruising the Inter- included familiar audio and video dethe one with WebTV - that the soft- net. In some cases, NC devices will be vices, such as a home theater sound
ware giant wants to be a major force designed to connect to TV sets. In fact, system, VCR and DSS. The Aptiva
behind the web, whether displayed on Thomson (RCA) said that it would sell media console incorporated a DVDa set -top web -browsing box, based on ROM drive.
a TV or PC screen.
Oracle's Network Computer (NC) deIBM also demonstrated an on -screen
sign next spring.
Netscape ready to navigate TVs
graphical user interface it designed for
Netscape, while seeking legal relief
The first official NC product was an- integrating and controlling the system.
from the government for what it claims nounced by IBM this summer and feaIBM demonstrated a special remote
is Microsoft's anti -competitive practic- tures a customized version of Netscape, control, dubbed a "media wand," that
es in pushing web -browsing software, is
designed by Navio. Called the IBM operates with the interface and responds
not resting on its laurels. The company Network Station, the product is smaller to hand movements - as well as button
is also moving forward on the technol- than an algebra textbook and weighs in pressing - for controlling a range of
ogy front as it plans to integrate the PC at 2.5 pounds. It is designed to sit up- devices and functions. Web browsing is
and the TV.
right next to a computer monitor. Fea- one of the capabilities we expect from a
This past summer Netscape established turing varying amounts of memory, the PC/TV from IBM and its as -yet -unnamed
a new company to bring its Navigator device also includes a network adapter TV -set partner.
web -browsing software and technology card, keyboard and mouse, an optional
to consumer electronics devices and oth- monitor - but there is no disk storage. Marjorie Costello is a broadcast and video industry consultant and Broadcast Engineering conThe Network Station, in addition to tributing editor based in New York. Respond via
er non -PC systems. Netscape has established Navio Communications, an inde- providing web access, can also link to a E-mail: MACostello@aol.com.
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The first

in

a

series of

DTV

updates from Comark

DigitalTV. The big picture.
It's an exciting time to purchase a new TV transmitter.

recommended standard. Engineered from

There are so many questions about

the ground up for ease of use, low-cost

the impact of DTV. Who can you

maintenance and no -hassle installation, it's

turn to for answers?

available as an air-cooled or water-cooled

Coma!' k

product at any required power level.

Comark is the world
leader in UHF high power

And it's only the beginning. In just a few
months, we'll introduce new products and

transmitters.

L
Comark offers

a transmitter that
meets tomorrow's
U.S. standard today.

services that will make your transition to DTV even easier.

Nobody knows UHF high power

We've dominated the JOT

transmitter market for five years.

transmitters better than

We'll also introduce innovative solid-state technologies that
deliver ultra -high performance and reliability.

Comark. We invented the IOT amplifier in 1986. And over
the past five years, have supplied the overwhelming majority

Get our free guide, "DTV Questions & Answers."

of lOT transmitters worldwide. Today, LOT'S are the standard

Call us today at (215) 822-0777 and ask for our new guide,

technology for both analog and digital TV.

which describes the issues broadcasters face today, and the

Comark has been part of the DIV research team
from the very beginning.
Our DTV knowledge comes from real world

innovative ways Comark

is solving them. Or you
can request it from
erainey@comarkcom.com.

experience. Since the 1992 AD -HDTV tests
MOOEL HDTV STATION
PROJECT. INC

at WRC in Washington, DC, Comark has

been the transmitter supplier of choice for

virtually every major DTV test or demonstration.

COMARK

Comark is already well down the road to DTV.

Emmy Award

At NAB '96, we introduced the AdvantageTV series, the

500 Horizon Drive Suite 503 Chalfont, PA 18914
TEL: (215) 822-0777 e FAX: (215) 822-9129

first transmitter designed specifically to meet the ATSC

www.comarkcom.com

0 1996 Comark Communications. Inc.
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Fox rises to the challenge with a
squeaky clean feed.
By
:senior managing editor

ong before the New York Yankees beat the Atlanta Braves to win the 1996 World Series, the
senior vice president of operations and engineering for Fox Sports, Jerry Gepner, knew he
faced a dilemma. Holding the TV broadcast rights for the World Series, Fox Sports had an
obligation to provide not only the domestic coverage, but also the international feed
clean
international feed.
It wasn't too long ago that sports broadcasting companies would put up a key for the score
and another key with the network's logo, and they would just send a clean feed out upstream
of that logo for the international feed. Thus, when you saw the World Series in Japan, you
didn't know that ABC, for example, was broadcasting it in the United States because you never
saw any of its monikers on the screen.

-a

Photo: Two 20 -inch color monitors display the results of Sony's Squeeky Clean digital solution for Fox
Sports' broadcast of the 1996 World Series. The monitor on the right shows the Fox Sports and Major
League Baseball logos, which appeared on the slab of each DVE replay. On the left, the bar contains

generic artwork, which would be filled during the game with a different logo for the international
audience.
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Telex®
T HE CROWD

UHF
Diversity
Portable Wireless

2 -Channel

Tone -Coded Squelch
The Telex' ENG-500
Coming through loud & clear.

We heard you wanted premium audio quality and superior performance

without interference. Okay, you've got it. In one rugged, portable system.
The new Pro® ENG-500 from Telex. The first wireless microphone system that

combines the benefits of a crystal -controlled system with the flexibility of real
2 -channel frequency agility. This UHF true -diversity receiver features Telex's

patented Posi-Phase Auto -Diversity
and Posi-Squelch`" Tone -Code plus Auto -

Suppression and is compatible with the

Anton Bauer° Gold Mount system.

To order or for more information, contact
your Telex dealer today, or call (612) 887-5550.
Web page: www.telex.com, E-mail: pro.sound@telex.com
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Fox Sports,
Sony hit home
run with World
Series coverage
The clean feed challenge
Well, if you watched any Major League

Baseball on Fox this past season and
saw the Fox Box (a continuous graphic

in the upper left corner with inning,
scoring and base running data) or witnessed the swoosh of some statistics

switcher do the international feed without all of the graphics," DiFranco said.
"Except he didn't want to hire two TDs

(technical directors) or two directors
or have to run the show twice."
Tom Belford and Glenn Hill, senior
sustaining engineers for Sony, came up
with the ideal solution, called Squeeky
Clean. An option with the DVS -7000 is

that one of the three M/Es could be
controlled by another control panel.
So, thought Hill, if two control panels
can run one set of electronics, why not
have one control panel run two sets of

flying onto the screen,
you knew that providing
a clean feed to the rest of
the world was not going
to be an easy task.
"The problem was the

about how this would work, I expected
him to hit the ceiling when I said he'd

have to rent two trucks," DiFranco
said. However, DiFranco's worries
turned out to be unwarranted.
"We were going to use two trucks
anyway," Gepner said. "Because of the
number of cameras and tape machines
you use, it doesn't make sense to use one

truck and then build all that other stuff
up outboard. It's much more cost-effective to bring in a second mobile unit."
Fox, which doesn't own any mobile

facilities, called on National Mobile
Television (NMT), Cincinnati, and its
DX -2 digital unit to be the main truck,
and LIN Productions, Arlington, TX, to
provide LIN-1 as the truck for the international feed. The Squeeky Clean system originated only from Atlanta. (Fox
rented CBS' MU1 and NMT's A16 for
analog production in New York.)
"Frankly, I was shocked when Steve
DiFranco called and said, 'By the way,

way they do that show,

there was no way Fox
could meet its obligation
of a clean feed," said Steve
DiFranco, director of production and post -produc-

you know, it works,"

Gepner admitted. "I

tion marketing for Sony's

was floored, absolute-

Broadcast and Profes-

ly flabbergasted. I said,

sional Products Division, San Jose, CA.

`You mean you went

Gepner agreed: "As domestic U.S.
production gets more and more complex visually, and as more and more
graphical branding of a product takes

and did it?' And he said,

`Yeah, it was a good
idea.' It's very gratifying to have those kinds
of relationships."

place, then the obligation to service the

international market with that clean
feed becomes more difficult from an
engineering standpoint. Many of us are
including an identifying graphic somewhere in the DVE replay (Major League
Baseball's and Fox's logos on the 3-D

slab), and although you don't want to
compromise the ability of your executive production people to brand your
product, you need to provide as branded -free a feed as possible for the world's

broadcasters."
With less than five months until the
World Series, Fox enlisted the help of
Sony, which was partly responsible for
the construction and equipment supply
of at least five of today's digital mobile
production units.

No turning
back now
Top photo: NMT's DX -2, a 53 -foot digital mobile production
trailer, parked in the lower left corner of the truck compound
outside Atlanta's Fulton County Stadiumandprovided original feeds. Bottom photo: LIN Productions' LIN-1, which has
nearly identical equipment to the DX -2 and also contains 38

feet of expandable space, parked on the top row in the
middle and worked in tandem to provide the world's first all digital transmission from two trucks.

electronics?
"Why don't we park two trucks next
to each other, tie them together with a
communications line, and as the TD is

DiFranco knew there

was no turning back,
but he also did not
want to go to the World

Series and give this a
try for the first time.
Never before had two

digital trucks been
linked for a broadcast. "I wanted to
make sure that nobody questioned the
use of Digital Betacams, Sony cameras,

switching the show in one truck, the

switchers or digital video effects in a live

other switcher will literally mimic in real

production," he said. "And I wanted to

time the switch?" Hill asked himself.
"We'd send the same camera feeds to

prove to the country that we had the
kind of support systems that everybody

That's when the creative juices started
flowing. Gepner, said DiFranco, came
up with the idea of tying two switchers
together, in this case Sony's DVS -7000.

both switchers and send the Fox graphics to the main switcher, but the still store in the other truck would just have
a generic Major League Baseball icon."

felt Grass Valley was always able to

"He (Gepner) wanted one switcher to
do domestic distribution with all of the
logos everywhere and have the other

DiFranco admitted being apprehensive when approaching Gepner with
the solution. "When we told Gepner

which had just completed a September
weekend series between the Los Angeles Dodgers and San Diego Padres, to
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provide."
So Gepner called chief engineer Mark
Brooks at NMT and arranged for DX -2,

With the introduction

of the

GSC3000, you can now control from

one to 256 transmitter sites while

barely moving a muscle. What's

more, if you decide you've had
enough of the office and would

rather monitor your sites from
-

home, the GSC3000 can be controlled from a network - either local

or wide area. Heck, you can even
control them from your laptop, on a
beach in the Bahamas. The GSC3000

simply brings you more transmitter

site control and expandability than
you've ever seen before. And no, it's

not expensive and it's not complex.

Because the system is modular,
each site can be set up to control
from 8 to 256 channels of metering,

status, and command. So it can
meet the needs and budgets of a

single site radio operation or be
expanded for the most

complex television

broadcast company.
The GSC3000 also features auto-

WITHOUT TAKING ONE
STEP AWAY FROM YOUR

matic and time of day commands,
and macro command functions. Plus,

the friendly Windows

interface

makes the whole thing as simple as

point and click. For more information on specs and features, please
give us a call.

Gentner
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Fox Sports,
"Today, the proSony hit home grammer
calls the
run with World
Series coverage the manufacturer's
manufacturer to come
up with a solution for
customers, and I think
that relationship is an

be parked in Sony's San Jose barn and
put through the paces of producing an
entire baseball game. A second DVS 7000 posed as LIN-1's switcher. Eight
hours later, after numerous tests and
purposeful power failures, etc., DiFran-

co and Fox Sports' Jerry Steinberg,
director of field operations, were comfortable with the setup.
"Here's a way that the programmer,
Fox, worked with a company, Sony, to
help two of their customers, NMT and
LIN, solve a problem for Fox, where

indication of what's
going to happen in this

business. I spend as
much time talking to

programmers now
about what they want
these trucks to do as I
do with the truck owners. I think it will be a

Sony's DVS -7000 switcher in LIN Productions' digital mobile
unit essentially looked the same during setup as it did for the
three World Series games in Atlanta. The switcher was linked
with the DVS -7000 in NMT's DX -2 truck to mimic every switch for

Fox called us first," said DiFranco.

completely different the international feed, so there was no need for a technical
director at this unit during the game.
arena in the way we
interact with each other."
digital compound," he said, "and beGepner, whose Fox Sports Division ing able to share very conveniently
is still the new kid on the block for facilities between two large digital pro-

"And that relationship is what's changed

network sports programming, ap-

in our industry. Twelve years ago, it
would have been a network working

proached the 1996 baseball finale with

with its internal engineers, and the man-

ufacturer would have had nothing to
do with it.

a sense of excitement, seeing this as
the crowning achievement in digital
sports broadcasting. "We were very
excited about the possibility of an all -

duction plants without some of the
normal angst you go through when
you tie together multiple analog environments. This is where emerging video technology... and digital technology. . . will take us."

INDUSTRY STANDARD
The Rane HC 6 has become the industry standard for
headphone amplification for'onsreason. It's very good. In fact
it's so geto51, ou have thode it the inclugry standard by choosing
it over all other brands combined during the) past 14 years.
Rane makes dozens of otWer signal processingvdevices that
are just as rugged. Next time your needs turn to signal
°

processing, turn to Rane for quality, relja,bility and dependability.-"ty.--iit

Rane - plain and simple, it sounds very good.

10111111FIEADPHONE AMPLIFIER
RANE-CORPORATION 10802 -47th Ave W., Mukilteo, WA 98275 (206) 355-6000

http://www.rane.com
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RANE

SX'S

High Quality Video
Compositing for
Dummies
(...and Profession
Sierra Video Systems introduces Mirage', the new
digital chroma keyer that doesn't require the skills of a
rocket scientist to make perfect, professional chroma
keys. This stand-alone system represents not only a
giant step in technology, but a huge leap in ease of
operation.

Whether your suite is fully digital, or you're looking
for your first piece of digital gear, Mirage is a perfect
addition to your plant. And it's the first stand-alone
digital chroma keyer that anyone can operate.
Mirage's easy to use, on -screen Headship display
means you won't need those expensive, complicated
control panels full of knobs and buttons. A simple,
easy to use mouse is all that's needed to operate this
powerful tool.

Featuring 4:2:2 serial digital I/O and 4:4:4:4 internal
processing, Mirage is ideal for live or post production,
virtual studios or any application requiring the highest
quality video compositing. Add to that the built-in 8
input miri-procuction switcher, 15 moving key masks
and on -screen color vectorscope and Mirage becomes
a powerful, intuitive tool that anyone can use.

\

Isn't your job complicated enough?
The answer is simple.

The answer is Mirage.

SIERRA

\NI% VIDEO

WWW031311

PG Box 2462 + Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA
IMAGE COMPOSITING ENGINE

(916)478-1000 FAX (916)478-1105
E-mail: mirage@sierravideo.com
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transmission technology
By Don Markley

Doing maintenance at
combined VHF/UHF sites
advent of ATV (or one of its other aliases) will
introduce many station engineers to the world of
UHF TV transmitters. This has been discussed earlier
to some extent in Broadcast Engineering, but without
really going fully into new maintenance requirements.
One of the required major changes will be having to
deal with new volumes of hot air and/or water with
the possibility of also dealing with steam. Because no
one really knows what the final configuration of the
ATV transmitters will be (we don't even know what
the scan rate will be), it's highly possible that some
vapor -cooled devices will be inflicted upon engineers
who are used to dealing only with docile blowers. In
addition, for those who already have such systems,

The inspection check list

this is a good time of the year to be taking another look
at those systems.

system to protect it from harm. Where pure water is
directly cooled by outside air, controlled louver sys-

The cooling system

tems need to regulate the temperature of the cooling air.
To explain this better, let's first look at the system when

The

While some UHF equipment, even at fairly high
power, is totally air-cooled, the majority of the higher power devices use some combination of air and liquid

in their cooling system.
With a few exceptions,
the final heat removal is

boxes and how to get them wired into the video system,
there is a tendency to ignore the more mundane things
like flow rates, filter conditions and the freezing point

of cooling solutions. The result is often a frozen heat

exchanger with more holes in it than a politician's
promises. The problem is that the cooling systems are

so dependable that no one really thinks about them
until it's too late.
For the newcomer, much can be done with the cooling

nothing is running. Without the transmitter making
steam/hot water/hot air, the heat exchanger will be
subjected to whatever temperature of air is in the
surrounding room or in
the duct work.
Heat exchangers can be

by air. If the air is not

Just as

inside the transmitter

cooling the device directly, it is used in a heat

winter follows fall,

building with duct work
for air input and output,
directly located outside

exchanger to cool a liquid, which is then used
to cool the device. Some
systems are even more

exotic where distilled

the next few months will see
some stations go down because
no one has serviced the cooling systems.

water is used to cool the

exchanger used to transfer the heat to another liquid
containing an antifreeze, which is in turn cooled by air
in a heat exchanger.
While most experienced station engineers are familiar with blowers, filters and their associated problems,
dealing with all of those non -potable liquids is where
the problem arises. It can be assumed that all summer
long the cooling systems have been simply doing their
thing. However, as winter sets in, new demands are
placed on the system - namely, don't freeze. Just as
winter follows fall, the next few months will see some
stations go down because no one has serviced the
cooling systems.
Broadcast Engineering

or in an air -handling
room of their own. For
vapor -cooled transmitters using distilled water

and heat exchangers,

amplifier with a heat

60

A simple check of all fluid levels is always in order.
This should be accompanied by an inspection of all
belts, motors, gear boxes and other blower and pump
drives. When the staff is worrying about neat digital

December 1996

which transition directly to air, something must be done to keep the system
from freezing during down time. In fact, these systems

will freeze up while operating if the airflow is not
properly controlled. For indoor systems, louvers must

be installed on the intake and exhaust of the heat
exchanger. Then, a heat source must be provided to
keep the air around the heat exchanger above freezing.
This is usually either in the form of a small space heater
or heating rods placed near the core of the exchanger.
The louvers must be adjusted automatically to permit
outside air to flow when the transmitter starts heating
up the water. This may be done by a system that will
partially open/close louvers to maintain the air temper -

Improve Yours with the 800A Series UHF Transmitters from ITS
ITS, the market leader in low and medium
power television transmitters, introduces the
new ITS -800A series of solid state UHF
transmitters. The 800A series offers the design,
performance, and operational features you
require for your broadcast installations. With
years of experience in the broadcast industry,
ITS has the expertise to engineer, manufacture
and install the highest performance transmitter
systems available today.

Superior design. Utilizing 100% solid state

Superior customer support. Our efforts don't

design and surface -mount technology, the 800A
series provides you with outstanding reliability
and is compliant to the most stringent
performance specifications. Our enhanced
design minimizes the transmitter size, fitting
into standard 19" racks and providing efficient
use of space and easier integration. With the
ITS -800A series transmitters, you can enjoy all
the benefits of full service broadcast quality for
any new installation.

stop with our products. ITS offers a
comprehensive range of support services. Our
sales engineers are ready to assist you in
planning and implementing your broadcast
system. Additionally, expert technical support
from ITS is available 24 -hours a day to meet
your product and system needs.

Swede, performance. The 800A product
series combines the proven performance and
operational features that are most desired by
station engineers and general managers.
Enhancements include:

Full product offering of transmitters and
translators from 10 watts to 5000 watts.
Broadcast quality, ITS built modulators for
exceptional signal performance.
Exter_sive internal product protection to reduce
downtime and minimize maintenance costs.

Superior design, performance and customer
support. Our image is on the line every day,
and so is yours. With the ITS -800A series of
JHF transmitters, we provide the reliability,

lerfonnance and customer support you and
your station can depend on, everyday.
It's what you expect from ITS.
Now bigger and better as a subsidiary of
ADC Telecommunications, Inc.
For more information, call 412.941.1500
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Conignrations with parallel high -gain power
amplifiers provide redundan:, fail safe
operation.

ITS -830A

1 kW UHF Transmitter

375 Valley Brook Road NI,;11/1urray. Pennsylvania, US! 15317-3345 Phore. 412.941.1500 =ax. 412.941.4603 Email.infopitscorp.com

transmission technology
ature at a reasonable level. That is, some of the exhaust
air will be recirculated to the input to keep the input air
temperature within an acceptable range. It's advisable

to call on your heating/air-conditioning service to
check these systems out thoroughly before the really
bad weather arrives. The louver operation and controllers are critical to the operation of your system. When

systems are primarily found in existing equipment
using regular klystrons or MSDC klystrons with vapor
phase cooling. Most of the new equipment use IOT
devices, which aren't vapor -cooled. For these systems,
the collector is cooled with water and ethylene glycol at
ground potential. All other parts of the IOT are aircooled.

everything is frozen solid with ice is not the proper time
for preventive maintenance.

As a word to the wise, some protection should be
provided for the louvers themselves. Your heating

Carefully inspect all belts,

contractor can construct protective hoods to cover the
intake and exhaust louvers. Without such protection,
ice can build up on the louvers during a storm, which
will prevent them from opening when air is needed.

motors, gear boxes and

other blower and
pump drives.

Even worse, if the louvers are frozen in the open
condition and the transmitter shuts down, outside air

is free to enter the heat exchanger room with dire
results.
Water/vapor cooled systems create a whole new set of

worries for the transmitter crew. Remember, if the
power at the transmitter site goes down during a winter

storm, you must have standby protection available.

The other primary problem is the liquid itself. Many
systems use an ethylene glycol solution as the primary
cooling medium. This is for liquid -cooled, not vapor cooled, transmitters. Ethylene glycol in a vapor -cooled
klystron would deposit new and interesting compounds
as it's boiled away. In addition, it's not non-conductive

and cannot be directly applied where voltages are
present, as is the case in an MSDC klystron. For the
liquid -cooled systems, ethylene glycol is readily available and inexpensive.
Checking the chemicals

The chemicals used most are Dowtherm (Dow Chem-

ical) and UCARTHERM (Union Carbide). The first
requirements are to check that the mix is good to the
coldest temperature anticipated and that it remains
clean. The ethylene glycol is usually mixed with distilled water to avoid introducing other chemicals into
the system. In addition, most systems have filters in the
liquid that should be checked periodically. A testing kit
is available for the mixed liquid, which should be used
regularly. The problem is that the corrosion inhibitors

The Comark Compact 10X transmitter in use at the WDHD-TV
transmitter in Washington, DC.

This can be in the form of a standby generator, which
will at least operate your electric heating systems or
non -electric heaters to keep the heat exchanger and
transmitter warm. If the power stays down long enough

break down after time, which can start the growth of
unwanted deposits in the klystrons. When this occurs,
the system should be drained, flushed and refilled with
new coolant just like you do with the radiator in your
car. You do check that regularly, don't you?
The cooling system is simple and there should be no
problem with it's maintenance. The only real difficulty
is remembering to check it periodically. It is the old
squeaking wheel syndrome where the cooling system
rarely squeaks. Unfortunately, when it does squeak, it's
more like a roar.

for the building to get below freezing, you can kiss a few

things good-bye starting with heat exchangers,
klystrons, pipes, pumps and, perhaps, your warm
indoor job.

There is some good news here. The pure water
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Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley and Associates,
Peoria, IL.

Get the inside story...
Call: Bob Quinn - 800 342 5338
Fax: (914) 682 8922
E-mail: bquinn@eevinc.com

Circle (23) on Free Info Card
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applied technology
By Charlie Bernstein

CSDI: Compressed

serial digital interface
The ability to transfer compressed files in a broadcast facility from one video server to another or
from acquisition equipment to video storage devices is
a growing demand in the broadcast industry. A number
of different approaches to this requirement have been
proposed by various vendors. Philips Broadcast Television Systems (Philips BTS) has endorsed the emerging
SMPTE standard of compressed serial digital interface
(CSDI) to transfer compressed files from one device to
another.

file is imperative. Decompressing and recompressing
files can already be done with existing serial digital
interface (SDI) technology. The advantage to sending
compressed files is threefold. First, there is no addition-

Application -specific servers

CSDI: A new solution for
server -to -server communication

al generational loss of the video signal. Second, because
the signal is compressed, it can be sent faster than real
time from one server to another. Third, associated file
database information can also be transferred, eliminating the need to recreate the information manually on
the destination server.

An important issue facing broadcasters as they migrate to more centralized disk -based servers is the
problem of supporting multiple applications in a facil-

LSDI is an emerging standard for sending compressed files from one device to another. The standard
allows the use of existing digital broadcast infrastructure to send data, as opposed to video, between devices.
Data (compressed video files) are synchronized to a

ity, all intermixed in a single box. Video servers may be

used for commercial playout, programming, dubbing
and news applications. Material may be developed on
CSDI

Mrrlvl Poo,/ 0

270 Inns/sec

DVGPre

CSDI

CSDI Direct Connection
(2x or tester than real lime transler)
Alois P

270 Matt,/sec

iii

standard digital video signal and
sent. The data is effectively synchronized to video scan lines. The
data being sent includes compressed

video, all audio tracks and time code tracks. Compressed files can

be sent via direct connections or
routed through a serial digital video
111..1
DvC Pro VT1,1

CSDI

router. Also, multiple connections
can be established with other devices in use at the facility.

Digital Video Router

270 Mbils/sec

Control System
Media Manager
CSDI

SCSI

CSDI vs. SDI

CSDI

Figure 1. CSDI permits server -to -server faster than real-time transfers with existing

How does the video server send
compressed files over the same infrastructure used for video? Consider that with a regular video server, when video is written to disk, it

broadcast equipment.

is compressed to save bandwidth

CSDI

StocageTek
Neartine Storage

Media Pool Server

Media Pool Server

APP.Akos

a news server that later airs as a promo on a spot
playout server or replayed during the newscast on the
on -air server. Stations want to be sure that the activities

in their news room and edit suites don't affect the
operation of their commercial playout channels.
Real -world solutions

is sent directly to the serial digital interface as a

How will networked servers address these requirements? In order to obtain maximum benefit of server -

compressed file, not as video. The data signal, which
runs at up to 270Mb/s, can be sent to the same router
and distributed to other devices that support SDI.

to -server transfers, the ability to transfer a compressed

64

and storage space. On output, the video is sent through
a video decoder, brought back to full bandwidth and
sent out over the SDI to a digital video router where it
goes to monitors, other devices or to air. With CSDI, the
same compressed file is read from disk, but instead of
going through the compression engine and decoded, it
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31st SMPTE

Advanced Motion Imaging
Conference
The Age of Compression:
Nonlinear Editing, Digital Broadcasting, and Other Wonders

Registration Form

February 6-8, 1997
Crowne Plaza Manhattan
New York, N.Y.

Before
1/10/91

$385

$485

Member: Conference Only (Luncheon & Reception Incl.)

250

350

Nonmember: Conference & Seminar (Luncheon & Reception Incl)

485

585

Nonmember: Con:erence Only (Luncheon & Reception Incl)

330

430

60

70

Student Nonmember: (Conference, Seminar) (Luncheon & Reception Incl.).. 80

90

Member: Conference & Seminar (Luncheon & Reception Incl.)

Four sessions with an emphasis on the transition to
digital technology and nonlinear systems, including
video servers, graphics devices, and storage systems
associated with the latest broadcast technology.
SMPTE Sessions:

Nonlinear Editing:
Technical and Operational Issues
Digital Distribution
Storage Technologies Using Compression

Student Member: (Conference, Seminar) (Luncheon & Reception Incl )

Student Member: (Seminar Only)

25

Student Nonmember: (Seminar Only)

35

Life Member/Life Fellow (Conference & Seminar)

50

35

1

t_

45

I

50

Seminars Only
Shooting on Film
$125 L1

Member

150 r

Nonmember
Members of AIVF, IFP,

Advanced Television

DGA, ITVA, ITS, AICP and Women in Film receive

I

rLl rates on

$

memberSMPTE12005i

Shooting on Film seminar registration only. Please specify your organization

Two Day -Long Seminars to Follow Conference

A Technical Introduction to Digital Video by Charles Poynton
Member (Book In-I)

Shooting on Film, Editing Nonlinear,
Completing on Film and Video: What
Procedures are Available for the Filmmaker?

Nonmember (Book ino)

$135

$155

160

175

Social Events

Saturday, February 8, 1997, 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m
Crowne Plaza Hotel

Partner's Program

$125

Get -Together Luncheon
AUTHORS: Two days Papers Program Complimentary: Seminar $100

A Technical Introduction to Digital Video
Presented by Charles A. Poynton

$150

'

50

60

100

100

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

Saturday, February 8, 1997, 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m
Astor Ballroom, Marriott Marquis
(one block from Crowne Plaza)

Register prior to January 10, 1997

After

1/10/97

Please mark registration and tickets desired.

Sessions

Save $100

Extended to

Cancellations must be made in writing. A $50 administrative fee will be incurred.
No refunds or cancellations postmarked after January 20, 1997.

Registration credentials will be available for pickup on site.

Name

Company

Address

Mail or fax your form
and payment to:

State

City

Zip/Postal Code

County

Fax

Tel

SMPTE

Partner's Name (if registering)

595 West Hartsdale Avenue
White Plains, NY 10607-1824

SMPTE member?

Tel: (914) 761-1100
Fax: (914) 761-3115

Register on-line:
http://www.smpte.org

Yes

Payment Method

No

Membership Number

Check enclosed (payable to SMPTE)

Account #
Expiration Date

Name o't Card (please print)
Signature

Circle (44) on Free Info Card
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Visa
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applied technology
Intraserver compressed transmission

Standards -based solutions

Server -to -server (intraserver) compressed file trans-

fer is a new technology for broadcasters. The technology offers many advantages. These include compressed file transfer, faster than real-time transfer,
point-to-point transfers, point-to-multipoint transfers and media management.
In addition, a CSDI-based solution also provides
additional features that may not be included in other
implementations, including forward error detection
or correction, automation control, support for acquisition equipment, faster than real-time file transfer
and support for existing broadcast equipment.
Support for acquisition equipment

The CSDI standard not only includes support for
video servers, but also supports acquisition and tape -

CSDI has been proposed for standardization by
SMPTE. The proposal will support standard file formats, a specified bit rate and synchronization. Today,
there is one file format being proposed. It is possible

that, in the future, CSDI will support multiple file
formats for different applications. For instance,
DVCPRO could be supported for acquisition and news
applications and Motion JPEG supported for spot
playout and programming. Additionally, MPEG-2 may
be supported for distribution servers. Because the transfer is, in most cases, faster than real time, the file format
should be irrelevant. As long as the data can be synchro-

nized to the data rate of the connection, it should be
possible to send the data over that connection.
CSDI vs. Fibre Channel

based devices. DVCPRO cameras and VTRs may
support CSDI providing up to four times transfer from
field cameras (pre-recorded tape) directly to VTRs or
to servers. Videotapes can be loaded onto the VTR and
transferred into the server in the same manner as files
are sent between servers.
FEATURES/BENEFITS

CSDI

COMPRESSION FILES

SUPPORTED

FASTER THAN REAL-TIME TRANSFER

YES

BROADCAST INDUSTRY STANDARD

PROPOSED SMPTE STANDARD

USES STANDARD BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
SCALABLE BANDWIDTH

YES

MULTIPLE CSDI CONNECTIONS SUPPORTED

BANDWIDTH SCALABLE BASED ON NEEDS
USES EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE

YES

CSDI offers most or all of the advantages of a comput-

er networking technology, such as Fibre Channel. It
also provides some additional advantages. CSDI offers
increased scalability over Fibre Channel. A single Fibre

Channel Arbitrated Loop can support about 75MB/s
to 80MB/s. Each CSDI connection can support about
34MB/s. Although FiFIBRE CHANNEL ARBITRATED LOOP
bre Channel has more
SUPPORTED
initial bandwidth, mulYES
tiple
CSDI connections
COMPUTER STANDARD
can
be
made to support
NO
more
data
transfer.
ARBITRATED LOOP LIMITS BANDWIDTH WITH
MANY DEVICES CONNECTED
CSDI also uses existNC
ing familiar broadcast

ADDITIONAL COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

NO

YES

POINT-TO-POINT

equipment, and uses the

YES

YES

MULTICAST

YES

NO

existing professional

ROUTABLE

VIA SERIAL DIGITAL VIDEO ROUTER

VIA ADDRESS ON ARBITRATED LOOP

ACQUISITION, VTRs

NO

SUPPORTS OTHER DEVICES

--

Table 1. Feature comparison between CSDI and Fibre Channel topologies.

One of the requirements of interconnecting servers is
having the required bandwidth to transfer files over the
connection. Today's solutions provide suitable band-

width for at least a single compressed stream and
sometimes it provides suitable bandwidth for multiple
streams. Currently, there are two main approaches to
interconnect servers, arbitrated loop technology (Fibre
Channel Arbitrated Loop) and matrix switched technology (CSDI).

With a loop technology, each loop has a maximum
bandwidth it can support. As more servers or nodes
are added to the loop, more congestion may be created. With CSDI, scalability is provided by adding new
crosspoints between servers, just as they are done
today with video. A serial digital video switcher can
take a single input and route it to multiple outputs or
multiple source destination connections can be made
as additional bandwidth is required.
Broadcast Engineering

digital routers, coax
cable and standard vid-

eo connections. With
CSDI there is no new

Scalable bandwidth
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equipment to buy. Existing systems are already compatible and expansion can be easily supported. No new
computer technology needs to be learned or installed.
CSDI also fits in well with today's automation systems.
The future

Today's broadcast and post facilities increasingly
require the use of multiple applications, large servers
and dispersed site operations. All of these needs can
benefit from a fast, easy -to -implement intraserver file
scheme. The new CSDI standard provides these advantages in a server -to -server interconnect topology at
faster than real-time rates. And just as important, its
implementation can be accomplished using existing
broadcast equipment.
Charlie Bernstein is senior product manager, storage and retrieval
products, Philips Broadcast Television Systems Company, Simi
Valley, CA.

new products
By Deanna Rood
Digital camera
Hitachi Denshi America Ltd.
Z -2000A digital camera: a three -chip CCD color camera that features
a new data transfer system for quick transfer of camera set-up information between cameras; an instructional 42 -minute videotape is available
that demonstrates the features of the Z -2000A, as well as the proper setup of menu -selected items, such as special gamma, six -vector color
corrector and flesh -tone detail control.
Hitachi, 150 Crossways Park Dr., Woodbury, NY 11797; 516-921-7200; fax 516-496-3718
Circle (267) on Free Info Card
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MPEG video analysis
Snell & Wilcox

111'

MVA100: an MPEG-2 video analyzer de-

kl.1

signed to complement the MSA100 transport
stream analyzer by concentrating on the way in
which pictures have been encoded; the MVA100

DVB-compliant QAM TV modulator

Quasar: a DVB-compliant QAM modulator for transmission of digital signals; n-QAM capability, combined with a

can verify the performance of any MPEG-2
encoder or decoder; it can also solve encoder/
decoder compatibility issues and optimize the

selection of different bit rates and channel bandwidths,
makes the unit fit to operate in virtually every CATV or

design of encoders as it monitors transmissions
in the field; the integral high -quality decoder is

Barco

designed to support every encoding mode in
MPEG-2 MP@ML and will always produce a
picture from a compliant video stream.

MMDS system; in addition, full remote control and monitoring of all settings are possible through Barco's ROSA
cable TV management system.

Snell & Wilcox, 1289 Hammerwood Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94089; 408-260-1000; fax 408-260-2800; snellcal@aol.com
Circle (254) on Free Info Card

Barco, Th Sevenslaan 106, B-8500 Kortrijk Belgium,
+32 56 386 493; fax +32 56 386 293
Circle (259) on Free Info Card

Video panel

ADC Telecommunications
11°
IT
747111MWPIEWIR
CJMID staggered video panel: a CJMID staggered
midsize jack video panel, especially designed for use in
broadcasting trucks and other high -density digital video applications where true 751/ impedance is required; the panel features 2x32 video circuits in a standard
EIA width panel (1.75"x19"); in order to accommodate the large number of circuits, ADC designed midsize
OD

coax jacks - the CJ3011 and CJ4011 short- and long -body midsize single video jacks are staggered
alternately on the panel and feature closed -entry BNC contacts for maximum center conductor force over
sustained periods.
ADC, 4900 W. 78th St., Minneapolis, MN 55435; 800-366-3891 (ext. 3475); www.adc.com
Circle (256) on Free Info Card

DVCPRO VTRs

Panasonic
600 series: the series is made up of

the AJ-D650 studio editing deck
and the AJ-D640 recorder/player;
the AJ-D650 delivers complete ed-

iting functions and the AJ-D640
provides a cost-effective solution
for high -quality DVCPRO recordings and playback; with analogI/O,
digital I/O (optional), and versatile
interfacing via RS -422A and RS -232C remote, the VTRs address
applications in linear and non-linear editing.
Panasonic, One Panasonic Way, 2A-2, Secaucus, NJ 07094; 800-524-0864
or 201-392-4319; fax 201-392-6001
Circle (251) on Free Info Card

Routing switchers
Leitch

Xpress 12x1: routing switchers
that offer low-cost equalizing and
re -clocking digital video routing
with the AES/EBU version meeting the need for small digital audio
routers; available in 1RU 19 -inch

rack mounting, local or remote
control and capable of being integrated with the existing XPRESS
video and stereo audio switchers.
Leitch, 25 Dyes Rd., North York, Ontario,
Canada M3B 1V7; 416-445-9640;
fax 416-445-0595
Circle (265) on Free Info Card
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new products
Accessories catalog
The Winsted Corporation
1996 Winsted Furniture and Accessories catalog: a free catalog featuring accessories for
Winsted racks and consoles, such as doors for vertical equipment racks that feature
shatter -resistant tinted Plexiglas and a security lock; two handy items that attach to the
underside of the work shelf include a retractable cup holder and a new keyboard tray
featuring a unique pull-out mouse pad.
The Winsted Corporation, 10901 Hampshire Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55438-2385: 800-559-6691;
fax 612-944-1546; www.winsted.com; racks@winsted.com
Circle (270) on Free Info Card

Flyaway satellite uplink system

Harris Broadcast Division

A picture perfect opportunity!
The mission for Tektronix' Video and Networking Division is to bring the highest quality video
broadcast/transmission to our customers, which means that we're pioneering the way in areas such as
digital television and video. In fact we were recently awarded an Emmy Award for leading the television
industry into the 10 -bit world! That's Emmy #7 for Tektronix! If you're a creative, talented professional
looking to join the top team in digital video and television, look no further.

Grass Valley, CA
Picture perfect describes not only our technology focus but the quality of life available to our employees
and their families. We offer an informal results -oriented environment nestled in the Sierra Nevada
foothills, combined with an excellent quality of life - affordable housing, less congestion, clean air and
an excellent school system. The following two opportunities are currently available:

Applications Engineer
You will work with a team of professionals providing applications solutions utilizing Tektronix products
from our Video and Networking Division. Responsibilities include pre -sales support of requests for
quotations and proposals, and applications support for production switchers, routers, video effects,
distribution and digital storage products. Requires a Bachelor's degree in an engineering/technical field
or equivalent and 4-6 years' product application experience in the television, post production or
broadcast industries.

S -2D: a flyaway satellite uplink system that uses carbon fiber instead of
metal for the reflector and support
structure and weighs 30% less than
the original S-2; using Harris' DSE
1400 exciter with MPEG-2 compression, the S -2D requires as little as
10W to 12W of power to transmit a
superior signal; it can be powered by
a battery -inverter system instead of
shore power or a portable generator.
Harris, 3200 Wismann Lane, Quincy, IL
62305-4290; 606-282-4802 or 4808; fax 217224-1439; www.broadcast.harris.com
Circle (268) on Free Info Card

International Support Manager
As a management professional, you will direct the development of the infrastructure and processes
needed to support Regional Support Centers worldwide. Your team of customer service professionals
will be responsible for product support to International customers and distributors of Tektronix Video
and Networking products. Responsibilities include: post -sales technical support and problem resolution.
Requires a Bachelor's degree in a technical field or equivalent and 3-5 years' managing an International
customer service support team.

New York & Los Angeles
Field Service Engineers
Tektronix is seeking individuals interested in joining a team of field professionals responsible for on -site
repair, configuration and alignment of video and teleproduction equipment including: production switchers,
routers, video effects, distribution and digital storage products. Requires BSEE degree or equivalent and
4-6 years' technical support experience in the television, post production or broadcast industries.

To become part of the winning GRASS VALLEY team, mail your resume to: Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box
1114, Dept. BE/1296/RM, MS N4 -21-I, Grass Valley, CA 95945, Attn: Ron Marenco; Fax to (916) 4783808; or E-mail to: ron.marenco@tek.com
To become part of the winning NEW YORK & LOS ANGELES teams, mail your resume to: Tektronix,
Inc., Janet Marino, Tektronix, Inc., 430 Mountain Ave., Mountain Heights Center, Murray Hill, NJ
07974, or FAX to: (908) 665-0879.

For more information, visit us on the WWW at http://www.tek.com Principals only, please. All
employment offers are contingent upon successful completion of our pre -employment drug test.
Tektronix is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Tektronix
z
It's all happening here! www.tek.com
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Ampex -brand DBC tape

Quantegy
Ampex brand DBC digital Betacam

video cassettes: a state-of-the-art
metal particle, digital video cassette

designed for the most demanding
broadcast applications; Ampex DBC's

ultrasmall metal particles develop
higher magnetic energy and deliver
the higher output required by digital
systems; each particle is coated with
a specially developed protective coating layer to ensure long-term stabil-

ity; a new binder system provides
more stability in still -framing modes
or during multiple passes across tape
heads.
Quantegy, 1025A Terra Bella Ave., Mountain
View, CA 94043-1829; 415-903-1100;
fax 415-903-1141
Circle (257) on Free Info Card

Charge it with PAG.
Baby those Nicads with PAG's latest AR Series technology. These

Auto -ranging microcomputer -controlled units will fast charge all
popular Nicad batteries. Features include hi -frequency switch -

A

mode power supply and Recovery Charge Program to restore

Serial digital proc amp
Videotek
DPA-100: a serial digital proc amp

fast -charge capability to over -discharged or misused batteries.

FAST CHARGER FOR 4.8 TO 14.4V BATTERIES.

that can control 601 digital signals
in a manner familiar in composite
analog, while staying 100% component digital; the unique "broadcast
legal" function monitors a signal
while in component digital and automatically makes appropriate ad-

AR124

Fast and safe. The AO 24 4 -channel auto -ranging fast charger is the

perfect companion for Nicads in the 4.8 to 14.4V (1 to 7Ah) range.
Works off AC mains.

FAST CHARGER FOR 12 TO 31.2V BATTERIES.
PAC's AR304 4 -channel auto ranging fast charger is ideal for Nicads in

the 12 to 31.2V (1 to 7Ah) range. Works off AC mains.

justments.
Videotek, 243 Shoemaker Rd., Pottstown,
PA 19464; 800-800-5719 or 610-327-2292;
fax 610-327-9295
Circle (253) on Free Info Card

CHARGE, MEASURE, & RESTORE ON LOCATION.
Check out PAG's MC124 4 -channel charger for Nicads in the 4.8 to

14.4V (lAh to 7Ah) range. This compact location workshop works as a
diagnostic harger and lets you store battery test cycles on your PC for

individual battery histories. Features an LCD display of selected program,

current loaded, & number of cells operating.

Discover why Europe's top shooters trust their batteries to PAG.

pan hi, Call: 888-PAGUSA1
Lighting products catalog

A

ADVANCED
BATTERY
SYSTEMS

MC124

LA\

(1-888-724-8721)

2755 Alamo Street #103, Simi Valley, CA 93065
Phone: 805/520-4911
Fax: 805/520-7342
e-mail: pagusa@aol.com

Circle

Frezzi Energy Systems
A 12 -page catalog featuring Frez-

zi's lighting products, lighting kits,

accessories, adapter cables and
more; includes recent battery test
results and battery comparisons.
Frezzi, 5 Valley St., Hawthorne, NJ 07506;
800-345-1030 or 201-427-1160;
fax 201-427-0934
Circle (262) on Free Info Card

High -resolution camera system
Philips BTS
LDK-20 system: the 12 -bit Hi -Res

Digital LDK2OPS and LDK 20P

GPS MASTER CLOCK/TIME CODE
GENERATOR
-Worldwide Time Locked to the Atomic Clock in the Global Positioning
Satellite System, you can have time, date and time code
within nanoseconds of UTC. any where in the world!!
$2495.00

ES -185

portable cameras featuring a unique
split -body design that separates the

front lens assembly from the rear
control housing allowing the front
of the camera to be placed in smaller
areas; with the Philips BTS SuperXPander large lens adapter, both cameras can be converted from a porta-

ble to a full studio role (using a
seven-inch viewfinder and large lens).
Philips BTS, 805-584-4700;
fax 805-584-4750
Circle (263) on Free Info Card
FREE 44pe Catalog & 80 Audio/Video Applic.
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OPAMP LABSINC"
INC (213) 934-3586
1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA, 90038

http://www.opamplabs.com
Circle (45) on Free Info Card

GPS 0415if N EA,OCK

1,&

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:

SMPTE/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B & ASCII Time Code Outputs

1PPS Output 6 Satellte Tracking Battery Back-up
GPS Locked Indicator Automatic Daylight Savings Time Correction
Time Zone Offset Artenna AND MORE!!
OPTIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE:
1 KPPS
Parallel BCD Output

1C MHz Output
Video Inserter Video Sync -Generator

220 VAC 12 VDC

3 YEAR WARRANTY

8 6. Vh16066616

V166 6 Audio O. 66.6
ROB -Sync Dial Ampl

12 59 59

/14.11

142 SIERRA STREET, EL :SEGUNDO, CA 90245

(310) 322-2136 FAX: (310) 322-8127
Circle (35) on Free Info Card
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new products
Microwave ENG equipment,

....

NuComm

Digital video line quadrupler
Miranda

47PT3 & 47RX3: portable
ENG transmitter and receiver

Quartz: an advanced digital video line

that are fully agile across the 4.5
to 5GHz frequency band; some of

quadrupler featuring a large -screen digital
video processor that delivers leading -edge
capabilities in edge detection and motion
compensation; VDSP technology ensures
sharp video pictures without line structure,

the features that offer 50% improvement in ENG efficiency include

video presence detector for remote
standby operation, field selectable audio subcarriers and
universal power supply that handles most AC or DC voltage
requirements.

flicker or jaggies; one notable feature of
Quartz is its ease of use.

NuComm, 101 Bilby Rd, Building 1, Hackettstown, NJ 07840;
908-852-3700; fax 908-813-0399
Circle (258) on Free Info Card

Miranda, 8055, Transcanada, St -Laurent, Quebec,
Canada H4S 1S4; 514-333-1772; fax 514-333-9828
Circle (271) on Free Info Card

MMDS transmitters for wireless cable
Acrodyne
Transmitter line for MMDS/ITFS: MMDS transmitters for wireless
cable that includes power levels for 10W, 20W, 50W and 100W peak
visual output with 10% aural; designed for complete compatibility with
all formats, all amplifiers are broadband class A linear including the
aural side; a single RF output connector providing combined visual and
aural is used for the 10W and 20W models, while the higher -power
transmitters make use of an external diplexer.
Acrodyne, 516 Township Line Rd., Blue Bell, PA 19422; 800-523-2596 or 215-542-7000;
fax 215-540-5837
Circle (255) on Free Info Card

MPEG-2 compression module
Leitch
MPEG-2 compressor: an MPEG-2 compression module that supports
the 4:2:2 profile at main level; the single -board module fits into a threerack unit DigiBus frame; it uses IBM's latest MPEG chipset providing I,
IP, IPB and GOP structure support; the MPEG-2 compressor allows
compression from 270Mb/s to 40Mb/s (about 7:1 compression) providing six multiple generations while retaining studio quality.
Leitch, 25 Dyas Rd., North York, Ontario, Canada M3B 1V7; 416-445-9640;
fax 416-445-0595
Circle (250) on Free Info Card

bvs

VITS 2 VIDEO ANALYZER
SAMPLES VIDEO VIA MODEM AND DISPLAYS IT ON A VGA SCREEN
CONNECTS VIA A NON DEDICATED TELCO LINE
SAMPLES LINE 17 VITS OR ANY LINE IN VERTICAL BLANKING OR ACTIVE VIDEO
PERMITS MEASUREMENT OF S/N, K FACTOR; INCLUDES CHROMA FILTER
AUDIO AVERAGE & PEAK LEVELS
IDEAL FOR TRANSMITTERS, TELCO VIDEO NETWORKS, AND CABLE HEAD ENDS

,,,tierrT,

AUDIO IN

VIDEO IN

IIII
1234

1111

1111

1234

LUIS 2 Video linaluzet

VITS2

Thomson Tubes Electroniques
TH 610: a tube designed as an aircooled unit that ensures simple and

economical operation for all new generation 10kW
analog transmitters; the TH 610's excellent linearity makes it an ideal component for digital broadcasting in the
2kW to 5kW power range and in the
design of amplifiers for high -quality
transmissions.
Thomson Tubes Electroniques, 13 av Morane
Saulnier, Batiment Chavez, Velizy Espace,
BP 121, Velizy Cedex France F-78148;
+33-1-3070-3643; fax +33-1-3070-3650
Circle (264) on Free Info Card

Windows -based interface for
iNFiNiT! graphics systems
Chyron

WiNFiNiT! GUI: a graphical user
interface for Chyron's iNFiNiT! fami-

ly of graphics systems; WiNFiNiT!
provides a Windows NT front-end for
Chyron's iNFiNiT! family of charac-

ter generators; Chyron offers a new
keyboard, keyPC with WiNFiNiTi!

234

VIDEO ANALYZER

Air-cooled tube A

that incorporates a Pentium -based CPU
and has direct connections for an SVGA
color prompt monitor and SCSI -based

MODEM

peripherals; all existing users of iNFiNiT!, MAX ! > and MAXINE! graph-

Demo Disk
Ara/1°M

/

broadcast video systems

ACTUAL COMPUTER
SCREEN DISPLAY

40 West Wilmot Street, Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1 H8
Tel: (905) 764-1584
Fax: (905) 764-7438
E-mail: bvstor@neocom.ca
Circle (36) on Free Info Card
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ics systems can add WiNFiNiT! capabilities using the new keyPC keyboard

or a 486 or newer external PC and
Microsoft Windows NT.
Chyron, 5 Hub Dr., Melville, NY 11747; 516845-2182; fax 516-845-2058;

www.chyron.com
Circle (266) on Free Info Card

Controlling
HVAC noise

Continued from page 46

Vibration isolation
Airborne noise that radiates directly from HVAC equipment

surface to turn the vibration into airborne noise. Second, the

is only one part of the story. Rotating or motor -driven
machinery also generates vibration energy that can travel
through a building's structure and radiate from the walls,

duct should be resiliently isolated from the surrounding

floors and ceilings in the form of airborne noise. It is essential
to control vibration at its source, because once it's allowed to

transmit into the building structure, vibration from HVAC
equipment is widespread and extremely difficult to contain.
Vibration is best controlled by decoupling the vibrating
equipment from the surrounding structure. This can involve
spring mounts, elastomeric mounts, inertial bases, floating
floors and/or structural isolation joints.
Vibration isolators must be matched to the load they carry.
It's fairly intuitive that a spring that is fully compressed doesn't

offer any isolation from the supporting structure. What may
not be so obvious is that an uncompressed spring is just as
ineffective. If the weight of the equipment doesn't deflect the

spring, it means that the spring is stiff enough that the
vibration can transmit directly through its coils. Oversizing a
spring's capacity is just as detrimental as leaving it out entirely.
1

,/

(i)

-

construction as it passes through the partition, to avoid any
contact that might transmit the vibration into the wall. Third,
the area surrounding the penetration should be sealed airtight,
using materials that won't allow noise from an adjacent space
to leak through the gap.
TIP: Make sure all penetrations through sound isolation walls and ceilings are sealed resiliently and airtight.

The best defense
When it comes to HVAC noise and vibration control, even
with the best of intentions, there are hundreds of ways to make
acoustical blunders that can render a technical space virtually
unusable. There is no substitute for getting qualified help for
the mechanical and acoustical design of HVAC systems in a
technical facility.
If you're cognizant of the general mechanisms behind typical

acoustical problems, however, it's much more likely that
you'll be able to avoid at least the most common ones. III

TIP: Use properly sized isolation mounts to keep

vibration at the HVAC equipment from being transmitted
into the building structure.

Richard Schrag is a consultant with Russ Berger Design Group, a recording and broadcast studio design firm in Dallas.

Flanking paths
When isolating HVAC equipment or piping or duct work
from the building structure, it's important to verify that there
are no flanking paths or other means for their vibration to be
transmitted into the surrounding construction. For example,

it is futile to mount a fan unit on springs unless there are
flexible canvas or neoprene connectors at the supply and
return ducts that attach to the fan. Otherwise, the vibration
will travel through the duct to the first place it attaches to the
building. Similarly, any piping and conduit that are connected

to vibrating equipment must also be isolated with flexible
connections.

1

TIP: Remember that noise and vibration don't always
follow the most obvious path in getting from the source

to the place you don't want it to go. Don't allow rigid
connections to defeat the operation of vibration isolators.
Penetrations
One of the most commonplace problems caused by HVAC
systems has nothing to do with noise and vibration generated
by the equipment or duct work. As it is distributed throughout

the technical spaces, duct work inevitably penetrates the
walls, ceilings and floors that are responsible for a room's
sound isolation capabilities. If these penetrations are not
adequately treated, they allow sound leaks that can render

Switching
just got a whole lot easier!
With the exceptional
performance and
reliability you've come to
expect from Target
Technology, the VAS -116
redefines convenience.
The VAS -116 provides
AFV and separate video
and stereo audio switching through 16 inputs, as
always, with broadcast
quality specifications.

For added convenience
the VAS -116 gives you:

Built-in dual 4 watt
power amplifiers

Balanced or
unbalanced
switching, inputs or
outputs

Front panel
headphone jack

Call 800-947-2300 for more information

these acoustical barriers completely ineffectual.
First, the penetrating duct work should be supported inde-

Target

pendently from the partition. If a duct rests on the wall it
penetrates, any vibration within the duct can be transmitted
into the wall itself, which can then provide a large radiating

TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Circle (37) on Free Info Card
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industry briefs
BUSINESS

Dielectric, Raymond, ME, and ABC Inc., New York,
reached an agreement whereby Dielectric will supply
digital and NTSC TV equipment for ABC's stations
nationwide.
In a separate agreement, Dielectric will also provide

West Palm Beach, FL, reached an agreement for the
provision of Comark DTV transmitters to all of Pax son's TV stations across the country.

TV equipment to stations owned by Hearst Broadcasting, New York.

Acrodyne, Blue Bell, PA, was awarded a contract for
two diacrode 60kW UHF TV transmitters by the state
of Wisconsin. The contract also includes installation
services and test equipment.

Sony, Park Ridge, NJ, announced that it was chosen
to design and equip a new direct -to -home broadcast
center for American Sky Broadcasting, Gilbert, AZ.

PEOPLE

Ken Ellis has been appointed chief

Quantel, Darien, CT, announced the sale of an Edit box 4020 system to Ocean Post, a London -area post production facility.
Quantel also announced the sale of an Editbox 301 to
Flipside Films, San Francisco.

Pioneer New Media,
Long Beach, CA, announced that the first
Digital FastFile integrated stills and clips system
was shipped to WUSA,
Washington, DC.

Harris Corporation, Quincy, IL, announced that its
broadcast division has entered into a TV transmitter
purchase agreement with Tribune Broadcasting Company. Under the agreement, Harris will provide current
NTSC and future DTV transmitters to Tribune -owned
TV stations nationwide.
Additionally, Harris' broadcast division was selected
to provide DTV transmitters for the KCTX/Seattle
and Oregon Public Broadcasting, Portland, experimental DTV facilities.

executive officer of Quantel, Inc.,
Darien, CT.
Also from Quantel, David Dever
was named vice president of business development, broadcast and
cable.

Kevin Prince was appointed director of marketing for
Digital Graphix, Paramus, NJ.
A runway collision at the Quincy, IL, airport on Nov.

19 claimed the lives of three prominent men in the
broadcast equipment industry.
Dennis Reed, 37, was director of international programs for Harris Corporation's Broadcast Division.
James Beville, 50, was president of Dielectric Communications Company of Raymond, ME. Mark DeSalle,
43, was Dielectric's vice president of finance. All three

were on their way to business meetings at Harris
Broadcast's headquarters in Quincy. Their commuter
flight had just landed when it collided with a private
plane at a runway intersection.
Wayne Coleman, chief engineer for Eagle Mountain

Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, signed an agreement to Productions, was the
acquire Dynatech Newstar, Inc., Madison, WI. The winner of a Videotek
terms of the transaction were not disclosed.
Also, Tektronix was awarded an Emmy for Outstanding Achievement in Engineering Development for its
Profile Professional Disk Recorder.
Pinnacle Systems has relocated to 280 North Bernardo Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-526-1600;
fax 415-526-1601; tech support 415-237-1800.

Comark, Colmar, PA, and Paxson Communications,
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SDC-101 digital color

corrector at the third
annual Broadcast En-

gineering Advanced
Television Conference
held in Chicago. More

than 100 engineers
from across the country, as well as Brazil,
Italy and Mexico, attended the event.

transition to digital
Continued from page 18

move and you must be prepared to
grow with the technology.

major industry players are involved.

credit if network uptime and bit

Tracking ATM developments

error rates (BER) fall short of your
requirements? If not, can you justify

Most of the current information on
transmitting video using ATM comes

Industry organizations actively involved in resolving technical issues
surrounding ATM for video include
the ATM Forum, the Digital Video
Broadcast Project (DVB) and the

the expense of building a private

from international standards bodies
and industry consortia comprised of

Digital Audio -Visual Industry Council (DAVIC).

On the technical side, ensuring high

commercial network, service and

QoS requires diligent network administration performed by highly

Asynchronous transfer mode networking for voice, data and video
holds considerable promise as an

ment. Signal switching, coding and

content providers. Three of the most
prominent standards bodies engaged
in defining globally acceptable standards for ATM include the Interna-

timing errors induced anywhere
along the signal path can ripple

tional Telecommunications Union
(ITU), the European Telecom Stan-

complex signals over great distances

through to the customer if not caught

dards Institute (ETSI) and the Amer-

and corrected. Can you afford to
hire the best people and provide
them with the right tools? Finally,
because ATM is relatively new to

ican National Standards Institute

width on demand that reaches well
into the gigabits -per -second range.
From all indications, ATM mated to

mance guarantee may be a service

network or leasing one?

qualified people using the best equip-

commercial applications and standards are still evolving, are you will-

ing to spend the time and money
required to discover ATM's true
potential? Adopting ATM is a bold

(ANSI). ETSI and ANSI are members of the ITU.
Commercial providers are exploring real -world adaptations of ATM
for video through implementation
agreements (IAs). Interactive TV trials are under way in many locations
throughout the United States and the

efficient connection -oriented
technology. It is useful for transmitting

in short periods of time offering band-

a pay -for -bandwidth -used cost
structure can position it as an attrac-

tive alternative to today's conventional networking schemes.
Richard Duvall is a marketing manager for
Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR.

A Battery Analyzer so
powerful, it restores

batteries other
analyzers classify
as dead
Fve years ago we invented the program-

mable battery analyzer. Now with
configured Snap -Lock Battery
Adapters, easy -to -program

Smart Cables, numeric keypad, a
computer interface plus one hundred
other innovations, we have taken leadersh-p in
advanced battery analyzers.

CACIEX

CODEX 7000
Prog,-ammable

Battery Analyzer

CADEX ELECTRONICS INC.
CALL: 1-800-565-5228 FAX: (604) 451-7991
Circle (34) on Free Info Card
December 1996
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production
Continued from page 24
NICKEL
CADMIUM
CINE 60Circle

'X

INC.

(150) on Free Info Card

NICKEL METAL
HYDRIDE

SEALED
LEAD ACID

X
X X X
)It )4 X
74
X
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X
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ANTON/BAUER

Circle (151) on Free Info Card
PRO BATTERY INC.

Circle (152) on Free Info Card
PERROTT

Circle (153) on Free Info Card
FREZZI ENERGY SYSTEMS

Circle (154) on Free Info Card
ENERGEX SYSTEMS CORP.

Circle (155) on Free Info Card
IDX T
GY
CircleECHNOLO
(158) on Free Info Card

VICTORY BATTERY COMPANY

Circle (157) on Free Info Card
CADEX ELECTRONICS INC.

Circle (158) on Free Info Card
SACHTLER AG

Circle (159) on Free Info Card
Circle (160) on Free Info Card

LITHIUM

ZINC
AIR

ION

X

OTHER

X X*

X
X
X

don't like being fully discharged and must be stored in a
charged state. Although still expensive, Lithium Ion (Li Ion) batteries have charge -discharge characteristics similar to Nicads, but much higher capacity and in some
low -current applications they represent an interim step
between Nicads and Zinc -air.

SLAs and Nicads are noxious to the environment
when disposed, while NiMHs and Zinc -air batteries
contain little poisonous metals. Some batteries will
explode if burned and all batteries should be sent to
vendors for recycling rather than being discarded.
As portable equipment's requirements and usage patterns change, keep aware of what different battery
types can offer for optimal field performance.
X**SYNERGISTIC

Bennett Liles is an audio engineer at Georgia Public Television,
Atlanta.

PAG LTD.

Circle (161) on Free Info Card
* ALKALINE. CARBON ZINC, SILVER

formation

* * ALKALINE

Table 2. Leading battery suppliers and the battery types they provide

are durable, cheap and provide a high -discharge (2Ah30Ah ) power source. Unlike Nicads and NiMHs, SLAs

Circle (162) on Free Info Card. See also "Batteries,
Chargers, Analyzers, Reconditioners " on p. 87 of
the BE Buyers Guide.

74e GALLERY
CAMERA MOUNTED BATTERIES

Take Con
with ProgrammaiC
Controllers from LE115;11;i,JAM-1
^

AUTOMATED BR
UNATTENDED R
TIMED EVENT VIDEO & A

The new Energex 5AH 13.2V (XAB 13) and 14.4V
(XAB14) NiCd's use the standard mounting back
plate and 3 -wire pin connector so they fit your
existing cameras and chargers. The battery
contains an all -cell sensing system and a premium
5AH fast charge cell pack. Plus your battery can
be recelled again and again, since we secure the
back plate to our metal case with the standard
4 -screw assembly. By using our "Do -It -Yourself"
cell packs (XCP13/14) your re -cell cost will be
5145/s150.

REMOTE VCR & S

1111!..pi

Ili

11111 1

ENERGEX SYSTEMS CORP.
133 E. Main, Elmsford, NY 10523
914-347-5776 FAX: 914-347-2516
Circle 40 on Free Info Card

Circle (41) on Free Info Card

Slow Motion Controllers for Demanding Sports Production
CLIP AND SAVE!

IBAF BROADCAST VEHICLES

SNV, ENG, EFP, Radio ENG/SNV Vehicles

Noon

T
PHONE:

(800) 633-8223

ADDRESS 314-316 klortfislar Ct., Sanford FL 32771 LOCAL (407) 324-8250
FAX (407) 324-7860 E-MAIL bat@gate.net WEB http://www.bafcom.com

BAF Satellite Space

(800) 966-3822

CZ)

All the features and functions you would expect to find on an
58,000 to 510,000 slow motion controller for less than 53500!
Simple and easy to use with a small space -saving footprint.

European Sales

Powerful set-up menu-configure the slow motion controller

+44 1789 765 850

r

for the way you work.
Quickly and easily store and recall up to 100 cue points.
Cue points are retained when power is turned off.
Slow motion from -100°. to +200°° of play speed.
Can he customized for your specific application.
T -Bar or detented wheel provide fast & easy slow motion control

Circle (38) on Free Info Card

Circle (39) on Free Info Card

ADDRESS Unit 2. Tything Park; Arden Forest Industrial Estate; Alcester,
Warwickshire, B49 6ES UK FAX +44 1789 765 855

I r BAF

78

ST300-S/SM Slow Motion Controller

Best price & service, domestic & international KU & C -Band, SNG & long-term rates
LOCAL (804) 221-0544 FAX (804) 221-0818 E-MAIL 2059198.mcimail.com
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(818)
252-0198
FAX:

(818)
252-0199
Another Control

Solution From ...

DNF

111,11t11 s

"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE"
FOR ORDERS CALL:

OR FAX (24 HOURS):

800-947-9928

800-947-9003

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE

212-444-5028

212-444-5001

On the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.com

ouici
Dint
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PHOTO

Logic Series DIGITAL Gold Mount Batteries
enfelioncr

VIDEO

QuickDial

PRO

department you need.

QuickDial Options for VIDEO PRO -AUDIO MENU

rate Indication of remaining battery power.

The Digital Pro Pac is the ultimate professional video battery and is recommended for all applications. The premium
heavy duty Digital Pro Pac cell is designed to deliver long
life and high performance even under high current loads
and adverse conditions. The size and weight of the Digital
Pro Pac creates perfect shoulder balance with all
cameras/camcorders.

Logic Series Gold Mount batteries are identical to the respective
DIGITAL versions with respect to size, weight, capacity, IMPAC
case construction. and application. They are simiurly equipped
with micro -code logic circuits and comprehensive ACS sensors
They do not include DIGITAL microprocessor features such as the
integral diagnostic program "Fuel Computer, LO/LED display
and InterActive viewfinder fuel gauge circuit.
PRO PAC 14 NICAD BATTERY (14.4v 60 Watt Hours)
PRO PAC 13 NICAD BATTERY (13.2 v 55 Watt Hours)
TRIMPAC 14 NICAD BATTERY (14.4v 40 Watt Flours)
TRIMPAC 13 NICAD BATTERY (13.2 v 36 Watt Hours)
COMPAC 14 NICAD BATTERY (14.4v 40 Watt Hours)
COMPAC 13 MUD BATTERY (13.2v 36 Watt Hours)

14.4v 60 Watt Hours. 5 1/8 lbs. Run time'. 2 hours
watts, 3 hrs. @ 18 watts

27

DIGITAL PRO PAC 13 LOGIC SERIES NICAD BATTERY

25

13.2v 55 Watt Hours. 4 3/4 lbs. Run time: 2 hours
watts, 3 hours @ 17 watts

HOT POD TRIPOD SERIES

Sachtler Touch and Go System
Integrated sliding battery plate
Strengthened dynamic counterbalance
in 2 steps
Frictionless leak proof fluid damping with
three levels of drag
Vibrationless vertical and horizontal brakes
Built in bubble for horizontal leveling

Especially developed for use in ENG, the Hot Pod tripod is the fastest in the world. The central locking
system is activated on all three legs at the same
time, while the pneumatic center column easily
makes it possible to have the lens at a height of over
7 feet. The elevation force of the center column is
factory set and doesn't require any setup. When
moving to another location it can be carried by its
handle located at the center of gravity.

NEW ! Sachtler CADDY Systems

The ultimate in lightweight and innovative tripods, they are available
with durable tubular alloy (Model #3513) or the stronger and lighter,
axially and spirally wound carbon fiber construction (Model #3523).
They incorporate torque safe clamps to provide fast, safe and selfadjusting leg clamps.
"Torque Safe" requires no adjustment. Its unique design adjusts
itself when required, eliminating manual adjustment and maintenance and making for a much more reliable clamping system.
New hip joint eliminates play and adds rigidity.
They both feature 100mm levelling bowl, fold down to a compact
28", and support 45 lbs.
#3513 weighs 6.5 lbs - #3523 CF (Carbon Fibre) weighs 5.2 lbs.

Pro Audio Equipment
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GY-X3By3-CCD
S -VHS Camcorder
employing professional camera technology in new economical ways, JVC has succeeded
in bringing to market a professional 3-CCD camera that breaks all previous price barriers.
The new GYM delivers all the performance of a high end 3-CCD camera-high resolution,
high sensitiviy, low noise and natural color-at an incredible price.
Features:

CAD 2A

2 -Stage ENG Carbon Fiber System:
CADDY Fluid Head
ENG 2 -Stage Carbon Fiber Tripod
SP 100 Lightwerght Spreader
Soft padded ENG Bag

Newly designed three 1/2" CCD image sensors deliver 750 lines of horizontal resoluhon and superb signal-to-noise ratio of 62d8
Micro -lens technology provides exceptional sensitivity of F8.0 at 2000 lux and
LOLUX mode lets you shoot with almost no light! Shoot superb footage with excellent ciilor balance at a mere 1.5 lux
Variable Scan allows flicker -free shooting of a computer screen
Full Time Auto White circuit lets you move from incandescent to
fluorescent to outdoor lighting without changing white balance or the fitter wheel.
OuickRecord Mode - when tamed on the camera is set to the auto iris even if lens
is set at manual. Also activates Automatic Level Control and Extended Electronic Iris
which provides both variable gain and variable shutter. Shoot continuously from dark room to bright outdoors without having to
adjust gain, iris or ND filter.
Dual output system allows camera output to be connected directly to an external recorder

Panasonic

Broadcast &Television Systems

AG-DP800H SupERcrun
S -VHS 3-CCD Digital Signal Processing Camcorder

Pan and Tilt Heads with Serial Drag

Vision Two Stage ENG and
LT Carbon Fibre ENG Tripods

74

JIM PROFESSIONAL

Vinten

Greater control, precision, flexibility and "touch"
Touch activated, time delayed illuminated level bubble.
Working conditions from aslow as -40° up to 1.60°C.
SD 12 weighs 6.6 lbs and supports up to 35 lbs.
SD 22 weighs 12.7 lbs and supports up to 55 lbs.

Pro Video Equipment & Accessories

Non -Linear Editing & Computer -based Video 731

Vision SD 12 and SD 22
The Vision SD 12 and SD 22 are the first heads with the "Serial
Drag" pan and tilt system. The system consists of a unique, permanently -sealed fluid drag and an advanced lubricated friction drag.
Now you can achieve the smoothest pans and flits regardless of
speed, drag setting and ambient temperature.
Patented spring -assisted counter -balance system permits perfect
"hands-off" camera balance over full 180° of tie.
Instant drag system breakaway and recovery overcome inertia and
friction for excellent "whip pans".
Consistent drag levels in both pan and tilt axis.
Flick on, flick off pan and tilt caliper disc brakes.

3D Animation

GY-X2B 3-CCD S -VHS Camcorder

ENG TWO -STAGE TRIPOD SERIES

CAD 01

72

Built-in Control Track (CTL) time code generator as wall as a time/date generator. The advanced CTL time code generator has a
"scene finder" function that records an identification code each time you start taping. This lets you easily advance to the next or previous
scene when usiag the JVC Edit Desk system
Large high resolution 1.5 -inch viewfinder displays comprehensive status indicators.

Sachtler two -stage tripods have an enlarged height range (lower bottom and higher top position) so they are more universal. Legs can
be locked in seconds with Sachtler's quick clamping. There are also heavy duty versions for extra stability. The heavy duty aluminum
has a 20mm diameter tube vs. 16mm and the heavy duty carbon fiber has a 24mm diameter tube vs. 22mm. All heavy duty two -stage
tripods have a folding tripod handle.

Single -Stage ENG Carbon Fiber System
CADDY Fluid Head
ENG Single -Stage Carbon Fiber Tripod
SP 100 Lightweight Spreader
Transport Cover 100

732

Industrial/Broadcast Equipment

Three 1/3" CCDs provide a sensitivity of 2000 lux at F8.0, signal-to-noise ratio of
60dB and 000 lines of horizontal resolution.
- Low light capability allows you to shoot in as little as 4 lux and still have bright pictures with (god resolution and strong, vivid colors.
Full Auto &sooting (FAS) mode instantly adjusts to changes in shooting conditions.
You can go from bright outdoors to indoor lighting and gain, iris, audio level and
color balance will all be automatically adjusted.
- Variable Scan View allows flicker -free shooting of a computer monitor.
Has a built-in 14:1 (5.5-77mm) continuosly variable speed zoom lens. The amount of pressure applied to the rocker determines the speed of the zoom. Both the iris and zoom can be controlled manually if desired.

@ sachtler
VIDEO 14/100 FLUID HEAD

Now Sachtler quality is available to low budget
users. The price of a CADDY system includes the
new 7 -step dampened CADDY fluid head, ultra light but rugged carbon fiber tripod, lightweight
spreader and either a soft bag or cover.The CADDY
fluid head features an adjustable pan ann, 7 step
adjustment for quick counter balance and the selflocking Sachtler Touch and Go System.

EluickDial

OuickDial

GOLD MOUNT BATTERIES

DIAL

seaNOMMI

responding department code at any time during our welcome message, to instantly connect you to the

municates directly with Anton/Bauer InterActive chargers, creating significant new
benchmarks for reliability, performance, and life. They also complete the communications network between battery. charger and camera. With the network in place, DIGITAL batteries deliver the feature most requested by cameramen: a tellable and accu-

DIGITAL PRO PACS

IQUICK

Now, you can instantly reach a professional sales associate in our Order Department to assist you with your
specific needs. This new feature will speed you through the information and ordering process, making your
communications with B&H a more pleasuratoe experience.
Simply look over the chart below In see the QuickDial codes for each department. Call B&H, then dial the cor-

The Logic Series DIGITAL batteries are acknowledged to be the most advanced in the
rechargeable battery industry. In addition to the comprehensive sensors integral to all
Logic Series batteries, each DIGITAL battery has a built-in microprocessor that com-

DIGITAL PRO PAC 14 LOGIC SERIES NICAD BATTERY

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 24 HOURS

Three high -density 380,000 pixel CCDs with half -pitch pixel offset
achieves over 750 lines of horizontal resolution, a S/N ratio of 60dB and
remarkable sensitivity of f8 at 2000 lux. Additionally the Frame Interline
Transfer (FIT) CCDs minimize vertical smear. so you maintain impressive
picture quality even in very bright illumination.
Digital Signal Processing circuitry provides four valuable benefits
1) Consistently reliable up -to -spec performance.
2) Fine adjustment of a wide range of parameters.
3) Memory storage and instant recall of specific settings.
4) More flexible and higher quality image processing, as well as
easier maintenance.

Vision 12 Systems
All Vision 12 systems include #33643 SD 12 dual fluid and
lubricated friction drag pannilt head, single telescoping pan
bar and clamp with 100mm ball base.

SD -12A System
3364-3 SD -12 Pan and tilt head
3518-3 Single stage ENG tripod with 100mm bowl
3363-3 Lightweight calibrated floor spreader.

SD -12D System
3364-3 SD -12 Pan and tilt head
3513-3 Two -stage ENG tripod with 100rrm bowl
3314-3 Heavy-duty calibrated floor spreader

Vision 22 Systems
All Vision 22 systems include #3386-3 SD -22 dual fluid and
lubricated friction drag pan and tilt head, single telescoping
pan and clamp with dual 100mm/150mm ball base.

Some of the DSP circuits and their functions:
- CHROMA DETAIL - This function compensates for poor resolution in the high chroma areas of the picture.
- DARK DETAIL - Determines optimum degree of contour enhancement in dark areas to deliver crisp, natural -looking images
- HIGHLIGHT COMPRESSION - Expandsthe dynamic range of the highlighted areas and prevents halation. The highlight compression circuit a lows a wide dynamic range producingdetailed images even against bright backlight ar daylight.
- FLARE CORRECTION CIRCUIT - Compensates for unsteady black caused by light or by a subject's movements.
Six Scene File modes. Them are two user modes for custom digital parameter settings including Horizontal Detail, Vertical Detail,
Chrome and Dade Detail, and Color Correction. The four preset modes are normal, fluorescent, special and sparkling.
In addition to regular AGC (Automatic Gain Control). Supercam has a Super High Gain mode. At F1.4 this enables shooting under
illumination as low as 2 lux while retaining detail and color balance.
Synchro Scan function allows flicker -free shooting of iumputer monitors. Electronic shutter increments can be set variably from
1/61 seconds ta 1/253 of a second.
Built-in internal time code generator lets you record with SMPTE LTCNITC (LongitudinalNertical Interval) time code
Two hi-fi stereo audio channels with a dynamic range of 80 dB, as well as two linear audio channels with Dolby NR. NorrnaVHi-Fi
recording is selectable. Uses XLR connectors to further ensure high -quality sound.
Has a 26 -pin connector on the back that outputs a composite or component video signal. This enables convenient backup
recordings using an additional VCR equipped with a 2k or 14 -pin connector
Phantom power can be supplied to an optional microphone. Power can be switched off to prevent battery drain when not in use.

SD -22E System
3386-3 SD -22 Pan and tilt head
3219-52 Second telescoping pan bar and clamp
3516-3 Two -stage EFP tripod with 150mm bowl.
3314-3 Heavy-duty calibrated floor spreader

Purchase a Panasonic
SUPERCPM and receive
$1000 Rebate directly from Panasoni

G-DP800H

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT
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OR FAX (24 HOURS):

800-947-9928

800-947-9003

212-444-5028

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE

212-444-5001

On the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.com

DIGITAL

full -motion, full -resolution digital video with fully synchronized CD -quality audio.
Designed for high performance IBM compatibles and Power Macs they deliver incredible processing speed for video and audio effects, titling and compositing.
TARGA 1000/2000 PCI I or Mac is the premier open systems (OT 2.1 Native) video
capture/playback and effects acceleration board on the market. They provide a flexible
'plug -and -play" solution for video authoring. 3D animation and multimedia applications. Work on animation projects with software like Strata Studio Pro or Specular
Infiniti -0 and video or CD-ROM authoring with Adobe Premiere and After Effects 3.0.

Advanced DVR (Digital Video Recording) Technology:

Video output section utilizes 10 -bit 2x oversampled encoding
and provides broadcast quality CCIR-601 (720 x 480) resolution. Dynamic range is in excess of D1 scaling so images are
brighter. have more color and greater spatial resolution than
ever before. Componefft composite and S -Video outputs are
provided via the included breakout cables
Also control BVU protocol VCRs for video acquisition. VCR like controls on the Perception's GUI simplifies the task of
batch digitizing and recording. In this mode, the PVR-2500
can read SMPTE time code from the source deck.
Can be used with any Windows NT compatible sound card
while synchronization of audio and video is maintained by the
PVR software. Captured audio is stored on the computer's
system hard drive. not on the dedicated drives. This approach
provides maximum flexibility for manipulating audio and video
during editing.
Can be used with third party editing software such as Adobe
Premier or in:sync Speed Razor MACH III. In fact, a system
equipped with the PVR-2500 , AD -2500 capture card, a sound
card. editing software & one or more SCSI drives becomes a nonlinear editor of unparalled performance - at an unbeatable price.

Bundled plug-in for Kinetics 3D Studio MAX
Every PVR-2500 includes DPS Lockstep software to provide signfficant control over 3D Studio MAX

KM image sequences show up in the viewports and shuttle
with the frame selector bar in MAX.
Offset and editing tools work natively.
No mom jumping out to the PVR Player or file manager.
Lockstep provides direct support for selecting, playing, deleting and managing the PVR disk and files.
By setting one check box in the rendering dialog, all net work rendering machines can render directly to the PVR2500 while maintaining the correct frame order. It couldn't
be any easier.

AD -2500 Component Video Capture Card

DAR -2500 Digital A4V Recorder

Coupled with the AD -2500 live video capture daughter card, the
PVR-2500 becomes a broadcast -quality digital disk recorder. It
delivers unsurpassed picture quality and storage capacity is limited only by the size/number of attached SCSI hard drives.
Has component, composite and S -Video inputs for real-time
recording. Captured video can also be exported as sequential
RGB files for rotoscoping and other compositing applications
Incorporates a sophisticated automatic entropy prediction circuit that analyzes the content of incoming video and dynamically calculates the optimum amount of compression on a
field -by -field basis-even during real-time recording. You also
have complete manual control over compression level/quality
settings.

Featuring comprehensive audio post -production capabilities. the
A4V (Audio for Video) board provides perfect video/audio syn-

FY -2500 Perception Effects Accelerator

stantial delay can occur. A 30 frame dissolve can take minutes to
render, even with the fastest PC, because the host CPU processes

source frames on a pixel -by -pixel basis. The Perception FiX
reduces the waiting to time to under 10 seconds

chronization when used with the PVR-2500. A full-length PCI
card, the A4V's input and output connections are made via the
supplied breakout cables while digital audio is stored on the
system hard drive. And to ensure compatibility with third -party
audio editing software. it plays and records standard uncompressed WAV files. It can also be controlled directly by video
editing software like in:sync's Speed Razor Mach III.

Non-linear. non-destructive audio editing. No waiting for edits
to compile.
True audio scrub.
Simultaneous record/playback. Play up to three stereo tracks
while recording one stereo track.
Mix four stereo source tracks down to two output channels in
real-time.

Four -band Parametric Ea for each channel (assignable by
stereo pair).

Real-time reverb and compressor/limiter. Additional effects
can be easily added via software upgrades.
Built-in LTC/ VITC time code generator/reader/inserter lets you
create window dubs with time code information superimposed
over composite or S -video signals.
itollmited audio editing capabilities with third party software.

Can also function as a digital test signal generator, providing
20 different 10 -bit total test patterns

PVR-2500 Digital Recorder
AD -2500 Video Capture Card
FX-2500 Effects Accelerator
DAR -2500 Digital A4V Recorder
Hollywood 10 -bit Video Disk Recorder
50-2500 Serial I/O Card

The TARGA 1000/2000 employ advanced DVR technology to
deliver superior video performance. Unlike other systems that
treat each Irame of video as a block of data tied to a specific
order of steps such as decompression-resize -compress-write
to disk, DVR writes an entire frame of uncompressed video to
the huge on -board 20 MB RAM buffer of the TARGA 2000 (8
MB RAM buffer of the 1000.
This is a "memory -centric" approach, in which all board functions share access to the video buffer. For example, a DSP (digital signal processing) chip can scan for additional data, such as
matching audio samples to video frames to help maintain lip
sync. Transitions, filters, effects and/or resizing can also be

applied while the uncompressed frame is in TARGA memory.
The final output is then compressed and written to disk. Video
data only crosses the bus twice -both times in compressed
form. On other systems, the video data path is longer and more
complicated. Video crosses the bus -twice uncompressed and
twice compressed.
The DVR architecture can access information in its memory
buffer at a speed of 230MB per second. Video runs only at 2 to
7 MB per second, so the TARGA boards have all the time needed to decide what to do with each frame. And. because uncompressed data is never sent across the bus, bottlenecks that
plague other systems are eliminated.

TARGA 1000/2000 Features:
Record and playback video directly to/from hard drive at
full motion. full frame rates (50 fields/sec -PAL,
60 fields/sec-NTSC). Video is stored and played back at
the highest resolution for each format (768 x 576 x 24 bit
-PAL. 640 x 480 x 24 bit -NTSC). Compression can be
adjusted on the fly to optimize for image quality and/or
minimum storage space.
Audio is digitized at 44.1KHz or 48KHz sampling rates, for
professional quality stereo sound. Since all audio and video
processing is done by on -board DSP5, you are assured of
perfectly synchronized sound and images.

Equipped with composite and S -video inputs/outputs. Also
available with component inpuVoutput (TARGA 1000 PRO).
Genlock using separate sync input for working in professional
video suites
Optimized to work with Winsows NT -based software (Adobe
Premiere 4.2, in:sync Speed -Razor MACH III)

Macintosh version only:
Video capture plug-in for Adobe Photoshop.
Quicklime 2.1 compatible. can be used directly out of the box
with many applications.

TARGA 2000 Ad ditional Features:
Accelerated Windows 3.11 and Windows NT 3.51 display
drivers offer integrated, true -color (24 -bit), non -interlaced
desktop up to 1152 x 870 pixels.
View your desktop and video -in -a -window on your non interlaced monitor while the processed video is output at
NTSC or PAL to a video monitor and/or a VCR.

Provides a large work area for displaying video, as well as editing
application controls. Any part of the display (or even the whole
image) can be recorded to tape (video -out -of -a -window).
Equipped with composite and S -video inputs/outputs Also available with component input/output (TARGA 2000 PRO)

TARGA 1000 for Windows or Macintosh PCI (specify)
TARGA 2000 for Windows or Macintosh PCI (specify)
Special! TARGA 2000 for EISA (PC)
Special! TARGA 2000 for Nubus (Macintosh)

NEW

1899.00
2899.00
999.00
1499.00

DTX/RTX

The TARGA 2000 DTX (data throughput enhanced) is a next generation digital video solution that delivers unmatched price/performance on
the desktop, as well as offering a secure, flexible upgrade path to real-time
digital video effects. The 2000 DTX offers an open systems architecture
and an industry best data rate of up to 12 MB/second to deliver the most
pristine video quality available on the desktop today -at any price. A single codec configuration of the award -winning TARGA 2000 RTX. the
2000 DTX is a perfect matt for professional non-linear editing. compositing, animation, and 3D applications.
Motion-JPEG codec. DVR architecture delivers near lossless
Drives both RGB and NTSC/PAL monitors simultaneously
quality video Supports data rates up to 12MB/second (400
On -board acceleration up to 600% of 19 popular Adobe
KB/frame RISC)
Premiere transitions
CCIR 601 720 x 486 NTSC and 720 0 576 PAL resolution supCross platform support for Mac OT and Windows NT
port. Square pixel 640 x 480, 648 x 486 NTSC or 768 x 576
Video -for -Windows native file formats
PAL resolution support
Supports component VUV, RGB, S -Video and composite input
Synchronized audio and video in hardware
and output
Balanced CD and DAT quality audio via XLR connectors with
For those that will come to need non-linear A/B roll editing
optional Breakout Box The box can be utilized as a desktop
capability, there is also an upgrade path to the real-time effects
device or rack mounted in a standard 19' rack.
processing of the TARGA 2000 RTX.

The TARGA 2000 RTX brings real-time processing and the highest I/O throughput to the desktop. It delivers real-time DYE,

Uncompressed 10 -Bit D1 Video Disk Recorder
Hollywood is a PCI and ISA-based three card set that provides a D1 video recording solution for high -end animation, rotoscoping,
and video/graphics compositing. Because such operations can require many passes. Hollywood avoids the use of any video compression which can progressively deteriorate images.

Hollywood dramatically reduces the cost per minute for
uncompressed video recording. Equipped with 4GB hard drives typical Hollywood recording times range from 7 to 10
minutes. Compare the cost of Hollywood against competitive
products which provide mere seconds of capacity.
Equipped with serial D1 and component analog video
(Betacam/MII) inputs as well as composite and S -Video.
Optional SD -2500 Serial 01 I/O option lets you interface the
PVR-2500 directly to Hollywood. The SD -2500 provides one
serial D1 input and two outputs plus a composite input.

TRUEVISION
TARGA1000/2000

content. They support NTSC and PAL standards and let you capture, edit and playback

The PVR-2500 offers powerful features for awesome animation. morphing and
rotoscoping capabilities. With features like 720 x 480 resolution. 10 -bit 2x over sampled video encoding, better than 01 scaling, component and S -Video outputs, multi -processor support and integrated FAST SCSI -2 controller, it empowers your computer to rival the finest professional production studios.

The FX-2500 significantly reduces the time required to render
complex non-linear transitions. Although it doesn't deliver real lime transitions. it significantly improves the productivity of nonlinear editing systems by dramatically speeding up the rendering
time for many effects and transitions.
A stand-alone PVR-2500 provides real-time cuts between video
clips, but other transitions such as dissolves and wipes. sub-
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er into a powerful digital editing system. Along with their high-speed PCI interface,
both the TARGA 1000/2000 incorporate all you need to create spectacular multimedia

Digital Video Recorder
The Heart of an Advanced Digital
Audio/Video Workstation

Frame buffer device rendering mode enables unlimited test
renders without having to delete files.
Easily control PVR parameters like preview sizes and pencil
test options from within 3D Studio MAX. Device level support
automatically sets screen size, aspect ratio, gamma, and
other related PVR adjustments.
Video, animations and stills on the PVR SCSI drive show up
as PV0s or PST's within MAX dialog boxes.
Image selection, background and video post tools in MAX
work like standard video streams.

OUIcc

The TARGA 1000 and 2000 are an easy and affordable way to transform your comput-

PVR-2500 'Perception'

Perception performs real-time interpolation of 30 fps video to
24 fps film rates or vita versa. This means that it is also at
home on the Hollywood movie set as well.

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 24 HOURS

Digital Video Capture Boards
for Windows, Windows NT and Macintosh PCI

PROCESSING SYSTEMS INC

The PVR-2500 is a full-length PCI card with a FAST SCSI -2
controller which connects to one or up to seven dedicated
hard drives. Because the SCSI controller is integrated with the
PVR-2500, video data never has to go over the PCI bus during
playback. This avoids the bottlenecks found in systems which
use the computer's hard drive for video storage.
Perception gets animations out of your computer fast and easy.
Its exclusive multi -format virtual file system ensures complete
integration with your Windows NT applications. Any acquired
video or computer generated Perception video clips appear
simultaneously in many different file formats including TARGA.
SGI. BMP and IFF. Perception is compatible with Lightwave 3D,
Autodesk 3D Studio Max, Crystal Graphics TOPAS 5.1 PRO.
Microsoft Softlmage. Elastic Reality and others.
Runs under Windows NT 3.5 on computers with Pentium.
DEC Alpha or MIPS processors. Perception's software utilizes
NT's native support for multitasking and multiple processors,
allowing use with the most powerful computers.

.

FOR ORDERS CALL:

Visit our Video Store and our
Computer Video Showroom
QUICK

..

1599.00
849.00
899.0D
1295.00
CALL
CALL

broadcast quality video, and professional I/O connections with support for industry standard video file formats under MacWindows
NT operating systems. The system is designed to meet the needs of video professionals who are looking for an open -system solution
for non-linear editing and desktop multimedia production.
Processes digital video effects such as wipes. fades
and dissolves in real-time. These common transition
effects now require long render times using the host
CPU for many computer -intensive tasks. On the RTX.
these frames are created in real-time at full quality.
Once frames are created by the RTX, they can be
instantly output to tape at the high quality level
demanded in professional broadcast applicationsfull motion 60 field NTSC and 50 field PAL broadcast
quality video (300 KB/frame ). Supports CCIR 601 as
well as square pixel resolutions.

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS

Fully video -for -windows and QuickTime native, so all your current
authoring applications supporting these standards will fly with TARGA.
Drives both the video monitor and the RGB screen up to 21 inches at
24 -bit color and supports full -motion previewing on both RGB and
video displays for optimal video editing
Designed for easy integration into broadcast and post -production
facilities. the 2000 RTX includes a breakout box which can he rack
mounted or used as a stand alone device on the desktop. The box
allows easy connection to Composite, S -Video or Component
input/outputs as well as XLR balanced audio, genlock and alpha
channel connections.

.

.
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

soo 221-5743

212

807-7479
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119 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011
Store & Mail Order Hours:
Sun 10.4:45 Mon & Tues 9-6 Wed & Thurs 9-7:15 Fri 9-1 Sat Closed

BUSINESS LEASING AVAILABLE

OR FAX 24 HOURS: 212 366-3738

note about our turnkey systems:

In addition to the systems listed on this page, we can further customize any system to fit particular needs. You can choose faster display cards, bigger hard drives,
more memory, larger monitors, better speakers, etc. We also carry a large variety of 2X and 4X CD-ROM writers (HP SureStore 40201, Sony Spressa, FWB Hammer CD -Rs),
RAID subsystems (Optima, FWB), portable storage devices (!omega, Syquest) to name a few. Tell us what you need and our salespeople will custom -design a system for you.
And if you happen to be in New York, please come and ...

Visit our expanded Video Store and Digital Video Showroom

Hrn

SPEED
MACH 3.5

Digital Video Editor for Windows NT
The ultimate digital video editing software, Speed -Razor MACH 3.5 edits full screen, 60 fields per second, CC1R 601 broadcastuality video. Designed for the DPS PVR-2500 and Truevision's TARGA series video capture cards, Speed -Razor MACH 3.5 is
the fastest and most powerful tool for editing and compositing video clips, animations. stills, music and sound effects.
Speed -Razor features infinite video. audio, transition and
effects tracks and comes with Razor Blades -transitions and
effects to enhance your production. There are preset tumbles,
fades and wipes which you can easily customize and save as
new presets. In addition, there are special image effects which
are unquestionably the highest quality of any system -analog
or digital. Speed -Razor sports anti-aliased 3D DVEs, an infinite
channel chroma keyer and an excellent character generator.
Use the included effects or transitions, layer them to create
new ones, make your own grayscale bitmaps to use as transitions, or use 3rd party plug -In effects -the flexibility is yours.

There are two user definathe resolution modes (thumbnail and
final) to facilitate editing. The thumbnail mode allows you to
use Speed Razor in the field on a laptop then transfer the project file back at the edit suite and automatically recapture and
re -render the entire project at final resolution.
RS -422 control and batch capture module now you to automate video capture via SMPTE time code, so digitizing video
and audio is simple and painless. In fact, with the innovative
"Virtual Editing" function you can actually edit your project,
complete with effects and transitions -before you've digitized
a single frame of video.

EDITING FEATURES:
Real-time straight cut editing (this doesn't require a new file to

AUDIO:

be made and requires less space on the hard drive to edit)
The only video editor with the ability to cut to the field
Work in Thumbnail or Final Output resolution mode (you set
the resolution for each)

COMPOSMNG:
Infinite number of layers of video clips, still and animations
can be composited together
Handles any resolution from Betacam (720 X 480) up to
Omnimax film (4000 X 4000)
Video clips can be combined using an alpha channel, key color
transparency, still or traviling mattes

FILE FORMATS:
Reads and writes ANI files (created by DPS' PAR), PVD tiles
(Perception), DVM files (TARGA 1000 and 2000) and
sequences of TARGA files
Convert files between any of the following formats: ANI, PVD,
DVM. AVI, BMP, TGA, FLC, FLI, WAV
Protect -based Library for organizing your work

Handles audio up to DAT (48 kHz) quality
Infinite number of audio tracks for multi -layer audio mixing
EFFECTS:
Blur (circular, gaussian, fast), tint, brightness adjustment,
chroma key, crop, displacement, emboss, freeze frame, glass
texture, greyscale, invert, loop, matte, pixelate, repeat fields,
scale, transparency, strobe, tam red/green/blue
3D DVE (translates and/or rotates an image In three dimensions on the X, Y and Z axis)
Sets a color channel to an assignable value)
Titles (full blown CG using any Windows font in any color with
automatic drop shadow)
Sub -pixel rendering for incredibly smooth motion
Effects can be applied to infinite sources

TRANSITIONS:
Includes over 100 grayscale image transitions, crossfades,
luminance fades, fade to/from black, fade to/from white, push,
twirl, twist In/out tumbles, flip, tum. scale (zoom)
Transitions can be applied between infinite inputs

CALL

in:sync Speed Razor MACH 3.5 for DPS PVR-2500 and Truevision TARGA Series

TARGA and DPS Windows NT Turnkey Systems:
220 -watt, 6 -bay midtower case
PC) motherboard with 512K pipelined burst cache
Pentium 166 MHz processor
9FX Motion 771 2MB VRAM PCI display card
(TARGA 2000 Systems only)
9FX Motion 771 4MB VRAM PCI display card
(DPS and TARGA 1000 Systems only)
32MB of EDO (Extended Data Out) RAM (Premiere systems only)
64MB of EDO RAM (Speed Razor systems only)
Quantum 1.28GB IDE system drive
Seagate (Barracuda) 4.2GB SCSI -2 FAST/Wide hard drive
Adaptec AHA-2940UW FAST/Wide SCSI -2 controller card
MediaTRIX AudioTRIX Pro DSP-equipped 16 -bit audio card (for UPS
systems only) Teac CD -58e 8X EIDE internal CD-ROM drive
3.5" floppy drive Altec-Lansing 300.1 three-piece deluxe speaker system
Princeton Ultra 17+ high resolution 17 -inch multiscan monitor

sugg
$6795

pm
$7995
37795
38295

TARGA 2000/ Speed -Razor MACH 3.5
TARGA 2000 PRO/ Speed -Razor MACH 3.5
TARGA 2000 DTX/ Adobe Premiere 4.3
TARGA 2000 DTX/ Speed -Razor MACE 3.5
TARGA 2000 RTX/ Adobe Premiere 4.2
TARGA 2000 RTX/ Speed -Razor MACH 3.5

Full Tower Case (10 -bay) ..
... ..add 100.00
Super Tower Case (12 -bay)
Pentium Pro 200 MHz processor (256k cache) and Pro motherboard

Seagate Elite 9.1GB Wide drive
MAG MXP-21F 21 -inch multiscan monitor

$9516
$9995
$10,795
$12,595
$12,995
$14,795

add 200.00
add 800.00
add 900.00
add 1100.00

RAID ARRAYS
With Seagate or Quantum SCSI -2 Wide AV Hard Drives (pre -striped for Windows NT), external case, 3' HO cable end terminator)

8.4GB Raid Array (Single channel with two 4.2GB drives)
18.2GB Raid Array (Single channel with two 9.1GB drives)
8.4GB Raid Array (Dual channel with two 4.2 GB drives- one drive per channel)
18.2GB Raid Array (Dual channel with two 9.1GB drives -one drive per channel)
16.8GB Raid Array (Dual channel with four 4.2 drives -two drives per channel)

2795.00
4695.00
3095.00*
4995.00*

5495.00'

BROADWAY MPEG-1 Encoder
Broadway is a low-cost, real-time capture, edit and compression solution that makes adding
video to your desktop applications a snap. Broadway seamlessly supplies MPEG-1 digitized
video and audio to any Windows presentation, animation or multimedia authoring package.
A true plug -and -play solution, you need no prior experience with digital video to install or
use. Plus, its an all -in -one package so no additional boards, playback cards, monitors or
sound cards are required beyond those standard in your muitimedia PC.

Video Capture:
Broadway captures full -color, full -motion composite or S -video
at 30 fps (frames per second) with synchronized audio. Video
can be viewed in real time on your existing monitor and then
digitized in real time, compressed to MPEG-1 I frame only and
stored on your hard drive in editable MPEG-1 format There are
no dropped frames and no undesirable artifacts.

Compression:
A robust implemention of the MPEG-1 standard for digital video
compression, Broadway Includes three levels of encoding to
achieve the highest quality video in the smallest possible file
size (up to 200:1 compression). Video is compressed into the
MPEG-1 standard at about three times real time or 3 minutes
for every one minute clip. Broadway can also compress existing
uncompressed .avi files from any video source without having
to capture R.

Video Editing:
Incorporating hardware acceleration, Broadway dams you to
cut, paste, save selection, replace audio, etc. in almost real
time. You can also combine several video clips in one sequence
and include simple transitions. For complex video editing and
sophisticated transitions, Broadway is VfW (Video for Windows)
compliant so you can use software like Mode Premiere or
Ulead MediaStudio.

MEDI

Use With/Within
Existing Software:
Take advantage of Broadway's full -motion video capture and
MPEG-1 compression from within your favorite application
environment. Broadway is accessed within packages such as
Premiere and Media Studio by using Broadway's Capture and
Compression dialog boxes. In addition, you can easily insert
compressed video and audio into popular presentation and
authoring packages. Broadway provides seamless integration
with PowerPoint, Astound, Persuasion, Compel, Director,
Action!, Adobe Premiere, Razor Pro and MediaStudio.

Bring Your Message To Lite:
Use Broadway for your Web site. MPEG-1 is ideal for the Web
since its compressed to a size required by travel over low
bandwidth channels -Web surfers won't have wait a long
time for video to appear.
Use the power of full -motion video for sales. corporate and in
the field presentations on your notebook
Add excitement to your CD-ROM by using video and sound.
MPEG-1 delivers VHS -quality at CD -drive rates. Also ideal for
video arcades and computer -based training.
Enhance your kiosk message by replacing
text and still photos with MPEG video

795

MEDIA 100 QX

Media 100 qx is a high-performance digital video system that lets users of
/ OuickTime-based applicafions create professional broadcast -quality video
programs. It combines industry- leading image and audio quality with the
industry's most popular editing program- Adobe Premiere. The result is
broadcast -quality programs indistinguishable from Betacam -at an affordable price. Plus it
offers an easy. software- only upgrade path to thaadvanced features and real-time functionality
of professional Media 100 systems.

/

BROADCAST-OUAUTY VIDEO:
Media 100 qx is based on Vincent, the same digital engine used
in the professional Media 100. By using Vincent, Media 100 qx
delivers image and audio quality indistinguishable from what
thousands of professional Media 100 users get everyday. True
broadcast quality, not available with any other OuickTime-based
video editing product.
OPERATES IN YUV COLOR SPACE:
Vincent is a true video processing card that processes video signals in YUV color space avoiding the quality degradation inherent in RGB conversion. Media 100 qx Component) version offers

All digital, on-line video quality with data rates up to 200
KB/frame -equates to 6.0 MB per second
Full -screen, full -motion video capture and playback at 30 fps
(60 fields) NTSC and 25fps (50 fields) PAL
Composite and S -video input and output. Also @dabble with
component input and output (Media 100 qx Component)

2) Includes Seagate Barracuda 4.2GB Narrow hard drive (doesn't accept Wide drives)

MAG innovision MXP-17F 17" multiscan monitor add 225.00

DATA TRANSLATION

WORK WITH OUICKTIME
APPLICATIONS:
Media 100qx runs seamlessly under OuickTime,
providing communication
between Media 100 qx and hundreds of OT applications such as
Adobe Premiere and After Effects 3.0, Specular Infini-D and
Strata StudioPro. OT integration lets you 'drag and drop" files
between multiple applications with no loss in quality.
FAST RENDERING:
Power of the Vincent board increases your productivity by
accelerating the rendering of 20 of the most popular effects.
PLATINUM ONE -STOP SUPPORT SERVICE:
The most comprehensive service and support offerings in the
industry. Choose from a full range of options including, unlimited toll -free telephone support, exchange loaner program,
extended warranty and All -in -One Protection.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Expansions aid Upgrades fat all Systems:

add 800.00

731

MEDIA 100 COMPATIBILITY:
Provides a software upgrade to the real-time editing functionality of the high -end Media 100. Clips and programs authored on
Media 100qx can be used directly by Media 100 systems with
no loss. Drag and drop files from one system to another.

$6995 PVR-2500/AD-2500 w/in:sync Speed-Razor..$7995
*PVR-2500/A0-2500 w/Adobe Premiere 4.2
PVR-2500 System Notes: t) Does not include Adaptec SCSI -2 controller Card (has built-in SCSI -2 port)

Seagate Elite 9.1GB Narrow drive (for DPS)

DIAL

broadcast -quality Y, R-`1, B -Y video input and output.

Focus 2001A keyboard Microsoft MS mouse Windows NT 151 operating system software
TARGA 1000/Adobe Premiere 4.2
TARGA 1000 PRO/ Adobe Premiere 4.2
TARGA 1000/ Speed -Razor MACH 3.5
TARGA 1000 PRO/ Speed -Razor MACH 3.5
TARGA 2000/ Adobe Premiere 4.2
TARGA 2000 PRO/ Adobe Premiere 4.2

ou c

*Dual channel requires a
second SCSI controller or
the Adaptec AHA-3940UW
Dua Channel Controller.

Genlock output for integration with pro systems
Clips compressed at different rates within a single program
View or record 32 -bit animation to tape in real time
Playback of eight tracks of real-time audio
16 -bit CD/DAT-quality audio input/output
Balanced XLR connectors (with component version)

Media 100qx and TARGA 2000 DTX/RTX
Power Mac Turnkey Systems
Power Mac 8500 (256K cache) or 9500 (512K cache)
4MB of VRAM 32 MB of RAM Apple Bit Internal CD-ROM Player
2GB FAST SCSI -2 System Hard Drive (8500/150 only includes 1.2GB drive)
Optima DisKovery 8200 8.2 GB Dual Channel Disk Array
AppleVision 1710AV 17 -inch monitor with built-in speakers
Adobe Premiere 4.2 Editing Software
Power Mac 8500/150 with Media 100qx
Power Mac 8500/180 with Media 100qx
Power Mac 9500/200 with Media 100qx
Power Mac 9500/180 MP with Media 100cx
For systems with Media 100 qx Component

11,495.00
11,995.00
12,295.00
12,995.00
add $1500

Power Mac 8500/150 with TARGA 2000 OTX..13,995.00
Power Mac 8500/180 with TARGA 2000 DTX..14,495.00
Power Mac 9500/200 with TARGA 2000 DTX..14,995.00
Power Mac 9500/180 MP with TARGA 2000 DTX15,995.00
For above systems with TARGA 2000 RTX ...add $2200

Adobe After Effects 3.0
Post -Production Tool for Compositing,
Motion Graphics and Special Effects on the Macintosh
After Effects combines a powerful interface with high -quality output, giving you the ability to
create sophisticated motion graphics on the desktop. Produce on -air promos and bumpers,
commercials and music videos, animated titles and complex special
effects -with the control, flexibility and savings the Macintosh provides.
a mar

Minimum shipping USA (Except AK 8 HI) $7.00 up to 3lbs. Add 600 for each additional lb. For ins. add 40K per $100. Prices validsubject to supplier prices. 0 1996 Photo -Video
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BROADCAST PRODUCTS

professional services
BECK

I

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

ASSO(IATES

CHAN ASSOCIATES
Strategic Marketing Public Relations Advertising
1307 Shadow Lane, Suite C

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

-

2684 State Route 60 RD *1
Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849

ZI103 HOWARD LANE

AUSTIN * TX 18128

P.O. Box 5509

Fullerton, CA 92838-0509
Phone: (714) 4474993
Fax: (714) 578-0284
Pager: (714) 506-1357

Curtis Chan
President

Emu]: gchan@in nelcom.com
.0npuServe: 74601.2707

1-800-128-3125
FAX: (512) 388-1833

D.L. MARKLEY

HAMMETT & EDISON, INC.

& Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO AND TELEVISION

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.

DANE E. ERICKSEN, P.E.

Peoria, Illinois 61604
(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128
Member AFCCE

Box 280068
San Francisco, CA 94128
707/996-5200 707/996-5280 Fax

SDV 4-4 - Serial Digital and Analog
Video Monitoring DA - 4-2-2/270 mbps.

NETCOM

Four reclocked SDV outputs, plus four CVBS or

RGB outputs. 10 bit DACs. Fits GVG 8500/8800

STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO

$895

DA frames

ENGINEERING DESIGN CAD DRAFTING SERVICES
CABLE FABRICATION PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RACKS
SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS EQUIPMENT SALES

(201)837-8424

FAX: (201) 837-8384
1465 PALISADE AVE., TEANECK, NJ 07666

TBC-RMT - TBC Remote Control Unit

RICH BISIGNANO
President

East Coast Video Systems

consultants engineers systems integrators
52 Ralph Street
Belleville. NJ- 07109
201.751.5655
Fax: 201.751.8731
102466.250compuserve.corn

on line

rn erne

Remote control of up to 3 IBC's. For use
with internal TBC's on BVW, DVW, PVW,
UVW, and BVH Beta machines or any
machine using Sony BVR-50 controller.

Purchased with 1, 2, or 3 modules. With
3 modules. Now availabale for NC
machines - Series 22, 80, 85. $960

CCM

carcca)

mounted DB9-F connectors (four controllers,

classified

eight devices). EIA RS -422 send and receive.

FOR SALE

SCR -4X8 - Serial Machine Control
Router - Input/Output Twelve rear

Controls: Twelve lighted pushbuttons for
channel assignment

$980

7
or

SCP-10 - Serial 422 Patch Panel
10x10 passive non-normalling serial data patch
panel. Two rack units high. Legend strips and
10 patch cords included

$350

Video Equipment Blowout!
The former Corporate Television Productions is selling
out everything to the bare walls! Pkg price suggested;
individual items also available.
Laird Legend Character Generator
NC CR-600 3/4" Recorder
Abekas A.51 Special Effeilb Unit
Sony PVM-411 4/BW monitors
NC TBC KM-F250U (2) w/remote
Sony CRK-2000 Chroma Keyer
Sony PVM-2030 Monitor (2)
IDEN TI3C IVT-7

VU2-P - VU/Peak Meter with Phase

Broadcast Electronics Cart Recorder Stereo

Indicator - Simultaneous peak and VII

Broadcast Electronics Cart Player Stereo

display. Solid state phase indication. Highly
readable LED arrays. Adjustable headphone out-

put. Hi -impedance looping inputs...

5890

Two channel audio confidence monitoring.
Accepts both balanced and unbalanced inputs.
Five switchable listening modes. Headphone

output with speaker mute

$650.

Sony Betamax SL-HF900 (makes a nice boat anchor)
Forte! Color Corrector CC -1

Anton Bauer Magnum & Pro Pak 14 Batteries (8)
Anton Bauer Chargers LFSC (4) & 4 place (3)
Anton Bauer LSNP 4 place (1)
Anton Bauer Battery Belts (4)
Sony DX-325/EW9000 Hi 8 3 chip Camcorders (2)
Comprehensive Edit Master (2 complete systems/
Sony & NC Int)
Lots of other stuff, monitors, VCRS, consoles, etc.

Circle (100) on Free Info Card

Broadcast Engineering

fully guaranteed. To order call:

(8001238-4300
ANTENNA STRUCTURE
REGISTRATION SIGNS
C.C.C. ANTENNA
STRUCTURE REGISTRATION

Mail us your F.C.C.
Registration number

1234567.

129(18" Sign $75.00

Ace (Abekas) T8 SEG/Switcher

CALL (516) 673 - 0778

82

up to any task and downright bargains. At formats,

Sony EVO-9800 Hi 8 Editing Recorder (2)

Convergence 2041 Editing system (NC & Sony int)

SPK-2 - Two Channel Audio Monitor

SMART TAPES.

For video duplication, demos, audition reels,
work tapes, our recycled tapes are technically

December 1996

610-458-8418

Call for information

Voice or Fax

ID -ER Antenna Products
Thomas Moyer

22 Bryan Wynd dlenmoore, PA
19343

Circle (101) on Free Info Card
FACTORY NEW EQUIPMENT AT WHOLESALE!

Bogen-Cartoni-Eiki-Frezzolini-IDX-InlineLeightronix-Mackie-Maxell-Panasonic-RamsaRoss-Sanyo-Shure-Tascam-Technics. Advanced
Video Systems 800-233-2430.

classified
HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

TAPE
ERASERS

* Studio Exchange *
Burbank
***

TELEVISION ENGINEERS

(818) 840-1351 Fax (818) 840-1354

The World's Leader
In Degaussers

New and Used Video Equipment

ALL VIDEO

Audio/Video Dealer
Starring
Panasonic & Sony

FORMATS

CALL NOW FOR CURRENT

ERASES

Turner Broadcasting System, the leading
News, Sports, and Entertainment system in
satellite communications, has career
opportunities forengineers with broadcast

maintenance experience. These positions
demand an extensive background in television
engineering and at least two years of training in
electronics technology. Turner Broadcasting
System offers an excellent benefit and
compensation program.
Send resumes to:
Mr. Jim Brown, Corp. Engineering

SPECIALS

The Eliminator 4000
There's nothing better than the Model 4(XX)
to completely erase metal particle media in just
seconds, including the hard to eliminate audio
and control tracks. It's the one degausses
approved by major television networks and
production facilities across the world. Join the
owners of the Eliminator 4000 and see what a
Gamer Degausser can do for you.

:

One CNN Center
P.O. Box 105366
Atlanta, GA 30348-5366
(404)827-1638 office
(404)827-1835 fax

816 N. Victory Blvd.

Burbank, CA 91502

IBS is an equal opportunity employer

Model 191

Fiber Optic Video Link

4200 N. 48th Street
Lincoln, NE 68504

ADVERTISING SALES
Join the leading publisher & trade show pro-

ducer in the entertainment technology industry. College grad w/mag sales exp; excel communication, organization, computer

mdustnes 1-800-228-0275

1

Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.

BUY, SELL, TRADE & CONSIGN

TEL (402) 434-9100
FAX (402) 434-9133

skills req'd, Send letter resume, & salary history to:
Human Resources, Lighting Dimensions, 32
W. 18th St., NYC 10011.

Circle (102) on Free Info Card

An Intertec/K-Ill Media Co.

SERVICES

EOE.

Celebra_ing our 10th anniversary.

FULL-TIME TRANSPONDER SPACE
AVAILABLE ON CABLE SATELLITE

Meets FS250C short -haul requirements.
Link pe fo-mance certified with VM700A.
Singleriode laser video link at $1400/ pair.

Full-time compressed transponder space available on

SATCOM C-3, transponder 20. Located in premiere

cable neighborhood at 131 W, using General
Instrument DigiCipher II video compression system

In US aid Canada call: 1-800-DA-A-LEE

Lee Data Communica!ions
2501 Technology Dr., Hayward, CA 94545

National equipment rental company looking

for a video technician with a minimum of 2
years experience with broadcast VTR's, cam-

eras and necessary support equipment. Able

to troubleshoot to a board level. References

starting January 1991. In addition to transponder

required. Salary commensurate with experi-

space, uplinking and playback services are also

ence.

available from state-of-the-art uplink facility located in
Englewood, CO.

Call Doug Greene @ 303-184-8809

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED: USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT Systems or

Excellent benefits.

Bexel
CORPORATION

components. PRO VIDEO & FILM EQUIPMENT

Fax Resumes to:
Greg Louw,

Manager Engineering

(212) 246-6373

GROUP: the largest USED equipment dealer in
the U.S.A. (972)869-0011.

classified ad rates

WE PLACE

CHIEF ENGINEERS

Advertising rates in Broadcast Engineering Classified Section are $128°° per
column inch, per insertion, with frequency discounts available. There is a one inch
minimum and ten inches maximum.
Ads may also be purchased By -The -Word for $1.80 per word, per insertion.
Initials and abbreviations count as full words. Minimum charge is $4000 per
insertion.
Blind Box ads (replies sent to Broadcast Engineering for forwarding) are an
additional $40°°. Reader Service Numbers are available for $50°° per insertion.
Ads 4 inches or larger receive a free Reader Service Number and will be listed in
the Advertiser's Index.

Call Matt Tusken, Classified Sales Manager at 1-800-869-9939
or fax 913-967-1735.

KEYSTONE INT'L, INC.
16 Laflin Road, Suite 900
Pittston, PA 18640. USA
Fax 717-654-5765 Phone 717-655-7143

keyjobs@ keystone.microserve.co}
m
ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER: Good chance for

someone to step up to assistant or bigger market. Must have experience with UHF transmitters

and capable of maintaining studio equipment.
Must be computer literate. SBE certification and
FCC license a plus. Send resume to Bob Hardie,
CE, KSMO UPN62, 10 E. Cambridge Circle Dr., Suite

300, Kansas City, KS 66103 or Fax (913) 621-4703.
EEO MJF

December 1996

Broadcast Engineering

83

classified
HELP WANTED

MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER
Experience necessary.

Motivated team -player

with broadcast service and repair background.

Preferably knowledgeable in GVG switchers,
Betacam, Abekas and peripherals.

required.

References

Competitive salary and benefits.

Bexe
CORPORATION

Mail Resumes to:
Bob Boynton

801 South Main Street

Burbank, CA 91506

NBC 6 IS LOOKING for highly qualified Maintenance engineers. Positions available with emphasis on Beta VTR repair, studio equipment, microwave, satellite and Avid equipment. Remote tele-

vision and computer experience a plus. Two or
more years of television experience required. We
have a congenial working environment with excellent benefits. Qualified individuals please forward your resumes, salary history and cover letters to: (No phone calls please) NBC 6, Human
Resources Department, Attn.: Megan Drulard, re:
position 96-8, 1001 Wood Ridge Center Drive,
Charlotte, NC 28217. EOE/M/F/V/H
ASST. CHIEF ENGINEER: Opening for an assistant

chief engineer with an eye on the future.

71134-4227. EOE.

PIMA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, TUCSON, AZ

Broadcast Engineer. Community Campus. Closing: January 10, 1997. If being on the cutting edge
of telecommunications interests you, this position
will be responsible for operating anew telecommunications facility with state of the art analog and
digital video, satellite, and transmission equipment. This facility was designed to anchor the
College's effort in providing instructional and student development alternative delivery systems that
promote lifelong learning and meet the educational and training requirements and opportunities of the local and global marketplaces. Pima
Community College is the fifth largest multi -campus community college in the nation. The Community Campus provides alternative instructional and

student development delivery systems for 9,500
credit students and 20,000 noncredit students.
There are 600 adjunct faculty and 146 center and
site locations. The campus is responsible for
district -wide telecommunications, business and
professional training, research and development
for instructional community needs assessment,
innovative and core curriculum, and exploratory
site development. This position is responsible for
directing and coordinating the operation of television cablecasting and satellite -delivered training
and teleconferences in accordance with rules and
regulations of Federal Communications Commission; performing a variety of technical support to
production team, faculty, and audio/video staff in
repair, maintenance, Installation, construction
modification, and design of equipment; operating
compressed -video multi -point system and coordinating transmission of multi -media graphics and

data over computer networks. For application
contact: Pima Community College, Human Resources, 4905-D E. Broadway Blvd., Tucson, AZ
85709-1190. Phone: (520) 748-4624 Fax: (520) 7484662 'TTY For the Hearing Impaired: (520) 748-4852
ADA accom avail EEO/AA

Broadcast Engineering

KGTV SAN DIEGO'S 10, looking for broadcast
maintenance engineer. Experience maintaining

numerous kiosks, projectors and a broadcast facility. Primary job responsibilities include daily
routine maintenance/set-up/repair of projectors

needed working with station automation systems,
microwave equipment, studio systems and audio

and associated laser disk equipment. Provide
overall technical support to entire operation including broadcast control room/studio and touch
screen based interactive exhibits. Two years experience in A/V systems required. Ability to use
electronic test equipment, general computer and
effective communication skills, formal electronic
training a plus. Competitive salary and excellent
benefits. Send resume to: Personal/Confidential,
Classified Ad Coordinator, Broadcast Engineering,
Dept. 782, 9800 Metcalf, Overland Park, KS 66212-

Beta SP equipment a must. Experience also
equipment. Candidate must be computer literate. Minimum 5 years broadcast maintenance ex-

perience. FCC General License required. SBE
certification a plus. Must be a self starter with
good work habits and organizational skills. Send
resumes to KGTV, Attn: Ron Jennings, P.O. Box
85347, San Diego, CA 92186
TV SYSTEMS ENGINEER needed to do Customer

2215.

Service/Installation for TV Automation company
in Florida, 1995 Money Magazine's best city to
live in. Travel in US and worldwide expected. Fax
resume to: Traudi Buchanan 352.375.0859.

AM-FM-LPTV, same ownership over 20 years
needs experienced, hands-on Chief Engineer
knowledgeable in computer, digital, audio, video
and RF. Resume and salary requirements to: One

RF MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN - Qualified can-

Broadcast Center, Plano, IL 60545 - ATTN: Larry
Nelson. FAX (630) 552-9393. EOE.

didates must have at least 5 years experience with
VHF television transmitters, EMCEE translators,
fixed and ENG microwave, antenna systems and

remote control systems. Also requires 3 years
experience maintaining satellite equipment. Suc-

WAGT-TV 26 TV ENGINEER Needed experienced

television broadcast engineer, must be familiar
with maintenance of video cameras, switchers,
VTRs. Mail resume to P.O. Box 1526, Augusta,
GA 30903 EOE. No phone calls.

RF

background needed. Extensive studio maintenance
experience a requirement. Send resume to: Dave
Hendricks, ACE1-BE, Box 44227, Shreveport, LA

84

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN Growth opportunity in a multi -media driven museum facility near
Washington, DC. This start-up operation includes

cessful candidate must be willing to maintain
transmitter during the off hours of the day and
maintain 10 other electronic sites throughout the
state of Arizona. Knowledge of air conditioning

systems and electrical power and wiring are a
must. Also requires knowledge of studio equipment and computers. Contact: Gerry Grunig,

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN NBC owned and

Chief Engineer, KSAZ-TV, 511 W. Adams St., Phoenix, AZ 85003 FAX:602-262-0177. (EOE)

operated 1'V station, WRC-TV, seeks an experienced maintenance technician for a staff position.
Ideal candidate must have 5 years experience in

VIDEO PRODUCTION ENGINEER Clark is look-

the maintenance of studio, EJ, and field equipment as well as videotape, satellite and RF equipment. Requires strong troubleshooting skills using the appropriate testing equipment. FCC General Class and radio amateur license holders preferred. For prompt consideration, please send
resume to NBC, Employee Relations Department,
Dept. MT, 4001 Nebraska Avenue, N.W., Washing-

ton, D.C. 20016. NBC is an Equal Opportunity
Company continuously seeking to expand its diversity to better its communities.

ing for a client oriented engineer who can work
as a team player on a "film -style" video crew.
Good sound techniques & understanding of "Paint
Box" operation is important. Knowledge of multi camera ISO & live -switch productions is desirable.
Work with all of the newest Betacam SP & Digital
formats. Our clients include Fortune 500 companies and the most creative & demanding produc-

tion companies. Attention to detail & commitment to perfection are the required qualities for
this position. Please send your resume to: CLARK
PRODUCTION ASSOCIATES, INC., 296 BRODHEAD

ROAD, BETHLEHEM, PA 18017. VISIT OUR WEB

KLVX-TV has openings for the following engineering positions: Senior Engineer -DUTIES: Supervise

engineering staff, operate, install, maintain, and
repair VHF broadcast, satellite, ITFS, and CATV
facilities. QUALS: HS diploma and 6 years experience OR AS degree, plus 4 years experience, and
FCC license. PREFERRED QUALS: Familiarity with

Harris TV -30H transmitter, uplink systems, and
SBE certification. STARTING SALARY: $34,590+
benefits. TV Engineer II -DUTIES: Broadcast, ITFS,
MATV, and CATV maintenance engineer position

to operate, install, maintain, and repair signal distribution, transmission, and reception equipment.
QUALS: HS diploma and 4 years experience OR
AS degree or 2 years of formal technical training
or courses in electronics from an accredited college, school, or vocational institution, plus 2 years

SITE http://www.clarkpro.com

REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING
Quantel, the world leader in the design and manu-

facturing of digital imaging equipment, seeks a
Regional Director of Engineering. Responsibilities include but are not limited to engineering
representation of the Company and its products
to potential clients and industry associations.
The position requires significant broadcast engineering experience. Manufacturing experience
would be an advantage. Technical writing and
presentational skills are required. Fax resume in
confidence to Manager, Human Resources, 203656-3459. EOE

experience, and FCC License. STARTING SALARY:

$32,947.00+ benefits. Submit detailed resume to
Madelyn Barnum, KLVX-TV, 4210 Channel 10
Drive, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119 or FAX to 702799-5586. Positions will remain open until filled.
A screening packet will be mailed to competitive
applicants. KLVX-TV Channel 10, Clark County
School District, is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER KNXV-TV, Phoenix,

Arizona seeks an individual with repair and installation skills of television broadcast and computer equipment. Should have three years experience in maintaining audio, video, computer and
RF broadcast equipment and systems. This position requires a two year electronic technical
degree or equivalent, and experience with Beta
and CCD ENG camera equipment. Fax resume to
Engineering Manager at (602) 304-3000 or send
to KNXV-TV, 4625 S. 33rd Place, Phoenix, Arizona
85040. EOE.
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FAx: +44 (0) 1295 278408
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digital basics
By Paul McGoldrick

Compression and the
video data rate
This is the second version of this column. The first
posed a math question that I couldn't figure out.
Steve, BE's technical editor, found my problem, saving
me from a flood of E -mails- all because I hadn't heeded
Mr. George.
Mr. George was my senior lecturer in electrical engineering at college. He was a tyrant from the old school
and would thunder at innocent idiocy and moan at the
ignorance of an 18 year old. He insisted on a couple of
things. As far as he was concerned, "bulbs" grew in the

gives a data rate of 29.97x720x486x2x1 byte/s, which
computes as 20.97x106 byte/s (or 167.79x106 bit/s). In
computerese, this is equivalent to 20.0026Mbytes/s
(1Mbyte.1,024kbytes, lkbyte.1,024bytes).

garden, the things you plug into light fixtures were lamps.
But the things that were right -on were fundamentals and
units. It's amazing how many engineers cannot give you
the approximate gain of a circuit or understand Kirchoff
or who have heard of Lenz. When solving problems, Mt

would have been proud of. The concept of getting

George insisted on two calculations: the one with the
numbers and a separate column

MPEG-2 or Motion-JPEG signals through a PCI bus has
not been popular because of data bottlenecks.

Matrox's "over -the -top" solution, with a separate
bus connecting dedicated video application cards in its
DigiSuite, shows imagination. The company has put

together the ingredients for
mathematically lossless M -

There is a fundamental difference

JPEG on the bus. The theory is

a competing publication at face

between a bit and a byte.

followed by quantization fol-

simple: instead of the DCT
lowed by entropy encoding

(that is, run -length and
Huffman encoding to recognize and dispense with strings
of repeat information and shorten up regular codes), you
eliminate the DCT and quantization. The latter is where
information is lost.
The bit -rate reduction is estimated by Matrox at
about 1.6:1, translating into a manageable 13Mbyte/s or
so data rate, while maintaining the quality ofthe image
and allowing the full benefits of editing. The implementation still requires an M-JPEG codec with an internal

The standard for professional papers and books is to

pipeline architecture at least at the ITU CCIR-601

spell out bit and byte. Data rates should be, for example,
100byte/s; using Bps reads as Bels-pica-second, all multiplied. Spelling it out makes it more difficult to change
willy-nilly between upper and lower case.
The problem started with an error, but it was intended

clock rate of 27MHz, and the Zoran (Santa Clara, CA)
ZR36050 has been identified for the task. The codec

to lead into the data rates needed for full bandwidth,
uncompressed video. We typically see 270Mbit/s for
the serial interface, which includes all the frame and
line intervals. Let's run through the numbers for the

and stream management/buffering with Microsoft's

active video of eight -bit, 4:2:2 digital component video
for 525 lines. Frame rate is 29.97/s, pixel count is 720
horizontally by 486 vertically, each pixel has two samples (luminance at every pixel and plus the alternating BY and R -Y), with eight bits per sample (one byte). That
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because they less accurately use the frame rate of 30/s.
Matrox shows even more with a little quirk in compression, in a way going back to the fundamentals Mt George

showing the units involved and the
final result unit.
So what did I do? I took a unit in

value. It is rare that I do not check
on a standard, and the unit slipped
by me. It is a good time to remind those who know, and
to educate those who don't, that there is a fundamental
difference between a bit and a byte. There are eight bits
in one byte. The distinction seems to be blurry, and hasn't
been helped by the computer industry popularizing an
incorrect unit.
If you buy a hard -disk drive, the capacity will be given
as, say, 2GB. As far as professional engineering societies
are concerned, that reads as 2 Giga-Bels (VERY loud).

41k

Matrox Video Products (Dorval, Quebec) seems to agree
with me, nearly. The company uses the same numbers and
comes up with 20.02Mbyte/s instead of 20.0026Mbyte/s
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with intermediate memory buffer is being labeled
DigiMotion. A complete A/B roll editor consists of that
plus a Fast -20 Wide SCSI, the preferred storage system
ActiveMovie software, the whole handling two lossless

video datastreams plus audio.
Peace on earth Mt George and readers, at least until the
computer industry gets a hold of ATV standards.
Paul McGoldrick is a free-lance writer and consultant based on the
West Coast.
Editors note: It is BE's policy to use MB/s to denote megabytes per
second and to use Mb/s for megabits per second.

Basic In -Sync.

VIDEOTEX
56-2010

601 DIGITAL

VIDEOTEX
VSG-202D

601 01017
SYNC GENOATC

The VSG-201D and VSG-202D: Features you need... prices that won't sting you!
You'll- appreciate a duo that's in sync with your needs

-and won't eat up your budget!

Whether you're upgrading an analog system, building a
new hybrid facility or planning an ali-digital plant, both of
these sync generators give you kille features: genlock, four
analog black burst outputs, digital black, digital color bars
and stereo analog, tone.
The VSG-201D and VSG-2021 are designed and built
to exacting standards. A high sta/lity TCXO provides
±1Hz accuracy mating either unit perfect for
use as a master 5T c generator. e infinite

The VSG-201D and VSG-202D are user selectable for
525 or 625 line standards making them suitable whether
your facility is NTSC, PAL or both.
The VSG-202D also includes embedded and AES/EBU

audio tone with front panel level adjustments and channel
selection.

As you're making the move to digital, get right to the
basics with our new serial digital sync generators, the
VSG-201D and VSG-202D.

.

4 TIN gerlockausirgeaomiesem
ideal for useas slave sync generators.

Premium Quality, Intelligent Design, Smart Prices... That's Videotek.

*op*This proviles an easy, affbdable way

to deal wth system timing issues when
interfacing (igital equipment.

A Zero Defects Comonny

A Digital System
Integration Product

243 Shoemake Road, Pottstown, PA 19464 1 800-800-5719 (610) 327-2292 Fax: (610) 327-9295
Circle (2) on Free Info Card

Five Year Warranty.

PICTURE PERFECT

Unspoiled Encoding
n igital bliss! No noise, no differential gain and phase

(800) 231-9673

.1-.1 problems and beautiful frequency response. Digital
TV gives you all of this: right up to the analog encoder.
We wouldn't want to spoil a good thing now, would we?
Call Leitch for details if the clean CES-3501 encoder

iI

Lc Angeles, CA
(600) 380-1676

Indianapolis, IN
(800) 861-9440

for NTSC, PAL or PAL -M television.

Dallas, TX
(800) 401-3770

New York, NY
(800) 653-4824

http://www.leitch.com

Norfolk,VA
(800) 6655062

Atlanta, GA
(800) 641-1277
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